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Report of the Export Credit Guarantee Committee 

, CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY 

Previous inquiry-As part of the export promotion drive, the 
Government of India have been considering from time to time the 
question of introducing an export credit guarantee scheme on the 
lines of the schemes in operation in various foreign countries. This 
idea was also considered by the Export Promotion Committee 
appointed by the Government of India in 1949 to make recommenda
tions as to -the measures for stepping up exports. That Committee. 
was not, however, in favour of ,such a scheme on the following 
grounds:'-

"The scope of such a scheme is very limited in India: 
The nature of our exports, the traditional ties between· 
exporter and foreign importer, the absence of political 
interference with export trade in most of the countries to 
which we export, all these make such a scheme unnecess
ary. Moreover, in order that insurance should work 
satisfactorily, the number of insured must be quite large 
and the business must continue regularly. In the U. K., 
for instance, a shipper taking advantage of the scheme 
cannot pick and choose the consignments which he will 
insure ............ Apart froin other considerations, there is not 
likely to be that amount of business which would allow 
such a scheme to be worked successfully, and, in all the 
circumstances, it would be best not to waste further time 
in consideration of this and other similar projects, but to 
apply ourselves to the real remedies for increasing exports
reduction in price, use of ·good material and suitable work
manship." 

2. Draft scheme considered by the Export Advisory Council
Notwithstanding' the .views of the Export Promotion Committee 
6949), the rapid changes in the pattern and mechanism of export 
trade and the (!radual conversion from a seller's market to a buyer's 
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market with the consequential demand £or payment terms mor1 
favourable to the buyers than heretofore, necessitated are-examina
tion of the position. A need was felt for providing Indian exporters 
with the same credit insurance facilitiEs as were available to the 
exporters in most foreign countries. A proposal for the introduction 
of an export credit guarantee scheme to stimulate exports was plac
ed before the Export Advisory Council on 29th November, 1953. 
The Council were however, divided in their opinion about the neces
sity and the scope of the scheme. The Ministry of Commerce & 
Industry re-examined the matter and circulated in May,1955, a new 
draft of the scheme to the Export Advisory Council and some cham
bers of commerce and trade associations. This scheme is reproduced 
in Appendix I to this Report. 

3. Opinions on the draft scheme-The opm10ns expressed on 
this draft scheme were sharply divided. While there was a con• 
sensus of op!nion that an export credit guarantee scheme was . 
generally necessary as a means of stepping up Indian exports, 
several views were expressed in regard to the scope of the scheme 
and the manner of its implementation. A large volume of opinion 
was not in favour of the second part of the scheme, which aimed 
at covering the foreign buyer's risk, _i. e., insuring the foreign buyer 
against the failure of the Indian Exporter to fulfil the terms of the 
contract. 

4. Present inquiry: Terms of reference-In view of the differ
ences in the opinions expressed, the Government of India appointed 
this Committee by Resolution No. EP/56 dated the 7th January, 
1956, which is reproduced below : 

No. EP/55. Tb.e Government of India have had under 
consideration a proposal to introduce an Export Credit 
Guarantee Scheme for India with a view to stimulating exports. 

2. The scheme is conceived to be mainly based on the 
principle of insurance and is intended to provide a guarantee to 
the exporter against losses resulting from circumstances which 
are beyond his control and which are not ordinarily accepted 
as insurable risks by Insurance Companies such as insolvency 
of the foreign buyer, unforeseen changes in regulations relating 
to foreign exchange, occurrence of war, incurring of extra 
delivery charges, etc. 
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3. While the need for an effective organisation to provide 
guarantees against export risks is generally recognised, several 
views have been expressed in regard to the scope of the scheme 
and the manner of its implementation. The Government of India 
have accordingly decided to appoint an expert committee with 
the following terms of reference :-

(1) to examine the suggestions made in this behalf and 
to consider the scope of the Export Credit Guarantee 
Scheme; 

(2) to make recommendations in regard to : 
(a) the nature of risks to be covered ; 

(b) the basis on which premia should be fixed ; 
(c) the structure of the organisation that will be 

required for the implementation of the scheme; and 

(d) any other matter necessary for the successful 
operation of the scheme. 

4. The Committee will consist of :-

Chairman: 

Shri T. C. Kapur, 
Retired General-Manager of the Bombay Mutual 
Life Assurance Society Ltd., Bombay • 

./\!embers : 

1. Shri W. A. Foges, 
M/s. United Traders Ltd .. Bombay. 

2. Shri E. P. W. Da Costa, 
Editor, Eastern Economist, New Delhi. 

3. Shri S. Gupta. 
Secretary & Treasurer of the State Bank of India, . 

·Calcutta. 

4. Shri S. C. Roy. 
Director, The National Rolling and Steel Ropes Ltd., 
Calcutta. 

5. Shri T. S, Ramaswami, Under Secretary, 
Ministry of Commerce & Industry, New Delhi
Member-Secretary. 
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Government also propose to appoint an Expert Advisor, 
havhut knowledge of the working of an Export Credit Guaran
tee Scheme in one of tl:ie foreign countries, to assist' the Com
mittee. 

5. The Committee may co-opt. with the approval of 
the Government of India, such additional members as may be 
found to be necessary from time to time .. 

6. The f'ommittee is requested -to· undertake the neces
sary enquiries and to. make its recommendations by 6th May, 
1956. 

7. The headquarters of. the Committee will be at Delhi 
and it may visit such places as it may cons1der necessary for the 
purpose of this enquiry. 

8. The Government of India trust that firms, Chambers 
of Commerce and Associations, etc. will afford the Committee 
all the assistance that it may requite and will comply with any 
request for information that may be made, 

Note :-(1) Mr. F. C. Mann, Midlands Manager, Export Credits Gua .. 
ran tee Department in the U.K., was appointed by the Government 
as an Expert Adviser to assist the Committee. 

(2) Shri S. S. T. Chari, Director, Best&. Co. Ltd., Madras, was co-oPted 
on 27th February, 1956, as a me~bet with the apptovalof the 
Government. 

(3) The time for submitting the repor-t was extended to 30th JuJ1.e
1 

1956 
by Government's Resolution No. EP/56 dated17t> April, 1956, 

5. The terms of reference required the Committee to examine 
the suggestions already made regarding the Scheme, but from the 
files made available to us, it was found that only 21 organisations 
and 18 persons, mostly members of the Export Advisory Council 
had expressed their opinion. It was, therefore, felt. necessar; 
fully to understand the pattern of trade and the requirements of 
Indian exporters in the matter of export credit insurance before any 
recommendation could b~ made. With a view to eliciting inform a-· 
tion and views, it was. considered essential that questionnaires 
shoq\d be prepared and. ~su_ed to exporJ:ers, to· banks.and to a large 

num'nr of tra-:la organ!latwns. The first two weeks were accord 
ingly sp3nt in preparing the questionnaires, -~ 
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. 6. Method o£ inqairy-The first meeting of the Committee 
~as inaugu~ated· by Shri T. T. Krlshnamachari,,Minister of Com· 
merce and Industry, on the 23rd January,1956. A fe.w days later 
one questionnaire was issued to all export interests through 
Chambers of Commerce, trade associations and Export Promotion 
Councils. This questionnaire was als~ published in the Trade 
Notices issued by the Export Trade Controllers at the ports, the 
"Journal of Industry and Trade", and the 'Indian Trade Journal'', 
At the same time, the Committee addressed a special questionnaire 
to all banks. A copy of these questionnaires will be f<'und in 
Appendices II and III. A list of trade organisations, banks, and 
other bodies through whom th~ main questionaire was distributed 
to individual exporters and who were themselves ·requested to 
submit memoranda on the various points raised by the questionnaire, 
will·be found in Appendix IV. This Appendix also gives the 

· names and addresses of organisations who sent memoranda and/or 
detailed replies to the questionnaire. 

7. The divergent views expressed by various interests on the. 
draft scheme circulated by the Ministry last year showed that the 
trade had not fully appreciated·the scope and the manner of opera
tion of the guarantee schemes in other counfries and the benetits 
that accrued to insured exporters. With a view to eliciting the 
fullest possible answers to the questionnaires, the Chairman, the 
Member-Secretary and the Adviser visited Bombay from the 9th 
to 16th February, 19~6. In company with Mr. W.A. Foges, they met 
representatives of various Chambers of Commerce and exporters 
.Associations. Export Promotion Councils and Bankers~ Associations 
-at Bombay, and explained the implications of the various aspects of 
the guarantee schemes in operation in foreign countries. The com. 
mittee also held similar discussions with Government officials and 
export interests at Calcutta between the 20th and 23rd February, 
1956.· More formal discussiOns were held at Calcutta between 21st 
and 24th March, 1956; at Madras on 9th to 12th April and 19th 
Apri1,1956; at Bangalore on 14th April; 1956; at l!.rnakulam (Cochin) 
on 16th, 17th and 18th April, 1956; at Bezwada on 20th April ·1956· 

. ~ . -' ' 
again at Bombay on 4th May, 1956, and at· New Delhi on 26th 'and 
27th April and 9th may, 1956. A list of·organi~ations and indivi~ 
:duals who accepted invitations to meet ·the Committe~ as: well·:. 
list of those who did not respond to the Committee's invitation, wiil 
be found in Appendix V. 
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· 8 The Committee received_ 271 replies to the questionnaire 
, ed to individual exporters. The poor response in spite of exten· 
ISSU I' b "b d sion of the time limit for submission of rep tes, may e attn ute 
to. an inadequate appreciation of the issues involved by the great 
majority of the exporters. However, a great deal of useful informa
tion has been supplied and a summary of the replies from individual 
exporters, is given in Appendix VI. Appendix IV (1) (a) gives the 
names and addresses of the exporters who have answered the 
questionnaire. 

9. The Committee received memoranda from 66 chambers of 
commerce and trade associations. A large number of organisations 
did not send their views, possibly because their members were· not 
interested in export trade or because they had little to add to the 
replies submitted by their constituents directly to the Committee. 
In the discussions. held with the associations, several new points 
were made. A summary of the points raised by them in their 
memoranda as well as in oral evidence before us is contained in 
Appendix VII. 

10. A summary of the replies to the special questionnaire receiv
ed from banks, and of the discussions held with the Bankers' As
sociations will be found in Appendix VIII. 

: 11. It came to the notice of the Government that the Annu 1 
General Meeting of the Union d'Assureurs pour le Controle d:s 
Credits Internationaux, Berne, an association of the Export Credit 
Guarantee Organisations in about a dozen countries was being held 
at Cannes from 13th to 18th May, 1936. As some of the items on 
the agenda of the meeting were of great importance to the Com. 
mittee, the Government deputed the Chairman of the Committee 
to attend the meeting as an Observer and if necessary, to visit the 
head offices of some of the European Organisations. During his 
staY at Cannes, the Chairman discussed important problems regar
ding export credit insurance with most of the members who attended 
the meeting; he also visited the head offices of the French, Nether
lands, German and Swiss organisations and discussed with their 
managements certain important aspects of the problems which the 
Committee had to consider and d~cide .. The Chairman left for 
Europe on lOth May and. returned to India on 1st June, 1956, 



CHAPTER II 

CASE FOR EXPORT CREDIT INSURANCE 

From the stage of production or manufacture of goods to . the 
stage of marketing and receiving payment, every entrepreneur 
faces certain risks.: There are the risks of fire; riot, transport, theft, 
war damage, and finally loss due to inability to receive the sale 
price from the buyer for any reaso!'. Every entrepreneur needs 
protection against such risks. It is possible for him to cover himself 
against risks of fire, riot, transport, theft, and if such a situation 
arises, war damage; but at present, an Indian entrepreneur has no 
means of covering his risks of losses inherent in the sale of goods on 
credit. 

2. Credit is the essence of economic development, the history 
of man's economic development is the history of credit. Modern 
economic civilization is largely based on the credit system. When 
goods are sold on credit and the buyer and the seller are in the. same 
country, the main risk involved is that on the buyer, that is the 
refusal or inability of the buyer to pay for the goods purchased by 
him. But, if the buyer and the seller are in two different countries 
then apart from the risk on the buyer, there are other risks which 
are created by the political. financial and economic situation of the 
buyer's country. These risks have been described in detail in 
Chapter III. At the present time, credit in world trade is in greater 
demand than ever before; for, due to the efforts that have been and 
are being progressively made in various countries to develop and 
expand industries, competition has considerably increased in recent 
years. For most commodities, the seller's market has given place to 
the buyer's market. This is creating a demand for goods being sold 

·0 n credit terms, i e., where payment is due to be made in the buyer's 
·country after shipment. If goods are sold on credit terms, there 
will be a need for protecting oneself against bad debts just as there 
is need for protecting oneself against fire, theft, loss in transit. etc. 

3. Protection against ·export risks is provided by export" credit 
insurance schemes which are operating successfully in the following 

countries :-
. Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Weste~n Germany, 
. Holland Irish Republic, Italy, Japan, Norway, Spain, Sweden, 

Switzerland, and the U.K. 
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In Australia, the bill for setting up an export Payments 

Insurance·Corporation has been passed by the Parliament. In addi
t'on new schemes are in course. of preparation in South Africa, and 
t~e U.S.A .. and it is believed that other countries are also interested 
in the introduction of export credit insurance. These schemes 
(Summaries of some, of which will be. found in Appendix IX) help 
the exporter in the· following manner :-

(a) By insuring against loss from export risks, the insured is 
enabled to sell on credit terms and thereby succes•fully 
compete with exporters from other countries, and increase 
his volume of business, · 

(b) To the extent to which a risk is covered, credit insurance 
obviates the necessity for transfers to bad debt reserve, 
which are liable to income-tax. 

(c) Where goods are specially prepared.for particular markets 
or buyers and cannot easily be sold elsewhere, Export 

. Credit Guarantees insure the exporter against loss arising 
: from frustration of the contract before the goods are deli-

vered to the buyer . 

. (d) Credit insurance assists in maintaining working capital 
inta.ct in so. far as it. enables. the exporter to recoup any 
losses arising out_of ·any of the risks covered. Further
more, credit ins'urance, by reason of the increased security 

. which it affords, enables the exporter to raise finance more 
readily than otherwise would be the case. Working capi. 
tal is an asset which is not insurable and therefore, cannot 
normally be used for raising finance. 

(e) The credit insurance organisation performs the important 
function of independently investigating and checking the 
credit standing of foreign buyers. Thus, the organisation 
is able to advise insured exporters about fixing the credit 
limits on their buyers (see Chapter Ill paragraphs 10 to 14) 

(f) A credit insurance organisation, being interested in credits 
granted all over the world, and having access to official 

. sources of information, is in a better position to study the 
economic and political developments in foreign countries 



than an.individual exporter and can advise him .of. lik;>ly 
dangers. Such advice is of special value when exporters 
are prospecting for business in countries of which they have 
little or no experience. · 

4. It should be mentioned here that, where· standard goods are 
sold on terms of confirmed irrevocable sight letters of · credit, 
there are normally no post-shipment risks to insure and such ·con
tracts would be excluded from export credit policies. It has . not 
beeri possible for the Committee to ascertain what Percentage of 
Indian exports is on the basis of letters of credit, though many 
widely differing estimates have been given to us. 

5. The question arises whether the Indian exporter needs 
credit insurance. Some exporters, particularly those who export 
jute fabrics, tea, minerals and cotton textiles have mentioned that 
they do not need any insurance facilities. This is because a large 
percentage of these goods is exported on a letLer of credit basis. 
There is some evidence, however, to show that the strength of 
competition is beginning to force some extension of payment 
terms for these goods and that this tendency is likely to become 
more pronounced in the future. It has been admitted in the course 
of discussions with us by associations -of jute manufacturers that, 
while the need for a scheme of this nature is not fe,lt to be im~edi
a te in their case, growing competition will eventually make 
them recognise its utility; in fact,. one iute association requested 
that the scheme should be made compulsorily applicable to all jute 
exporters forthwith. The position regarding tea appears to be 
same. One of the tea associations has also urged that the scheme 
should be compulsorily applicable to all exports of tea. We are 
informed that in cotton textiles percentage of. exports on terms 
other than letters of credit is steadily increasing. Exporters of silk 
and rayon, engineering and plastic goods have represented to the 
Committee that there is an immediate need for export credit insur
ance and have urged that the scheme should be brought into force 
immediately. So far as other exports are concerned the position 
appears to be that the need for insurance is being felt to the 
extent to which goods are being exported on terms other than 
letter of credit. 

6. It has been brought to ~ur notice that in one foreign market 
Indian goods are not being ·preferred because Indian exporters 
insist on letters of credit being opened. The buyers; there £ere, buy 
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goocls from other countries and deal with Indian .exporters only if 
they find that, after allowing for the expense involved· in opening 
the letters of cridit and the loss of interest, Indian goods :~re still 
cheaper than goods imported from other countries. By insisting on 
letters of credit in this market, Indian exporters are losing :1 con
siderable volume of business. It is likely that a similar situation 
obtains in other markets. The Indian exporter is either ignorant 
of the business lost or his insistence on letters of· credit is due to 
facilities for covering himself against export risks not being 
available. 

7. Further, an important feature of the structure of India's 
export trade is that the areat maiority of exporters consist of small 
and medium-sized firms which cannot command the same capital 
resources as the big and established exporters. The n~mber of 
such small and medium-sized firms is increasing every day because 
of the greater fteedom and greater facilities that have now been 
created due to changes in the political, economic and industrial 
conditions in the country, Such firms need greater financial facili
ties to enable them to meet foreign· competition. Their prospects 
of obtaining these facilities will improve if they can offer their 
bankers additional security in the form of an export credit 
insurance policy. 

8. ln most European countries including the U. K. • the 
Government insurance _organisations have introduced new types 
of policies for " Dollar Drive " exports and for the development 
of new markets for specialised products. Under these polici~s 
the insurers share with the exporters the risk tha.t thetr 
expenditure in market surveys, advertising, holding of constgnment 
stocks. and sales promotion campaigns, may not be recovered 
through increased sales over a specified period. This part of ~he 
scheme will be useful in the development of markets for Indta~ 
manufactures generally and handloom products artware, an 
numerous other cottage industry products particularly. 

9. The Second Five-year Plan emphasizes the need to increase 
earnings of foreign exchange, This objective can be largely 
achieved by developing exports. Various steps have been or are 
being taken by Government in this direction, but while we do ~ot 
minimise the importance of such steps, they do not enable Indtan 
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exporters to offer the same payment 
co~pet~tors ~ho are backed by export 
sat10ns m tbe1r own countries. 

terms as their foreign 
credit guarantee organi-

10. Tn view of the following facts, viz., 

(a) demand for credit terms is being made for all exports and 
is likely to increase even for the exports of jute fabrics, 
tea, minerals. cotton textiles, 

(b) more. small and medium-sized firms are coming into the 
export business and this class of firms has a great need for 
insur~J).ce. 

(c) export credit insurance makes the export finance facilities 
more· readily available, 

{d) the insurance helps the exporter to develop new markets, 

(e) competition froin exporters from other countries having 
insurance facilities can be met if, other things being the 
same, Indian exporters are placed in a similar position as 
the,ir competitors in regard to credit insurance, and 

(£) there is a pressing need to earn foreign exchange, we are of 
the opinion that an export credit insurance scheme is an 
important export promotion measure, and therefore re
commend that this scheme be started in India without 
delay. 



CHAPTER III 

EXPORTERS' RISKS 

I. ln this chapter we consider the nature of the risks to be 
covered by the Indian Export Insurance Organization. We are 
not concerned herewith the• risks of fire, theft, or marine risks for 
which adequate cover . is available from general insurance 
companies. 

2. In the case of every export there are son:ie risks which are 
Qperatilie before the goods are •hipped. and where goods are sold 
on credit, there are other risks which arise after shipment. The 
first are called pre-shipment risks, and the others post-shipment 
risks. Post-shipment risks become operative from the shipping stage 
and end when the payment has been received in the exporter's 
country. Pre-shipment risks com !lienee as soon as the exporter has 
committed himself to expenditure after the conclusion: of i:he sales 
contra·ct and end· ·on the date of shipment, when the post
shipment· ri$ks commence. In this context·, shipment means "the 
de~patch of goods from India by any means of transport." In the 
case of goods which can be sold without loss in the home market 
and or in various foreign markets, post-shipment risks are more 
important ; and in the case of goods which have been prepared for 
a particular buyer or for a partiC:ular market and the po•sibility ~f 
their sale in the home market or in other foreign markets IS 

limited, pre-shipment risks are usually as important as post
shipment risks. 

Post-Shipment Riob 

3. The following risks become operative as soon as goods are 
shipped:-

(a) Di11ersion Risks.-Due to ititerruption or diversion of 
voyage outside the e:rporting country, the exporter may 
han to incur in respect of goodJ shipped from his count~y, 
additional handling, transport or insurance charges whtch 
it is impracticable to recover fro111 the buyer. 
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(b) Import Control Risk.-The importer may have placed 

orders for goods but he may not hold a valid import 
licence when the goods arrive. He may not have been 
able to obtain the necessary licence or his licence may 
have been cancelled or may have expired and cannot be 
renewed. Even if there were no import restrictions when 
the order was placed, new import restrictions may have 
been imposed. 

(c) Repudiation Risk.-A solvent buyer maY repudiate his 
contract, refuse to open a letter of credit or to accept 
goods. 

(d) Insolvency Risk.'-The buyer may become insolvent. 

(e) Default Risk.-The buyer may ac~ept the goods on credit 
terms and on the due date refuse to make payment or may 
temporarily be unable to pay. 

[Both (d) and (e) together are called Commercial or Del Cre-
dere Risks]. · 

(f) War. Risk.-War between the buyer's ~ountrY and the 
exporter's country may occur. 

(g) War and Civil War Risk.-There may occur war, 
hostilities, civil war, rebellion, revolution, insurrection or 
other disturbance in the buyer's country or . other 
countries through which the goods must pass, 

If any of the contingencies referred to in (f) and (g) qccurs, 
the exporter may suffer losses because, 

(i) he may be prevented from delivering goods ; or 

{ii) he may be prevented from removing his goods from a 
country involved in war; or 

(iii) the buyer may be prevented from making payment ; or 

(iv) the foreign bank tO which the buyer has paid his debt 
may be prevented from remitting payment to the 
exporter, 

... 
(h) 'Transfer. R·isk,_:_'rbe. o~er~tio.ri of a -~._~-.or: im order 

decree or regulation having the force of ia w, -which in 
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circumstances outside the control of the- exporter and of 
the· buyer, may prevent, restrict or c~ntrol the transfer 
of payments from the buyer's country to the exporter's 
country. 

(j) Exchange Fluct:..ation and Devaluation Risks,-I£ the sale 
has been made in a currency other than that of the 
exporter's country, the exporter. may, apart from the 
blockage of funds, suffer loss because of-

( i) fluctuations in ~ne currency ; ci~ .. 

(ii) the devaluation of the currency, 

(The first is Exchange Fluctuation Risk and the second is 
' Devaluation Risk). 

(j) Omnibus Risk.-Any other CilUSe not being within the 
control of the exporter or of the buyer which ilrises from 
events occurring outside the exporters's country. (This 
may be called Omnibus ·Risk). 

Risks (a) and (b), and (f) .to _(j) are called Political Risks. 

4. Between the date the exporter has committed himself to 
expenditure and the date of shipment of goods, the contract may 
become frustrated and the expo'rter may auffer losses because of 
events happening either within or outside his country. If his 
contract does not become frustrated before shipment and he ships 
the goods, post-shipm~nt risks o,yill become operative. 

Pre-~hipment Risks 

5. The main pre-shipment risks which are beyond the 
exporter's control and arise in his conn try are :-

(a) ban or restrictions on the import of raw material or semi
manufactured goods which may be necessarY to manu

facture the goods to be exported ; 

(b) non-issue, non-renewal or cancellation of his export licence, 
or the imposition of fresh restrictions on the export of 

goods; 
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(c) increase in export duty or the imposition of a new export 

duty which, under the terms of contract. cannot be 
recovered from the foreign buyer ; 

(d) non-availability of transport and or of berthing space for 
steamers: 

(e) strikes ; 

(f) increase in . the manufacturing costs which cannot be 
passed on to the buyer. 

6. Risks which arise because of events happening outside the 
exporter's country and which make it impossible and/ or in ad vis
abl~ to export goods when ready for shipment are :-

(a) repudiation of contract by a buyer (Repudiation Risk) : 

(b) insolvency of the buyer (Insolvency Risk) ; 

(c) inability of the buyer to make payment due to imposition 
of restrictions on the transfer of funds (Transfer Risk) ; 

(d) expiry of the import licence against which the buyer had 
placed the order and its non-renewal ; or cancellation of 
his i.ml?ort licence or the imposition of fresh import 
restnct10ns ; (Import Control Risk) ; 

(e) war or civil war in the buyer's country (War and Civil 
War Risks); 

(f) any other cause not being within the control of the 
exporter or of the buyer which arises from events 
occurring outside the exporter's countrY (omnibus Risk). 

7. The risks described in paragraphs 3, 5 and 6 above, usual!y 
apply to normal export transactions. There are, however, certam 
types of trans1ctions which may involve special risks. Such 
transactions are many, but we propose to confine ourselves to those 
which form part of the normal pattern of the Indian export trades 
or are likely to do so. 

(a) 
. " . 

The exporter may have sold his goods on a cost. msurance 
and freight" basis, and between the conclusion of the 
contract and the date of shipment the insurance and 
freight rates may go up, To the extent to which these 
rates may increase, the exporter suffeJ:s loss. (C.I.F. Risk). 
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(b) Goods may have been exported to an agent in a foreign 

country for sale in the local market there. If the said 
agent acts as a principal and is responsible for payment to 
the exporter in the currency of the exporter's country 
then the risks involved are the same as for a normai 
export. But i{ the agent holds a stock of goods for sale 
on the expor.ter's behalf in local currency, then, apart 
from other r1sks, devaluation and exchange fluctuation 
risks are involved. Further, so long as these goods remain 
unsold, the ·following additional risks are involved on the 
goods themselves:-

(i) war and civil war : 

(ii) requisition or confiscation of the goods by the Govern
ment; 

(iii) prevention of re-export of the goods. 

(c) An exporter may export goods for exhibition at an 
overseas fair. The export may be preceded by a firm 
contract of sale in which case normal risks apply. Where 
there· is ·no firm contract of sale, the· goods may be sold 
either during or after the fair. The· position of such 
goods is· usually the same as that of sales from stocks 
overseas [see (b) above]. 

(d) There may be no exports of goods but monies . may 
become due to a firm for technical or other services 
rendered to a principal in a foreign country. e.g. insurance 
premiums, royalty and copyright payments, auditors fees 
or services of constructional engineers. Such a transac
tion may be an individual one or there may be a series of 
transactions extending over a period. The risks of non
payment in these cases are similar to post-ship~ent risks. 

(e) When a Government decides to promote exports to a 
particular country for earning the currency of that 
country or for special considerations, exporters are 
encouraged to export goods to that country and the. export 

· · t d requued to credit guarantee organ1zat10ns are expec e or . 
cover additional risks. Examples of these additional .types 

of cover are :-
(i) Credit limits on individual buyers may be require~ to 
· be appr~ved.for amounts lar~enhl\II would coml!lefclall:y 

-oe prudent; 
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(ii) An exporter may incur heavy expenses for market 

surveys, stock-holdings, advertisement and other pro
motional schemes for the development of sales in a 

particular market. Insurance may be given against the 

risk that these expenses may not be fully recouped by 

the sales made in that country. 

8. The types and extent of risks c<>vered by export credit 

guarantee organizations differ from country to country. Neverthe

less, the practice of all the countries conforms to two basic 
Principles, viz., 

(a) Except in '·the case of some pre-shipment risks. only those 

risks are covered which arise out of events occurring 

outside the exporter's country. 

(b) Onlv those are covered which are outside the control of 

the exporter and, generally, of the buyer. Any risk 

which can be avoi<led by the exporter and/or the buyer 

should be excluded. 

All risks which contravene the above principles are ge~er":lly 
excluded. Some risks may not be. covered by an orgamsat1on 
because they are consiJered to be beyond its scope, or are covered 
by commerCial insurers, or are nOt operative in the ·country 
concerned. Some organizations cover some risks for exports to one 
country and may, for sp•cial reasons, refuse to cover those risks 
for export to the other countries. 

Recommendations 

9, We have carefully examined the requirements of Indian 
exporters regarding the risks to be .covered in the light of the 
abon stated principles and the practices of export credit 
insurance organizations operating in other countries and make the 
following recommendations :- · 

A-Post-Shipment Risks 

(a) Diversion risk should be covered ; 

(/I) Jmport control risk should be covered Cll'!:ePt where 
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( i) import or exchange licence is necessary but is not held 
by the buyer when the order is placed and he is unable 
to obtain it when goods arrive; and 

(ii) import or exchange licence is cancelled for buyer's fault. 

It is the duty of the buyers to obtain any necessary licence 
before placing a firm order, Similarly; the exporter 
ought to satify himself, before he ships the goods, that the 
buyer holds mch authorities as are necessary to import 
and pay for the goods. · No one can be permitted to take 
advantage of his own negligence. If the risk of the 
cancellation of licence due to the fault of the buyer is not 
excluded, the buyer .can cover up his repudiation of 
contract by doing something which will necessarily lead 
to cancellation of his licence. 

(c) A buyer may repudiate his contract either when he finds 
that prices have gone down· and his acceptance of goods 
will end in a likely loss or when the exporter has failed to 
supply goods of right quality, of contracted speci
fication and quantities, and Eimilar other reasons. Repu
diation, therefore, arises either from the fault of the ex
porter or the buyer. It is obvious that this risk cannot be 
covered for insurance is based on the good faith of the 
parties concerned. . Furthermore, if an attempt were 
made to insure exporters against the refusal of a solvent 
buyer to accept goods, some deterioration in the standards 
of export trade might result; for, if it became known 
overseas that an rndian Government Organization would 
compensate Indian exporters against the buyer's refusal to 
take up goods, the normal good relations that exist bet
ween buyer and seller would be weakened, the number of 
repudiation cases would increase, cases of collusion between 
buyer and seller would occur and some exporters would 
be tempted to export shoddy goods. Exceptions may, 
however, be made in the following cases:-

(i) When the buyer is a public body which either cancels 
the contract unilaterally or refuses to accept goods. In 
such a case, it may not be possible to take legal steps 
and even if it is possible to do so, it may_be inadviEable. 

(ii) When the buyer repudiate$ the contrac~ and is adjud~e<l 
· insol v~nt, 
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(iii) Where a buyer repudiates the contract and the exporter 

takes 'legal steps, obtains a final judgment against the 
buy:r and even by executing the decree _he cannot 
receive the full price of the goods because the buyer 
has no assets from which recoveries can be made. This 
is covered by the definition of insolvency. 

Ifl all such exceptional cases, the claims should become pay
able. 

(d) -Insolvency and default risks should be covered and for 
this purpose a buyer may be deemed insolvent ·when-

(i) he is declared bankrupt; or 

(ii) he has made a valid assignment, 'composition or other 
arrangement for fhe benefit of his creditors generally ; or 

(iii) a Receiver has been appointed to manage his estate: or 

If an il\cotporated body, 

(iv) an order has been made for compulsory winding up: or 

(v) an effective resolution has been passed for voluntary 
winding up provided that such resolution is not merely 
for tLe purpose of reconstruction or amalgamation ; or 

(vi) an arrangement binding on all creditors has been sanction· 
ed by the court ; or · 

Whether incorporated or unincorporated 

(vii) Such conditions exist as are equivalent in effect to any of 
the foregoing coqditions. ' 

This definition of insolvency is used by. the U, K. and 
Canadian official organizations and is similar to the one 

used by the Hermes in Germany. 

(e) War and Civil War Risks should be covered. 

(f) Transfer risks should be covered. This risk, as defined in 
para 3, clause includes moratorium and freezing of debts 
imposed by the buyer's Government. 

(g) Payment for goods can. be due either in the currency of 
~xporter's country or that of the buyer's country or in 
~hat of a third COl.l!ltry, Where the paym~nt is tO b~ in 
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the currency of the exporter's country, exchange fluctuation 
and devaluation risks do not arise. The position. however, 
is different where sale is in a currency other than that of 
the exporter's country. From the discussions that we 
had with various intere!:lts, it appears that Indian exports 
are generally invoiced in Indian currency, sterling or U .S.A. 
Dollars. Sales in other currencies are very few, It is 
possible to provide against losses due to exchange fluctua
tions and even devaluation by forward purchase of the 
currencies concerned. There does not, therefore, appear 
to be any need for an Indian Export Credit Organization 
to cover these risks. since such a course will lead to an 
encroachment on the functions of the banks. We are, 
therefore, not in favour of covering these risks. 

In some countries, foreign exchange regulations require a 
customs clearance certificate to be produced before foreign 
exchange can be made available. If the sale is on the 
basis of cash against documents overseas, acceptance of 
a deposit in local currency may hcome necessary. We 
recommend that permission may be given to the exporter 
to accept such deposits provided the buyer gives an 
undertaking to 

(i) pay any additional amounts in the event of his country's 
currency losing value in terms of the currency of the 
exporter's country ; 

(ii) perform all necessary formalities to ensure that the value 
\ 

of the deposit is transferred · to the exporter with the 
minimum of delay. 

(h) Omnibus risk should be covered. This risk as defined in 
para 3. clause (j) includes risks of port strikes overseas, 
dock clearance delays and natural catastrophes in the 
buyer's country. This also includes tbe risk involved in 
the change in the standards of food and other products 
after goods have been shipped provided the goods at the 
time of shipment were of the standard then in force. 

B.-Pre-Shipment Risks: 

(a) The risks which arise in the exporter's country prevent 
~h~ expor~~r trolJ.l eitijer exportin' goods or exporting 
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them in time. As these risks are beyond the cohtro1 of 
the exporter, he cannot normally be held liable for 
damages for breach of contract. It has, however, been 
represented to us that due to instability in the Govern
ment's export policy, non- availability of transport and 
other circumstances, many sale contracts now provide, on 
the insistence of the buyers, for damages being paid by 
the exporters if goods are not supplied on or before the 
appointed date. Frequent changes in export duties parti
cularly in an upward direction have led to buyers insisting 
that sale contracts provide for this duty being payable by 
the exporters. It has further been represented that, if 
the Government's action prevents the export of goods, 
sometimes the prices fall and exporters suffer loss on 
re-sale. A demand has been made that these risks should 
be covered. Frequent and sudden bans on exports. in
increases in export duties. nonavailability of wagons and 
shipping space and shortage of berths ar~ among the serious 
problems which face Indian exporters. If these risks were 
covered, the exporters might. to some extent, minimise 
their losses but exports would not be promoted. Effective 
steps should be taken to solve these difficultie !;. It is not 
within our jurisdiction to make any recommendation in 
this connection. We have, however, to consider whether 
these risks should be covered. 

(b) We have carefully examined the position and our re
commendations are :-

(i) No serious demand has been made for covering the risk 
of ban or restrictiors on the import of raw material or 
semi-manufactured goods which may be necessary to 
manufacture the goods to be exported. A need for 
covering this risk is, however, likely to arise when our 
existing industries expand or new industries are set up. 
The Indian organization may examine the position if the 
necessity arises and decide whether the conditions then 
prevalent justify the covering of this risk. 

(ii) Export restricticns are usually imposed when goods are 
in short SUl-1ply and excessive exports create or are likely 
to create scarcity conJitions in India. To cover the 
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export control risk will lead to one Government organiz.. 
ation suffering losses because of the action of the Govern
ment. We, however, find that the U. K, Export Cr~dits 
Guarantee Department, Hermes in Ge;many, and Co. 
F.A.C.E. in France are covering this risk: In view of 
the practice of the three leading Export Credit Guarantee 
<;>rganizations, we recommend that this risk should be 
covered. The following cases should, however, be 
excluded from cover : 

(a) where export licence is necessary but is not held by 
the exporter when the order is placed and he is unable 
to obtain a licence at a later date, and 

(b) where the export licence is cancelled on account of 
the fault of the exporter. 

(iii) Export duties are usually increased either to reduce 
exports or to mop up higher profits of the exporters. 
To cover this risk will. to some extent, frustrate the 

. object of. the Government action. We, therefore, cannot 
recommend the covering of this risk 

(iv) Non-nailability of wagons, shipping space and shipping 
berths appear to be a usual feature of the export trade. 
If tbis is so, we are being asked to give insurance cover 
against a certain loss. Insurance is not feasible unless 
either the risk or the time of its happening is uncertain. 
Further, these risks vary considerably between different 
trades, ports of shipment and means of transport. There
fore, covering of these risks would necessitate assessment 

· of premium rates for individual exporters, which would 
be an exceedingly difficult, if not an impossible, task. It 
is also doubtful if an adequate ~pread of risks would be 
available. At present, the exporter makes every effort 
to overcome difficulties by using alternative means of 
transport or by applying pressure to the carrier, but if 
these risks are insured. he may become lax. This may 
also result indirectly in the greater use of penalty and 
cancellation clauses in contracts which will be, against 
the general interest of the export trade. Settlement of 
claims will present difficulties which it may not be 
possible to resolve. For these reasons, we cannot 
recommend the covering of this risk. 
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(v) Covering risks of strikes in the exporter;s country wilt 
amount to the Government indemnifying one section of 
the community against the actions of another section. 
Further, it will be necessary to decide whether a strike 
is legal or otherwise whether it was outside the control 
of the exporter and,in some ca•es, whether it was justi
fied. It will, in a way, mean dealing with m~tters w~ich 
are under the jurisdiction of another authonty. In VIew 
of this, we do not recommend coverage of this risk. 

(vi) There is no demand for covering the risk of increase in 
the manufacturing costs. Even if there were a demand, 
this risk could not be covered because of the complexity 
of the Problem and unsurmountable difficulties involved 
in the proper assessment of various factors which in
fluence the increase. We do n6t recommend its coverage. 

(c) The pre-shipmen-t risks which'arise in the buyer's country 
have been enumerated in para 6~ These risks should be 
covered except, 

(i) ~epudiation of c~ntract by a private buyer, and 

(ii) cancellatiOn or non-renewal of an imp?rt licence of the 
buyer for his fault, · 

C. Risks of Special Tra~sactions 

(i) C.I.F. risk should be covered. As such cases are not likely to 
be large, this risk may be covered by an, endorsement on 
the standard policy; 

(ii) Risks of exports on consignment basis except those of de
valuation and exchange fluctuation should be covered; 

(iii) Risks of goods sent for display in a for~ign fair are similar 
to those for exports on consignment · basis. These risks 
should be covered; 

(iv) Risks pertaining to non-receipt of money for services 
should be convered; ' 

(v) Non-recoupment of expenses incurred on market surveys, 
stock holdings. publicity and other promotional measures 
should be covered in special cases. 

10. The amount of credit which can be allowed to a buyer 
is dependent on the strength of his financial resources. and it is, 



theri;fore, necessary for a credit insurance organization' when 
covering the commercial risks to set limits on the amount of 
business which can be covered at any one time for an exporter on 
·any of his buyers. The Indian organization, like some other 
organizations, should provide for two types of limits on each 

buyer:: 
(i) The Credit Limit which limits the insurer's liability in 

respect of the value of shipments which have been 
delivered to the buyer on credit terms or placed at his 
disposal on cash against documents or equivalent terms: 

(2) The Contract (or Trading) Limit which limits the insurer's 
maximum liability in respect of all goods in course of 
(manufacture and) shipment to the buyer at any one time. 

11. We recommend that the amount of the Credit Limit 
should be agreed by the insurer for each buyer on application by 
the exporter. Where, however, the exporter is shipping many . 
smail consignments to a iarge number of buyers, the Indian organi
·~ati~,;. should accept. the usual pratice of allowing the exporter a 
discretionary (or 'non-vetting') limit within which he can ship to a 
buyer without reference to the insurer: provided that such amount 
does not at any one. time exceed Rs, 4,000 in the case of ,credit 
transactions on Rs. 8,000 in the case of transactions on cash 
against documents or equivalent terms : Provided also that if a 
claim is made, the exporter can justify having granted. the credit 
by producing either up-to-date status reports or evidence of 
;atisfactory previous experience with the buyer within the two 
years preceding the policy. 

12. These limits determine the maximum claim, whatever 
the cause of loss, which an exporter would be entitled to make 
against the insurer in respect of any particular account except that 
amounts irrevocably deposited by the buyer should be exempted 
from the ope ration of the limits. 

13. We also recommend that in the case of shipment policies 
contract limits relatillg to goods, in course of shipment, be equal to 
twice the amount of the Credit Limit. Where, however, pre
shipment cover is given, the contract limit relating to goods in 
·course of .manufacture arid shipment should be equal to four times 
the amount of the Credit Limit. 

14. The above limits should not, however, be regarded as 
inflexible. We realhe that there may be cases justifying variations 

beW:g made at the discretion of the organization. 



CHAPTER IV 

PERIODS FOR WHICH RISKS CAN BE COVERED 

The risks which have been described in the preceding 
chapter are normally insured by export credit organizations _under 
one or the other of the following types of policies dependmg on 
the nature of the goods ·- · . . . 

(a) Short-term policies are issued for raw materials, ·con
sumer goods and small items of machinery which do not 
take more than twelve months to produce or manufacture 
and which are normally sold on terms of payment up to 
six months from the date of shipment, 

(b) Medium-term Policies are issued to cover individual con
tracts of heavy capital plant and machinery which, on 
account of the size of individual orders and of . the length 
of the manufacturing and/or credit periods, can only be 
insured under a separate policy. 

2.. During the last few years ,; new development has been 
taking place. The payment terms for light" capital goods and 
engineering products which, in the year~ immediately after the 
war, were normally sold on cash terms, have gradually been 
extended as a result of the demands of foreign buyers and the keen 
competition of manufacturers. Credit terms spread over two years 
from the date of shipment are not now unusual for this class of 
goods. · A new technique is being evolved in the U. K. to cover 
transactions, where more than 6 months credit is given, by 
endorsing the exporter's normal short-term policy extending the 
period for which the risk is covered. This endorsement is called 
extended terms endorsement. 

:rhe export credit organizations are generally agreed o~ the 
max1mum payment terms which should normally be underwritten 
for various types of goods. In general it may be said that small 
engines and machmes should be sold' on terms appropriate to 
normal consumer goods and cover should be given under the usual 
short-term policy. For light machinery, diesel engines, tractors, 
commercial vehicles, and other light capital goods, payment 



terms spread over two years from the date of shipment (provided 
there is a substantial payment by the buyer before shipment) are 
permissible. These contracts ·should be covered under an 
extended terms endorsement- to a short-term policy. For heavier 
plant and maior capital goods, payment terms extending from 
three to five years are not unusual, insurance being available under 
medium-term policies. The permissible payment terms depend on 
the following factors :-

(a) the type of goods ; 

(b) the size of the order; 

(c) the nature of the buyer (it is usual to approve longer terms 
to a public than a private buyer): 

(d) the country to which the goods are exported: 

(e) the work content of the goods; (the higher the value of 
·- the raw material. the lower are the permissible payment 

terms). · 

4. We recommend that the risks of Indian exporters should 
be covered for the following periods :-

(a) Pre-shipment risks :-for a period of four months pre
ceding the date of shipment. 

(b) Post-shipment risks-for exports of 

(i) raw materials-up to three month• and in exceptional 
cases four months from the date of shipment. 

1ii) consumer goods-up to six months from the date of 
shipment. 

(iii) light capital goods for productive purposes-up to two 
years from the date of shipment. 

(iv) heavy capital goods-up to three years from the date of 

shipment· 

In exceptional cases an extension of these periods may be 

approved. . · 
(c) The risk for a credit period of more than SIX months 

should be covered only where-

(i) foreign competition warrants such a course, 
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(ii) the type of goods and the nature of the order justify 

extended credit . • 
(iii) a substantial payment has been received on or before 

shipment; and 

(iv) the work content is high. 

(v) any necessary authority from the Reserve Bank of India 
has been obtained, 



CHAPTER V 

PERCENTAGES OF COVER 

Every businessman who sells goods on credit must be discrim·
nating in "the selection of ~is buyers, refrain from over-trading wit~ 
them and when the first sign of financial weakness is noticed he 
must pursue his debtors with appropriate vigour. Otherwise he 
is bound to suffer losses. If he is assured that any losses will be 
fully recouped, he may become less discriminating in the selection 
of his buyers and will be tempted to commence over-trading and to 
be lax in pursuing his debtorS. In the initial stages of the develoP
me,_t of th« export credit insurance business, the practice was to 
cover the whole of the loss. This naturally led to serious losses to 
the pioneers. Now, no organisation commits this mistake. All 
the organisations require the exporter to be a co-sharer in the risk 
and carry a part of the risk himself. 

2. The use of this device of co-insurance which originally was 
used for making the exporter more cautious, is now being extended 
by some of the organizations to control and reduce losses in bad 
markets. By reducing the percentage of cover, an organization can 
limit its liabilities in bad markets and discourage business with 
those markets without unduly raising the premium rates. Varia
tions in the percentages guaranteed, however, sometimes reduce 
the value of the policy for finance purposes. 

3. We summarise below the extent of cover normallY offered 
by various foreign credit insurance organizations, based on available 
information. It may be pointed out that the maximum limits 
mentioned do not bind the organizations to give cover to that 
extent. The organizations reserve to themselves the right to offer 
cover to a lesser extent in cases where they consider it necessary. 
The picture as given bellow cannot be considered as representing . 
the exact position because the terminology used by various orga
nizations may not necessarily mean the same thing, 

(a) The U. K, Department for political risks, the French 
Administration in the case of medium-term policies, and 
Hermes in Germany regarding conversion and transfer 
risks, give cover up to a maximum of 90 per cent. of invoice 

value. 
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(b) Hermes in Germany for political and pre-shipment risks; 
the Canadian Corporation in the case of all normal risks; 
the Belgian Administration regarding political risks of 
priva.te b~yer; the U. K. D~partment regarding com
mercial nsks; and the Danish Administration for transfer 
risks-give cover up to 85 per cent. of invoice value. 

(c) The ~wiss cover up to 80 per cent of the cost. The 
Austnan Administration for all normal risks. the Belgian, 
Administration regarding the commercial and political 
risks ?f public buyers, and the French Administration 
regarding short-term policies-give cover upto 80 per 
cent of the invoice value. 

(d) Hermes in Germany and the Danish State organisation for 
commercial risks cover up to a maximum of 75 per cent. 
The Swedish Administration covers all risks upto a maxi
mum of 75 per cent, with the stipulation that a first loss of 
atleast 10 to 15 per cent is to be borne by the exporter. 

(e) In "Dollar Drive" and similar policies, cover is given only 
up to 50 per cent. of the un-recouped expenses. 

4. The available information indicates that, except in the 
case of special policies, the mlni'llum cover is 60 per cent. and the 
maximum 90 per cent. In other words the exporter :s normally 
required to carry 10 to 40 per cent- of 'the risk himself. It is 
obvious that the cover must be at least 60 per cent of the risk, 
because otherwise it will not be worth the exporter's while to insure, 
and bank finance may not be forth-coming. 

5. We have carefully considered this question. The premium 
rates as discussed elsewhere are to be fixed on certain presumptions 
and they may or may not Prove to be adequate. If the premiUJ_U 
rates turn out to be in~dequate and a high percent•g~ of l~ss 1s 
covered, there i; a danger that a great financial stram will be 
thrown on the Indian organization. We, therefore, recommend that 
the Indian organisation should give cover for 

(a) commercial risks up to 80 per cent : 

lb) political risks up to 85 per cent; 

(c) promotional policies, equal to 50 per cent of the unrecoup. 
ed expenses, 
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Aftrr the Organisation has gained sufficient experience and 
premium rates have been found to be adequate, the Indian Organisa
tion may increase the percentages to 85% and 90% for the com
mercial and political risks respectively. Discrimination between 
the political and commercial risks is being made because com
mercial risks to some extent are within the discretion of the 
exporter and further it is necessary to ensure that the exporter 
takes all necessary steps to effect recoveries. These percentages 
except in the case o£ (c) are of the value of an invoice'. 



CHAPTER VI 

BUYERS' RISKS 

. The note on export credit guarantee scheme circu1ated by the 
Ministry of Commerce and Industry in May. 1955,• mentioned 
that one of the objects of the scheme would be "to remove the 

. importer's fear in regard to the fulfilment of contractual obligation 
by the Indian exporter. • It also said: "As far as exports from 
India are concerned, we often find that there are instances of non
fulfilment of contracts, failure to supply the goods according to 
sample, short delivery, non-conformity with specifications, inade
quate packings, et<=:_ It may, therefore, be necessarY to extend the 
scope· of the Guarantee Scheme and provide for insuring the 
foreign importers against failure on the part of the Indian exporters 
to fulfil the terms of the contract." Accordingly it was suggested 
that, "in the scheme to be adopted in India, provision can be made 
for guarantees to be issued to compensate anY foreign importer, 
where he has been able ·to establish a legitimate claim against an 
Jnian exporter." 

2. Exporting interests have practically unanimously opposed 
the idea of covering the buyer's risks. We do not propose to 
deal with this question as it is not within the terms of referenc": of 
this Committee. 



CHAPTER VII 

EXPORT FINANCE 

The question of export finance is closely interlinked with 
export credit guarantees. A credit insurance policy frees export 
transactions from most of the serious risks to which uninsured 
transactions are exposed. For this reason banks usually regard such 
policies as strengthening the security. The insured exporter is 
thus en& bled to obtain finance more readily and often at a lower 
cost than he could otherwise do, and can, therefore, use his capital 
resources to greater advantage and increase his turnover. Further
more, with the support of the bank finance which a credit insurance 
policy makes possible, he is enabled to offer his customers more 
favourable credit terms and so meet the competition of suppliers 
from other countries. 

2. It should. however. be pointed out that extended payment 
terms should not unnecessarily be encouraged for they are to the 
detriment of the individual exporter and of the Indian economy as a 
whole, being tantamount to . the giving of a loan to a buyer in a 
foreign conntry. However, the demands of foreign buyers and the 
strength of competition between foreign suppliers (many of whom 
are backed by Export Credit Insurance Schemes in their own 
countries) have led to the extention of credit terms for many 
commodities ·of the export trade, and it will not be possible for 
many Indian exporters to compete unless they are able to offer 
facilities at least comparable to those offered by their competitors 
in other countries. The formation of an export credit guarantee 
organization and the co-operation of bankers in India would assist 
Indian exporters to meet the growing competition from oth~r 
countries. 

3. To enchance the value of the policies to banks, provision is 
usually made to allow exporters to assign to their banks the benefits 
of their export credit policies. In the U.K an exporter can assign 
to his bank payments which may become due in respect of :~ • 

(a) individual bills; 

(b) exports to one country; 

(c) the whole policy-. 



The letter of assignment signed by the exporter is an authority 
to the insurer to pay direct to the bank any monies that may 
become payable under the policy and to accept the banks' receipt 
i~ full discharge. This authority is irrevocable without the consent 
of the bank concerned. · This arrangement is normally considered 
by banks as being a very satisfactory form of security, 

. 4. In certain circumstances, the security offered by an exporter 
in the form of exp~rt bills or otherwise may not, eve~ with the 
assignment of a credit insurance policy to a bank, be regarded by the 
bank as adequate cover. In such cases some export credit insurance 
organisations issue policies direct to the exporter's bank, uncon
ditionally guaranteeing payments by the overseas buyer. In the 
U. ~ these policies to banks are issued only in respect of large and 
important ·contracts and may be of two types :- . 

(a) Where th• contract between the exporter and buyer is ori 
.extended payment terms, and a cash advance. facility is 
afforded by_ the bank to the exporter without recourse, ~the 
U.K. Department gives the bank an unconditional guarante~ 
that, if the buyer fails to pay, for goods accept~d by him, 
the Department will pay the bank 85% of the debt 3 months 
after the due date. The Department retains recourse to 
the exporter in case it has to pay a claim to the bank in . - . 
circumstances ':"hich would not ne· covered by its sta11dard 
policy. 

(b) Where the contract bet;,.een the exporter . and the buyer 
is on cash terms, the buyer may enter into an agreement 
with a U.K. bank for ~n overdraft facility froiD: the U.K. 
bank whereby the bank pays the exporter on the due date 

''under the contract and 'receives pay~ent .from the buyer 
··at' the end·_ of an agreed period. The Department 
gua~antees the pa~m-ent under the agreement, but in this 
case no iecourse to the exporter is necessary. · · 

5. In Norway,· Statens Eksport Kreditt Kommision gives 
guarantees tci Norwegian' banks in' respect of. their· a-d~ances to 
exporters for completion of exports provided security is- given ·In 
the form dadaim on, or guarantee_by, a foreign· Government or 
National Bank or other security approved by· the Norwegian 
Ministry of Commerce; For such guarantees _ the Kominision ·may 
stipulate recourse to the exporter for the whole_ or part of any 

11mount they maY have to pa-y out ·as a claim,· t,Jnd~r Japanese 
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E;xports lns~rance La'}' ,the Government can guarantee to the-banks 
\cans on bills or discounts of such bills in respect of goods exported 
and in favour of the exporters, under which Government under
takes to ~ompensate the bank_s for the loans which <_are .not ~epaid 
or bills which ·are dishonoured where the exporters have been 
prevented from e:xporting or. failed-to co,llect the proceeds of s~~ 
goods if exported. Financial guarantees to banks with no risk to 
them, but where necessary, with full recourse to the exporter are 
a,;ailable in Sweden and Denmark, 

6. In cases where there may be difficulty in providing export 
finance especially for medium-term contracts, a special credit fund 
for financing insured bills may be set up. In Germany, a bank• can 
get financial aid from Ausfuhr Kredit A.G. on its own anq the 
exporter's security provided there is the additional security of 
export credit guarantee. 

Oosterreichesche Kontroll bank A.G. of Austria guarantees an 
accepted bill of exchange to enable the exporter to discount it with 
his bankers. Such bills are rediscountable with the National Bank. 
This guarantee is without recourse ~o the exporter provtded the 
p~yment is not refused because of a fault on his part. . 

In the U.K., finance is normally obtained from private banks 
but the Export Credits Guarantee Department has authority from 
Parliament to purchase with monies borrowed from the Con~olidat
ed Fund any securities (bonds, stocks, shares, bills and promissory 
notes) which it has itse\f gu"lanteed, This authority has in fact 
onb been exercised to finance a small number of credit agreements 
unqer wh:ch the promissory notes of foreign Governments are 
purchased.to enable them to buy UK. ~oods on extende.d credit 
terms. The authority, however, could be employed for the 
provisioq of finance to exporters or banks against securities guaran
teed under the normal policies of the Export Credits Guarantee 

Department. 

7. It has been r~pr'esented to us by banks in India that they 
are already finqing difficulty in meeting demands for exp?rt. 
finance and that, ·with a greater emphasis on exports for earnm!; 
for~ign exchange, lndian banks may not be able to meet the 
demands fJr additi9nal finance which, the conditions of internationd 
irad~ ·are l!bly: tJ. cr~~t~. h h1s. b~en suggested to u.s that, 
~rran~en;~~ts ~ight be ~ade tq embl" the bank;s to rediscount 
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with the Reserve Bank of India, or with a special agency to be set 
up for the purpose, exporters' bills which were covered by a policy· 
of the Indian export credit insurance organisation. 

' 8. We recommend that the Indian Export Credit Insurance 
Organisation should:-

(i)' provide by its regulations fot the registration of assi!iiu:nents 
made by Exporters to thei~ Banks. 

(ii) have the authority in contracts of national importance to 

(a) provide in the case of ap;roved parti~s financial 
guarantees to banks and others with no risk to them but 
with recourse to· the exporter 'where necessary in 
connection with export of goods to the extent of 80% 
of the hi Us provided a policy -to cover both tbe 
commercial and political risks has been taken out and 
assigned to the organitation 

• 
Cbl provide, where necessary as ~gents ·of the Government 

finanCial help for the purthase of Indian exports on 
extended payment terms. 

9 .. We do not think it advisable that the Indian organization 
should normally distoun t or rediscount insured biils so long as such 
facilities are available from other· org-anizations, unless the 
Government specially instructs it to do so, 



CHAPTER VIII 

· SPLIT OF RISKS 

In the course of our discussions with trade· and industry the 
suggestion has been made by a few organisations · th~t choice 
should be given to at) exporter to select one or more of his .risks 
for insurance. Basically this suggestion is in accordance with the 
normal insurance practice, but so far · as an Export Credit 
Guarantee Organisation is concerned, there are several practical 
complications which make it extremely difficult if not impossible 
to give such a wide· choice. 

2. · The practice of other .credit insurers in respect of this split 
of risks for short-term business is as follows :-

(a) U.K. & Canada.-The Government organisations in. these 
countries insist that expdrters must insure all risks.under 
one policy. The exporters cannot select their risks for 
insurance. But the insurer would exclude commercial risks 
on contracts with buyers in whose business· the expprter 
has a substantial financial interest. Exporters who wish tO 
insure. commercial risks OJJly can do so through private 
insurers. 

(b) France-C<). F. A. C. E. covers commercial risks on its 
own account and political risks on behalf o£ the State. 
It is open to on exporter to cover only commercial risks 
but if he wants to cover the political risks, he must also 
cover commercial risks. 

(c) West Germany-Transfer risks can be insured 
but otherwise separate cover cannot be 
commercial and political risks, 

separately 
given for 

(d) Netherlands, Denmark and Sweden-Separate policies 
are is•ued for commercial and transfer risks. An exporter 
can take either the one or the other or both. 

(e) Belgium, Switzerland and Italy-State organisations cover 
only political risks. A<1 expJrter can cover comm~rcial 
risks with a private insurer, 
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. s .. · tt will he.seen froin the ·a.b~ve that· th~ practice. bbtaihi~g 
lll' the matter of giving commercial and political risks is not uniform ... 
In most countries exporters are free to cov<r only the commercial 
risk without having also to cover the political risks. While in 
some countries exporters are free to cover onlY the political risks, 
While in some countries exporters are free to cover cn)y the 
political risks, in some other countries. they must at the same time · 
cover commercial risks also. · 

4. We believe the ideal policy for an exporter is that· which· 
covers both the commercial and political risks to get her because 
every in.<urable risk which can cause loss will be provided for. The 
exporter receives the widest cover at the lowest comparative cost 
and can in all events look forward to the insurer meeting his losses. 
No complications can arise in the matter of settlement of a claim 
when more than one event occurs and each one can be interpreted 
as having contributed to the Joss. 

5. Losses are often due to a combination of risks and in many 
cases it may not be easy to decide whether a particular loss is due 
to one cause or another. To avoid any misunderstanding~· due to 
suc,h a combination, the insurer who covers political ~tsks o~ly 
has to impose conditjons which further narrow down the nsks which 
are covered, e.g., where commercial risks are. excluded, the U. K. 
and Canadian organisations cease to . be . under risk 30 days. a!ter 
the due date if the sale was on credit terms and payment IS not· 
made by the buyer in the meantime. This is so because, !f the ~ay- · 
mentis not so made on due date, .default risk becomes operative. 
Sometimes, loss by a political event occurs and is aggravated _by 

· J if · f d" 1 · ccur and the foreign a commercia cause, e.g, trans er tfficu ues o . 
1 · g · ts currency · Government seeks to rewlve its problems by deva u1n 1 k · 

Some buyers may be unable to meet their obligations to ma e up 
f h porters so .. the value of deposits they have made in favour o t e eX 

as to maintain their value in terms of foreign currencies. _In su.c~ 
a case the Belgian Organisation which covers tranfer nsk WI~ ' 
' · ·' · · h k · · amount m If devaluatiOn as ta en place before payment, pay an ·n· 
Belgian currency equal to·_whatthe payment in local ~urren~Y b:;n' 
buy and, if the devaluation takes place after the claim ha .. · s 
paid and the buyer cannot pay an additional amount to make ·~p 
the shortfall, it reco~ers· the same amount from the :exporter. · T e 
Danish organisation, however, once the claim has been paid accepts 
the loss equal to the shortfall. · · . 



G. If, hO,W('\Ver, t)le ci.e!lland. o( th~ Indi~n trade,· a~s.Ocijltions is 
not met and even a limited· choice of risks. to be insured is not 
pe,.IJlitted a~ an experimental measure in tpe initial stages, it may, 
not be easy for a new Indian organisa.tion working on a voluntary 
basis to attract sufficient business to become self-supporting on a. 
reasonably low level of premium rates. A concession to the re
presentations made by trade interests will help development and be 
a ~seful selling point. Apart from this, a few other advanta.ges 
will accrue to the Indian organisation if a limited split of risks is 
al}o:v;e,d. They are :-

(a) There would. be some administrative advantages to the 
Organisation initially if it carries only a limited amount of 
''commercial" business. The task of gathering together 
and keeping up.to-date p. library of status information on 
every fpreign buyer .of Indian goods as also the trainin.g cf 
underwriting staff can be spread ave~ a longer period. 

(b) When the premium schedule to cover non-commercial 
risks has been prepared after taking into consideration the 
diverse factors discussed in Chapter XI, the application of 
the schedule will be a matter of routine. This will not be 
so in respect of commercial risks where the credit-worthi
ness of buyers must be under-written individually. 

1. Our fear that a split of risks may. entail a comparatively 
heavier financial strain has to a large extent, been set at rest by the 
informatim;t that h.as been made available to us regarding the ex. 
perience of tbos~ organisations which cover transfer or political 
risks without necessarily covering commerdal risks. We are in. 
formed that their experience ha• not been unsatisfacotory. One of 
these organisations is. however, considering the desirability of taking 
some steps to get a greater spread of risks, which at present is not 
available to it because the exporters can choose the shipments they 
will insure. 

8 Takin'g into consideration the above, and the nature of 
India's export trade, we have come to th" conclusion that a limited 
split of risks should be. 'allowed and separate, policies made avail
able in respect of-

(a) commercial and political risks together, 

(b) the followin~ political ri•ks together. 
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(D import Control risk, 

(ii) Diversion risk, if under the sale agreement the charges fot 
diversion have to. be borne by the exporter. 

(iii) Non-payment due to moratorium or freezing of commer
cial debts by an order, decree, or law of the Government 
of the buyer's country. 

(iv)'Non-transfer provided that the payment has been made 
within 30 days of the due date. In case devaluation 
takes places before a claim is paid; the amount to be 
paid in Indian currency by the insurer to the insured 
should be based on the devalued rate. After a claim is 
paid the recoveries should be shared by the insured and 
the'insurer, This will be applicable alsci in case of any 
change in: the value of the currency. 

(v) C. I. F. risk. 

(vi) Risk of change in the standard imposed in the buyer's 
country on the import of' food and other products· after 
goods have been shipped. 

(vii) War between the buyer's country and the· exporter's 
country before expiry of 30 days of due date. 

Note :-some of the political risks have been excluded to avoid 
complications arising due to more than one cause 
supervening. 

g, The· above risks apply· to private buyers and where an 
exporter enters into contracts with public· buyers, either of the 
proposed policies should be endorsed to cover all political risks on 
such contracts, including default and repudiation ·cif the contracts. 



CHAPTER IX 

SPREAD OF RISKS. 

It is a cardinal principle of insurance that risks must be well 
spread. Any insurance organization would be in a precarious 
position if it accepted any abnormal risk which did not give it the 

· b~nefit of the basic principle of insurance, viz., the law of averages. 
Fortunately' for them, most commerci~l insurance organizations do 

:riot need to concern thems~lves very muchabout this problem. A 
life insuroi.nce company, for. example, has a spread of risk which can 
·be measured by the number of lives it has insured ; it normally 
accepts· insurance from different races, towns an·d sometimes 
countries so that no single catastrophe 'can came a sedous strain on 
its resources ; and if an exceptionally large risk is to be insured the 
insurer can usually protect himself by reinsurance. An export 

. credit insurance organisation, however, stands on a diffe~en'i footing. 
'Its spread of risks is very limited because the same risks ·are covered 
by many of its policyholders and no facilities for reinsurance of 
political risks are possible. 

2. As far as commercial risks are concerned, the experience of 
:.export credit insurance organizations shows that many ··shipments 
. are made by different. exporters to the same buyer. It might be 
thought that a credit insurance organization carried as many 
.risks. as .. the. n,u!Jlber of buyers whose. payments it had guaranteed. 
j:iut ft ·shouldbe remembered that conditions in a particular trade 
or .; particular country can force the insolvency· or default of a 
large number of buyers at the same time; to this extent, the spread 
commercial risks is limited by the amount of business offered to the 
credit insurer in different trades and in different countries. 

3. Jn regard to political risks, it is clear that most of these 
risks relate to the country of the buyer, and, therefore, the spread 
of risks is in proportion to the amounts insured for the various 
foreign countries. In this respect, the credit insurer is in the same 
position as would be a life. insurance com~any that had issued a 
large number of policies covenng only a few lives. 

4. It is essential that an export c~edit insura~ce organization 
ahould have as wide a spread of nsk by countnes, by trades, by 
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buye;£, and over.tiine; as possible'in.or'derto erisure-tbat It ·opera:. 
tes on a sound basis and that no single e;,ent, (such as might involve 
claim~ on all insured shipments to a particular country) niay resuii: 
in serious loss. Some organizations achieve this objeCt by· _insisti;!lg 
that wherever possible each.exporter'insures with them t_he "whole 
(or at least a reasonable spread) of his export risks. As 'Premium 
rates for ·each country are based on the estimated· risks of· t7a:ding 
with that country, the exporter· pays ·a loV1 premium· rate_ forth~ 
good countries and a somewhat higher rate for doubtful cotint~ie_s _; 
he is generally ·able to exclude sales covered by pre·paY'I'ents or 
confirmed irrevocable letters of credit· and sales to associated 
companies. Thus the insurance organization has. the. ben.e.fit of 
spread of risk which enables it to quote relatively low premiu.m 
rates and to give a more flexible and continuous cover .to exporters • 

. . . . •,. 

5. The <;>Pinion has . been expressed by va~i~us chambers of 
commerce an.d other exporting interests that individual exporters 
.should be permitted to insure with the proposed In?ian o:,xport 
credit organization their accounts with particular buyers o_r wirli 
particular· countries: If this were permitted. it is reasonable to 
assume that only the exports to doubtful buyers or to those countr~ 
ies that present the most serious risks to the exporter would be 
offered for insurance. Experience in other countries has shown that 
any credit insurance organization ·that set out to work on s':'ch a 
b~sis o_f s~ecific un.derwriting had to be extremely selective in ~he 
nsks It msured, Impose very careful safeguards on the operation 
and control of each contract restrict the amount of cover' an.d 
charge a high premium rate. Even so, the majority of its liabilities 
are likely to be spread over a few hazardous markets and buyers. · 

6. If the . Indian organization has to achieve its object of 
helping the "'xporters to increase their turnover, its premium rates 
~hould be as low as. possible. These rates can be low only, if in 
Its working, the organization has the benefit of the law of averages. 
This benefit cannot and will not· accrue if the exporters are given 
the option of choosing the transactions they will insure. We are 
of the opinion that the Indian organization should take advantage 
of the experience gained by other organizations in this re.spect and 
generally follow their practice of requiring wherever ppsstble ·every 
.exporter to insure all his exports of the trade in a year. .In other 
.words; all exports to ali countries in a period of twelve months 
from the date of insurance should be requirt;d to be .. cover.ed~ .we 
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ate recommending. a period of twelve months to enable the 
insurance organization· to have a spread of risk over time also. A 
period longer than ~welve months is likely to be less acceptable to 
exporters and a period less than this will deprive the organization 
of a sufficient spread. In special cases, however, an exporter may be 
permitted to exclude his exports to any one or more countries, or 
to any one or more buyers, provided, in the opinion of the organi
zation, what is left after this exclusion is a proper spread of risks 
.and provided also the exporter agrees to pay an additional 
premium. Th~se recommendations equally apply where only 
political ris.ks are covered. 

7. The Committee have reviewed very carefully the evidence 
on a vital issue with which they were faced; namely, whether it 
was desirable to introduce any element of compulsion• The 
evidence has been far from uniform and it is difficult to indicate 
what weight is to· be attached to the views of various trade interests 
which have suggested a limited element of compulsion. Our broad 
impression, however, is that the business community as a whole 
does not welcome compulsion in any form and that, where an 
element of compulsion has been suggested, it has been because of a 
fear, for the most part not substantiated, that a particular exporter 
might be handicapped if his competitors did not insure to the same 
extent. 

8. Opinion as to the extent to which compulsion can be 
employed has varied. The Federation. of Indian· Chambers of 
Commerce and Industry and some other associations have suggested 
that compulsion be applied to certain selected semi-capital and 
du:able consumer goods such as the following:-

Agricultural implements, electrical transformers, diesel engines, 
fans, bicycles, and sewing machines. · · 

It will be seen that these goods form a very· small· part of our 
export trade at the moment, In the calender year 1955, exports of 
engineering products were of the order of only, 4 crores of rupees 
out of a total export of about Rs. 600 crores. Some of these 
exports-we have not ·been able to ascertain how much-were 
covered by letters of credit. It may be that in all these industries 
the total volume of business which could be obtained if compulsion 
were applied would be about Rs. 2 crores at present. Thus this 
proposal would have an insignificant impact• on the volume of 
insured ~uililess. 



9. Similarly, certain o-tJ:er. a~:;cciat.ion•; notably t.be ·calcutta. 
Tea Merchants' Association and the Calcutta Gunny Trades' 
Association have asked t,hat an· element of compulsion should be 
introduced in the tea and jute trades. respectiyely, The volume of 
export business which the members of these associations han.dle is 
small as compared with the business handled by the members of 
other associations who are opposed to. any form of compulsion, 

10. The problem of tea and jute is somewhat different from 
that of the engineering industry in that m both these cases exports 
are vary large. The evidence that we haye received however 
indicates that, in the case of tea, either direct consignments or 
latters of credit obtain over 90 per cent of the field. Thus, only 
a bout ten per cent of tea exports would. be a vilable for insurance, 
In jute, the figure might be. even less. 

11, Our committee has carefully. considered the advantages of 
a voluntary as compared with a compulsory scheme and is disposed 
to think that th~ advantages of co!"pulsioQ are illusory. In view-of 
the fact that the advantages of compulsion are limited, both by the 
small are a over which it might be expected to operate and the 
extent of opposition to compulsion which. has been stressed in 
evidence by important associ~tions, as well as by a large number of 
exporters, it would. be. inexpedient to depart from the. general 
principle of voluntary credit insurance. 

12. We have arrived at this conclusion also because of the need 
to enlist the cooperation of potential clients. There has been some 
suspicion in these circles that our Committee was .designed to force 
an unacceptable compulsory scheme upon exporters. A great deal 
of our work was intended to remove this apprehension and to 
assure those who pre•ented evidence that no pre-conceived notion 
in this matter existed. Nevertheless, in dispelling these doubts· 
we ourselves were lefo in no uncertainty that a strong feelin~ 
prevails in most sections of the. business community .that, if an 
element of compulsion were introduced, the psychological effect 
would be unwholesome. Both to secure cooperation for the new 
organization and to reassure the business community, it would be 
desirable to accept the widespread view that as a general principle 
compulsion should be avoided. 

13. We attach the most vital importance to cooperation of 
the ex"Qorting and Hied interests. It has been made clear by the 



experience: of. ~11 ciedif insuran.:e organizations that, uilles§ the 
cooperation of private interests and particularly banks is obtained, 
it· would be quite impossible for an organization of this kind to 
develop its busines3 or to acquirethe necessary information on' the' 
status cf foreign buyers without which a sch~me of this kind 
cannot b~ worked successfully. If this cooperation could be 
enhanced by a voluntary scheme, that would be adequate ·compen
sation in our opinion, for any loss.in. coverage that might result from 
the rejection of compulsion. · 

14. :With a view to making ·our scheme more attractive to 
P<>tential clients of the organization, we consider it advisabl~ to 
avoid any element of rigidity even to the extent that obtains in th~ 
United Kingdom at the present time in the condition that an 
exporter shall normally insure all types of 'goods that he ex-po~ts; 
We have suggested separately. that political risks should be 
separated from commercial risks, and we now advocate that, when 
an exporter has' many lines of business, he. should be free to' insure. 
only a particular line of business. meaning a substantial group of 
exports whicli might come under a single reasonable category. 

15. The degree of freedom which can be allowed in this case 
cannot be. described iri 'ge;;er~l terms, and the management of the 
brgan~ation must have fu\1 discretion in deter~:lining whether or 
not the wide degree of liberty we suggest is feasible in particular 
l:ases, and is one which contributes to the popularity of our scheme, 
We consider that the. premium rates should be assessed from the 
outset at the level wl:~ich it is expected will prove to be economic 
on the basis of the business anticipated after five years, by which 
time the organization is expected to have established itself and to 
be insuring a reasonable level of Indian exports. Some loss may 
accrue as a result of this arrangement but. it is to be remembered 
that it is designed as a selling point and is, therefore, to some 

t t a substitute for higher sales expenditure. We would, there-
ex en . . d · h f 
fore, stress the point that patience will be. neede m t e first ew 

years. 

16
. We have indicated elsewhere that we envisage at t_he end 

· bo~t 8 to 9 per cent of o.ur export trade will be msured 
of five years a d · d · · f h 1 
in this manner, but we woul cons1 er mliv1~w of t he s ~w l~kro1gress . · ·s that this is an upper mit o w at IS 1 e y to 
m other countne · · 

1 
. 

1 
· to be remembered that the first two or three years 

take p ace. t 15 
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will be spent in building a stable organization, and apart from the 
volume of business, difficulties will be incurred in finding suitable 
personnel and in training._ staff· ·to the' necessary administrative 
standards. In any case, it would be wise even while fixing premium 
rates on the basis of business expe~ted at the end of five years to 
recogni<:e that the period of stabilization of an organization of this 
kind cannot normally take place within this period. It is likely 
that a period of not much less than ten years will be needed. It is 
only at the end of that period we recommend. that a thorough 
review of all the circumstances th~n prevailing be undertaken.· · · 

17. Although we are satisfied that the scheme in principle 
should b~ a voluntary one, we cannot entirely overlook' the views 
expressed in oral evidence by t6 trade associations (including the 
Federatio~ of Indian Chambers of Commerce ·and Industry an'd the 
Indian Merchants Chamber, Bombay). that the scheme should· have 
provision in various degrees· for· an element· of compulsion in 
particular trades. It appears·thai: in most .cases-these representa
tions have been. made: because. 'the exporters concerned· were 
anxious to obtain the benefits of inurance but fl'ared that their 
competitive capacity would be impaired if other memb~r.s of _their 
trade were not also insured · While we do 'not subscnbe to· this 
view this outlook may, in th~ initial stages reduce the amount of 
business which rilight otherwjse be plac-'d · with the insurance 
organization. We, therefore recommend th?t if. aJ~er the facilitiek 
of the orgnization have bee; available . for a reasonable period,_ a 
request is made by the great majority of' any particular trade 
(measured both by the number of exporters and the -value of the 
gaols exp~rted) that all exports of the trade not on a letter ofjcredii: 
basis should be covered by the scheme, their request sh(luld be 
examined by the management of the i;,surance organization: and, if 
it is acceptable to them, they should recommend it to Government. 
In such cases, it should be possible for the. organization. to. give to 
all exporters of the trade concerned a rebate in the premium rates 
ofJ5 to 25% dependent on the additional spr'ead 'of risks· obtained. 
Similar arrangements-. mig he be' made· should the Government be 
satisfied that the. tise _of credit itisur~nce by: alf exporters of a 
pareic;qlar commodity is in the interests .of the exl:'o~t. trade· ilS a 
whole and of the individual trade_' co,;c~rn~d. 



CHAPTER X 

HOW AND WHEN CLAIMS SHOULD BECOME PAYABLE 

We have learnt from our inquiries that the majority of Indian 
exports are invoiced in Indian rupees, in sterling or in U · S. 
dollars. Some goods, particularly those tb continental Europe, are 
invoiced in other currencies but these represent only a small 
proportion of the total value of Indian exports. 

2. It is therefore necessary to consider the arrangements 
which an Indian export credit organization should make when 
covering goods sold in foreign currencies. The normal insurante 
practice is that claims are payable in· the same currency in which 
the premiums are paid. As all the insurances for export credits 
will be taken in India, the premiums will be payable in rupees 
and, therefore, it follows that claims· should also be payable in 
Indian currency, 

3. As rates of exchange between the Indian rupee and most 
other currencies fluctuate from day to day, it will be necessary to 
state in the policy the rate of exchange which will be adopted for 
the calculation of claims in respect of goods invoiced in foreign 
currencies. The usual practice of other organizations is that, 
where pre-shipment risks have been covered, the claim is payable 
at the rate of exchange effective on the date of contract ; and, 
where only post-shipment risks have been covered, the claim is 
payable at the rate ruling on the date of shipment. We consider 
that the Indian organization should follow the same practice. 

4. The date on which claims are normally payable under 
exprot credit Policies varies according to the risk concerned:-

(a) claims under the insolvency risk, are normally payable as· 
>con as the buyer is adjudged insolvent ; the same practice 
should be followed by the Indian organization ; 

(b) In the case of default risk, the practice of the U. K .. 
Canadian and· French Organizations is to pay claims 
twelve months after due date. Most of the other 
organizations that insure Com?'ercial Risks pay default 
claims after six months. Vanous trade organizations in 
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India have represented to us that the period of twelve 
months is too long and have asked for reduction of this 
period to six months or less. In view of the re
presentations made to the Committee aRd the need to give 
Indian exporters the maximum assistance possible, and the 
practice of most other organizations, we recommend that 
default claims should be payable six months after the due 
date. 

(c) C. L F. and Diversion risks claims should be paid as soon 
as the proof of loss to the satisfaction of the organization 
is furnished. 

(d) In the case of promotional policies issued in connection 
with the development of markets ~(like the U. K. Dollar 
Drive policies), claims should be paid 60 days after the 
final audited accounts for the period covered by the policy 
are furnished to the organization .. 

(e) Claims on account of non-transfer should be paid 6 months 
after the due date and on account of other events six 
months after the date of the event which 'is the cause of 
loss. 

5. In almost all cases· recoveries can be made after the 
payment of claims. These recoveries may be from the receiver in 
the case of iosolvency, from fhe buyer in· case of default, by sale 
of goods in the case of Import Control and Export· Control Risk 
and from foreign countries for the risks. Where hese· recoveries 
are made, these should be divided between the iosurer and the 
insured in the same proportion in which they carry the risks, 



CHAPTER XI 

BASIS OF PREMIUM RATES 

The rates of premiums charged by ·export credit guaran
ee organisation~ in other countries are not published. These 

rates are treated as _strictly confidential. Even the policy-bolder 
is required to give an undertaking that the fact of his having insured 
and the premiums paid by him would be kept codfidential. . He 
may, however, in confidence inform his own banker of the fact of 
insuranceto enable him to obtain fiuance. If the information that 
·~he exporter has insured his goods is made public. it is likely to 
affect the normal good relations between him and his buyers and 
·also, to cause the overseas agent of the. exporter to become lax in 
safeguardinid1is interests. Apart_ from the risk of insolvency or 
default of a foreign buyer, there are political risks who~~ nature 
~~d in~el)sity .depend upon the economic and political conditions of 
the-countries-to wl;J.ich tb~ goods are.exported necessitatipg diffe
:~~nt r~t~~ .ofpremiuums fpr exports to diff:rent countries, The 
f~ct that ~X Porters to certain countries are charged higher rates of 
premium than those to other countries cannot be disclosed without 
d~triment to diplomatic relations. 

·. :·. 2. ' We have, ·however, been able to collect information about 
~b;tange of'premiilni rates and the average rates of othe~ credit 
insurance organisations. . We find that there are considerable 
variations in their premium schedules. This is partlY ?ec~use the 
nature of cover ,varies between the different orgamsatlons and 
partly because the differing patterns and backgrounds of exp?rt 
trade lead to a different emphasis of risk between one exportmg 
country and another. For thes.e reasons, premium rates of other 
credit insurance organisations, even if available, would not be _of 
much help to an Indian organisation. It will need to draw u~ Its 

miuni schedule based on the circumstances and nsks 
0~:' :reffect Indian export trade. The orgtnisation will have to 
w IC a · ts perhaps commit errors may suffer losses and 
make expenmen ' ' f · 

.
11 

· at a correct schedule of 11remium rates only a ter It 
WI arnve 
has worked for a few years. 

f dealing with the various factors which have to be 
3. Be ore h fi . th · rates, we may 

taken into consideration w en xmg e premium 
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.make a prelimin;<ry observation, The .-object of export credit 
~uar~ntees is to pro~ote exports: _,;cit to make profi:ts. . O~ganisat
Ions I.n other countries work on a ''no profit, no loss" basis. ·The 
_premiullls to be c~arg~d by the Indian organisation should ther~fore, 

-.only cover the net claims which it has to paY and expens!'s ~hich it 
has to incur. It must be borne in mind that the success or failure' of 
an export credit guarantee organisation or the sulfidency or other
wise of the premiums charged cannot be judged on the basis of its 
working for·a year or two. All the types of risks which are ·usu~lly 
covered by such organisations do not occur with .anY regulanty. 
This is particular~y. true of poiitical risks and risks of ~atu.ral 
catastrophes .. It IS Impossible to forecast the losses an orgamsatton 
is likely to incur in any one Year. Losses caused .by political and 
natural catastrophes may not be very frequent; but, when they do 
occur, they may prove to be heavy. It is possible .that_.£or s~veral 
,Years such risks may not supervene, and th~ 0~ganisatton may go 
.on accumulating. reserves... Gro~ing reserves· do not necessary 
indicate tha~ the premiums charged ar~ high~r than ne~essar~· .T.he 
revers~ is also equally possible .. An organisation may;m_the Imttal 
years, have .to _pay heavy claims. Heavy encroachments ~n the 
organisation's res!Jurces cannot, the~efor~. be treated as evidence 
: hat the premiums charged are in-sufficient. 

4; ·Factors governing the premium rates.-Brcia~IY -~peaki~~· 
the following factors should be taken into consideratiOn ID- .fixmg 
.the ·premium rates:-. 

. . (i) the types of risks and their causes ; 

(il) the markets to which the goods ~re export_e~; 
(iii) the type of goods ; 

(iv) the period for which th.; risks are covered; 

(v) the past experie~ce of the. exporter and the spread 
offered by him for insurance;. and 

(vi) the expenses, of management. . 

We deal with each of these factors in detail· 

·Commercial· Risks 

of. risks 

5 Th 
· · · . 

1 
. k .. · . · 

1 
· of the buyer and 

. . e commercm ns s are the mso vencY · h I 
Protracted default on his part. Insolvency and default ~~t ap~ y 
to priv<1te buyers, Only def<mlt applies t9 p~]?!i~ puye> M~· for~!Gil 
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governments, their various organisations. and semi-governmel)t 
bodies like municipalities, but default by a Pllblic buyer is really 

. . . _;_ : 

.·a political risk. , ,. , : .. .. . . -. 

6, Insolvency Risk of a Private Buyer-There are many causes 
of insolvency of a private buyer. These may be grouped as follo_,;s:-

(a) causes within the buyer's control; 

(b) circumstances which are beyond his control, viz.

(i) conditions o£ the trade; 

(ii) national conditions, political and economic ; and 

(iii) ,natural catastrophes. 

The buyer as a credit risk.-Organisational and. administrative 
inefficiency, under-capitalization and overtrading, faulty Judgment, 
over-optimism, and lack of business integrity are causes of insolven
cy which are under the buyer's control. Insolvency from these 
causes maY also follow the death of the owner or managing partner 
of a firm or managing director of a company, or change of controL 
It is d1fficul t to forecast the behaviour of a buyer at any time, 
The difficulty of assessing the risk in terms of money has led; most 
credit insurers to charge the same premium rates for all buyers in 
any one country. The risk of loss is, however, avoided or controlled 
either by not covering sales to a buyer who is consid~red a bad 
risk or by fixing the limit up to which credit may be allowed to him. 

Conditions of the trade.-Insolvencies are likely to increase 
when there is :-

(a) a trade pepression, national or lo=al, 

(b) over-ordering by the trade as a whole, or 

(c) a reduction in demand. 

National conditions-Examples of natio~al causes that increase 
chances of insolvencies are :-

(a) legal !imitations on margins of profit and/or limitations on 
the maximum prices at which goods .can be sold; 

(b) legal intervention in the affairs of importing firms and/or 
· takin~ over Qf t4e trade br nationalisation; 
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(c) a legal ban on the sale of certain types oi goods or imposit
. ion of restrictions on the business of traders who are of 

foreign origin or belong to a particular race or religion ; 

· (d) changes in public tastes, leading to a reduction in the de
mand for goods which have ceased to be in fashion; 

(e) introduction of new methods depressing demands of cer
tain goods, e g., electrification·of a town may considerably 
reduce sales of hurricane lamps~ ·. 

(f) boycott of foreign goods or a prejudice against the use of 
goods from a particular country; 

(g) religious or racial discrimination or persecution leading to 
migration of population or of the traders, 

Natural Catastrophes.-These cause insolvencies in the follow
ing ways:-

(a) Uninsured stocks may be wholly or partially destroyed. 
For loss of insured goods the buyer may receive inadequate 
or delayed compensation : . 

(b) destruction of the buyer's ·property or his trade by earth
quakes, hurricanes, or other catastrophes. . . 

In order to underwrite the insolvehcy risk, w~· ·consider that 
the ·insurance organisation should have the following information 
for the purpose of assessing the risk in terms of money.:-

A.-Re. buyer:-

(i) the capital and financial strength generali:y ~f the b~yer ; 
( ii) the experience gained by him in his particular business ; 

(iii) his turnover ; and 

(iv) his integrity and general repute •. 

B.-Re. trade :-

. ( ;) the current trade conditions ; 

(ii) the situation in the particular line of ·busiri~ss of the buyer 
as regards competition, stocks and marketing possi. 
bilities ; · · 

(iii) customary and/or legal trade pr'lcti<;~s ; aqc\ 

(jv) generd busine$S IUOrality, 
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. (a) Economic : 
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(i) the stability or otherwise of the national economy and 
its likely effect on internal trade ; 

(ii) the incidence of taxation measures on internal trade; 

(iii) the importance of the buyer's ·trade to the national 
economy and the extent and the possibility of Govern
ment intervention. 

(b) Political 
· Any prejudice on national, racial and/or religious 

grounds, and its likely effects on the buyer's trade. 

(c) Legal 
(i) Ia ws relating to · 

(1} bankruptcy, composition and liquidations; 
(2) decrees and their execution ; 

(3) arbitration and enforcement of arbitral awards; 
' (ii) laws relating to constitution and conduct of firms with 

special reference to rights of creditors ; 

(iii) prohibition of a specified trade on national. racial or 
religious grounds ; 

(iv) subsidies, control of prices ~nd/or margins of profit; 
(v) State intervention in the affairs of importing concerns.; 

and 
(vi) the acceptance by the buyer's country of the. proviSions 

of the Geneva Convention of 1927 for the enforcement 
of arbitral a..;,.ards. 

7. Default by a Private Buyer.-In some countries it. m~; not 
be possible or practicable to get a buyer declared insolvent. 
Accordingly, most credit insurance organisations that cover 
commercial risks agree to re~ard a buyer as in a state equivalent to 
insolvency when payment for goods which he has accepted has 
been outstanding for a period from 6 to 12 months after the due 
'date. The risk is therefore an extension of the insolvency risk. 
The difference is that an insolvent buyer cannot pay, and the 
defaulter either will not pay or. is .temporarily unable to pay. 
This risk can, ther~fore, be d~al t with m t)le ~a!Jle wa'f as insol-

ven~Y risk, 
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POLITICAL RISKS 

8. Default by a Public Buyer.-A government department or 
agency or a municipality may repudiate its contract or fail to pay 
its debts due to shortage of funds. mal-administration or for 
political reasons. There are countries where the exporter has no 
means of redress ·against such buyers. The economic. causes and 
the information required ·are similar to those for the insolvency 
risk, but with particular emphasis on the financial position of the 
public buyer. · 

9. Shortage of foreign currencies in a country arises from an 
excess of expenditure over earnings. If an adverse balance of 
payments for any country is not corrected, foreign exchange 
reserves wiii be depleted, and delays will result in the allocation of 
foreign currency to importers for the settlement of their foreign 
debts. These delays may mean .a considerable .extension of the 
time during which a part. of an exporter's capital resources are 
locked up in an overseas transaction and may_ cause him considerable 
financial embarrassment even though he may ultimately receive 
the full value of the debt. · There is the added complication that 
if the buyer's country allows its currency to depreciate, the buyer 
may be legally exempted from paying or may be unable to pay the 
iurther amount in local curren!:Y required to maintain the foreign 
exchange value of his deposit ; and in this .case the exporter will 
inevitably suffer loss as well as delay. 

10. Apart from the case instanced above the exporter may 
have to accept payment in the currency of the buyer's country 
when goods have to be invoiced in the buyer's currency under the 
import and exchange regulations of tile country or where foreign 
exchange cannot be allocated until the goods have cleared 
customs. Such transactions involve additional ·risks to the ex
porter. 

11. . In· order to maintain an. even balance of payments, to 
protect their infant industries or for other reasons. most govern
ments impose a system of import and/or exchange 'licensing. 
These systems, which, if successful, oi;>Viate the transfer risk 
.tbems.elves lead to serious los.ses in th~ export trade as a result of 
the changes in .control whicb musdneyitably, .be. made from time 
to time. The manner q£ administering thl' import. and exchange 
~ont~ols affect the risks borne by the .exporter. •For example 
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where the import and exchange licences are linked together, there 
is less risk to the exporter than in11 country which imposes no 
limitation Dii il)lpOrts but may refuse f~reign currency when .the 
goods have peen imported. Similarly if licences ·are issued only to. 
the extent of existing for?ign exchavge holdmgs, there is less risk 
than there would be jf.)icomces were issued up to the limit of 
anticipated earnings of foreign exchange, 

12. Basic financial · and economic information for assessing· 
political Risk.-From the above brief survey, it is clear that as 
much detailed information as possible must be collected and con
sidered. under the following heads for a Proper assessment of 
political risks in terms' of m~ney :-

A.-General . 

(i) ·chief industries and/or crops; 

(ii) mam imports and exports ; 

(iii) trade·a~d · ~ay10ents agreements, if any, and foreign 
relations with India ; · · 

·; :. ..... -

(iv) trade and payments agreements and . fore1'gn. 1 . · . · . . re at10ns 
w1th other countnes and their likelY effect on t ·a· 

d. ra e with In 1a; 

(v) obligations of the buyer's country by virtue of mem· 
. ship. of or other. commitments. towards internati 

.·· 9rganisations, e.g,, the I.M.F., G,A,T,T., and O.E.E 
. . . . - . . 

(vi) the annual income and expenditure of. the Ce1 
Government ; and 

(vii) th'e latest known national income estimate. · 

B.-Balance of payments position' 

(i) total imports into and exports from the. country; 

(ii) impor.ts fr~m and exports to India ; ·a~d 
. . . . . 

(iii) imports from and 'exports to the Sterling Area and. if 
the: importin~ country is the centre of a monetary 
area other than the Sterling Area, the quantum of 
trade between that area and the Sterling Area 

·: together ; and::.; . 
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(i'D). invisible items of an exceptional nature ·affecting the 
balance of 'payments; e:g., loa.ns from international 
banking organisations or other governmental or 
private agencies. 

C;-Financial position 
(;) the gold and exchange reserves of ·the country 

( ii) ·the amount of notes in circulation, bank deposits, bank 
advances, bills discounted, and cheque clearances ; 

t ' ' ... < • - • 

(iii) sta~utory or, conventional relationship, if any, of 
I monetary circulation tO gold and/or exchang'e reserves; 

. (iv) the amount. of purchases and sales of exchange by the 
Central Bank of the country. · · 

D.-Import Control: . 
(i) Whether an import licence. is required for all or any 

type of goods, and whether there is any differentiation 
between imports from various countries ; . 

: {ii) whether import lice~ces are classified in categories of 
...... · essentiality; · 

(iii) if import,licen~e is required, then .· ·•. 
(a) at what earliest stage hi an import transaction it can 

or must be obtained ; · 
(b). for how long it.is valid-whether its validity runs up 

.. to the date of shipment or date qf arrival of goods; 

(c) whether, in what circumstances, and for how long an 
import licence can be renewed ;. · · 

(d) whether any special conditions are generally imposed 
for Iic¢nces for particular commodities: 

(ivJ whether the importer must take a: deposit of currency 
· to get a licence ; and if so, how much and in whose 
--' ·· favour this deposit is made and whether it is irrevo-

cable; and 
(v) whether the import permit must be produced or its 

number quoted before . a consular in voice can be 

signed. 

E.-Exchan~~- C~nt~ol: . 
. '(i) whether, and in what form, the .import licence carries 

with it the grant of or licence for foreign exchange ; 



(ii} if a separ~J,te.~xchange licence is . .required, .info~mation 
. · on this similar to those in D. (i) to ( v) become neces-

_sary ~; 
(lii) Whether rupee currency can be transfer~~d; 

(a) in advance of shipment or arrival of ~oods ; or 

(~) after customs clearance has taken place ; . 

{iv) whether letters of ~redit can be opened, if so; 

(a) ·in what circumstances, 

· (b) . whether there is a limit set to their period of 
validity, and 

(c) whether these can be renewed and in what circum
stances ; 

(v) whether the country stipulates .terms or. methods of 
... payment .for imports ; 

, . .(vi), whether . terms. o~ payment against documents can be 
offered and enforced., . ' 

· (vii) if payment in rupee currency against documents is not 
possible, the exac_t conditions .under which cash ajlainst 
documents transactions are effect~d .; 

(viii) whether deposit oflocal currency gives the importer 
legal discharge of rupee debt; . 

. (ix) whether, when such a deposit.is made, an undertaking 
to. cover exd;ange J\qctuations ·can·. be obtained from 

. the importer.; if .so,. wheth~r such. an undertaking is 
· ·- legallyentor.;:eable ·; : · · . . . 

(x) whether tl!e qbligations under international agreements 
011 trade oi payments are likely to affect the prospects 
Of obtaining payment in_ India11 currency or sterling for 
exports from India; and . 

. !~i). th,<; 'p~st re~~rd _~{the cquntry in. controlling its foreign 
exchange. 

. . 
' F _;_Rate oi' exchange : . . ~~ 

'i'i> ~fiecti~e rates ~£ e;change f~r .lndi~ti rupee and 
sterling ; 

(ii) whether they are (a) stabie:· '(hi • fluctukting;·.or (c) 

- c:~i:ceriuici;' · 
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.(iii) if there are more than one rate £or imports, the classes 
of imports to which e._ch rate applies: and. 

(iv) any exchange surcharge or tax. 

G.-Other regulations : 

(i) the period for which goods remain in Customs before 
clearance ; and 

(ii) whether they are subject to fines or auctions or seizure 
after this period has lapsed. 

H,-Where the goods have been sold on the basis of the 
. currency of the importer's country, whether-

. ' . 
(i) invoicing in local currency is permitted by the regula

tions of the buyer's country and whether such invoic
ing ~ou1d delay. or prejudice transfer in. rupees or 
sterling ; 

(ii). in the case of sales from ov'erseas stocks, the licence 
used by the agent to · import the goods authorises 
transfer, in rupees or· stet ling; of the local currency 
paid by the ultimate buyers. 

i3. ·War and Civil War Risks ;...:.It: .is difficult to assess these 
politicaf risks in.terms' of money. How~ver,. a. close watch should 
be kept. on the trend of International events and 'on ~ny event in 
the buyer's country, whieh IDlY lead to frequent changes in the 
government and to ci vi! commotion. Whenever there is ~ny like
lihood of impending trouble, the covering of new business in the 
country concerned shouli be suspended or highe~; premiuiUs charg
ed to coml'ensate for the additional risks inwlved. , 

14, Div•rsion of Voyage:- This risk may arise due to the 
imminence or the outbreak of war. It may also arise when there 
is 'extreme congestion in a harbour or when the harbour is put out 
of commission owing to natural calamities, so as to necessitate the 
diversion of the ship to another harbour, Such a diversion may 
involve increased freight charges. If the contract of sale does not 
provide for such additional charges to be borne by ' the buyer or, 
if it is not possible to recover them from .the .buyer, the exporter 
may' have to bear the. extra cost, The diversion .risk: is· not. also 
pr~dictable. Efforts should, however, b~ made i:o·maintaiil. a· dose 
wat~h on the conditions which entail diversion of voyages, e;g,;' thl!' 
possibilitY of closure of the Suez .or PanaJODa Canal.· · 

' .. - . . ' ~ 



:15. So.irC:es of Information :.::.The sources -.from~ which in£or
mation, mention~d in -paragra-phs 11. 12 and-13 above, can be gather
ed are listed in the A-p-pendix X.' 

16. Export Control Policy of the Seller's·. Country :...:.(1) As 
we have already observed, among the -preshi-pment risks, 
arising from governmental action falls tile cancellation of 
an ex-port licence of the im-position . of. ·a ban or fresh 
restrictions on exports after the contrltct 'of sa:le to the 
foreign buyer bas deen cm\cluded. · As we have recomm
ended that't~is risk which i& beyond· the. control of the 

seller and the buyer, should be covered. it is necessary 
. to keep a watch on the factors leading to, such risk. 

(2) The need for controls over ex-ports arises for the follow
ing reasons :~ 

(a) when the commodity to be ex-ported is in demand in the 
home market and heavier ex-ports are likely to cause 
scarcity and abnormal rise in prices-at home; 

. -
(b) if new industries are set u-p in India it may become 

necessary to divert raw materials ·_from 'ex-port trade 
to home trade. ·To the, extent to .which they· are 
needed for· manufacturing' -pur-poses; restrictions on 
their ex-port may be necessary; · 

(c) to prevent cer~ai~ goods fro:m reaching certain·: desti
nations either.dir~ctly or through any other'c~untry. ·; 

(3) There are several commodities ex-ports of which are 
controlled at -present. Relaxation may take- place 
regarding ex-port of certai~ controlled goods and 
restrictions may be im-posed . on new ty-pes of' goods. 
It is, therefore, __ esse;,tial' to. keep a close- watch ·an 
the ~arket tates' of commodities and the reasons which 
are _· likely to become o-perative for any partichla~ 
type of goods coming under . co;,troi: p~;,:miums:· if 
neces~ary,may'be adjusted accordingly. . . ' 

17 Adjustmentto Changing Situations :-The premium· rates 
. t b~ revised from time to time to provide for· changing. circum~ 

mus In extreme cases, the insurance organisation 'might e~en 
6~n.ces:nsured ex-porters to sus-pend or discontinue, exports to cei:~ 
a _vise 

1 
trl"es With that object in view, arrangements roust b~ tam coun . 



made to review the information on record at regular .. intervals. "In 
this respect the cooperation and assistance of the Government's 
trade and commercial representatives abroad will be of the utmost 
impOrtance. These representatives should re-examine the infor
mation pertaining to their territories,. on various-points at qu~rt~rly 
intervals, and send reports regarding changes that may have taken 
place. Where there are tendencies to show that losse; ar~ likely 
to increase, information should be communicated to the insurance 
organisation immediately. Arrangements should also be made to 
get reports regarding foreign buyers regularly. Any laxity in the 
matter of keeping information up to date or taking prompt action, 
is likeiy.to enhance the losses of the insurance o!ganisation. 

18. Grouping of Countries.-To fix the rate of premium tor 
each country separatelY will be a cumberome process. The practical 
course is to place the countries in a few groups according to the 
nature· and intensity of th<;' risk, involved. W~ recommend the 
following groups :. 

(a) countries which are important traditional buyers 'of 
Indian goods, where the administration . of economi .. 
affairs is particularly efficient, and where the foreseeble 
risks of loss from transfer or other causes are very small; ' 

(b) countries whose economies are soundly based. and well 
administered and where transfer losses are unlikely .to 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

occur t. 
countri~s which are relatively stable, but where mhicir 
risks of losses can be foreseen : · 

contries whose 'economies are ·not broadly based and 
where fluctuations may occur with possible risks of loss ; 

co~ntries ~bich are relatively ~nstable ~r whose ~~,;_ 
nomies are deteriorating and where there is . persistent 
risk of transfer and/or other losses;, · 

(f) countries whose. economies are chronicaily unstable, 
· · where transfer and/or other lossess have recently 

·occurred or are in prospe.ct;· 

19. · Grouping of Commodities.~ The nature ·of commodities 
exported may mitigate or enhance the risk. ·Commodities which 
are of perishable nature or are likely to deteriorate are bad risks. 
Commodities which are easily saleable in the home market or in 



several foreign markets are. the least risky. .Between these .twQ 
groups are certain commodities which have limite~ resale value. 
As in the case of countries, to fix the rate of premmm for each 
commodity separately will not be practicable. We suggest the 
following groups :-

(a) raw materials : 

- <b5 manufactured goods 'W hfch are easily saleable in more 
- thim one market ; and . 

(c) all .other. goods. not. included in (a) .and (b) such as 
expensiv¢. manufact\)red articles and goods whose resale 
possibilities are limited that are subject to changing 
fashions, that deteriorate rapidly or those goods falling 
und~r (a) and \b) of whiCh tbe insurance ~rganisation has 
un-satisfactorY experiennce. · ,. '· 

20. Group•n~ \o be .Fln.ibt., . ....:.The. 3ugge:;tions t:egatding 
grouPings Of coun-tries as Well aS- of commodi~ies need not be 
adhered to rigidly. We recommend certain groups to be made at 
the initiai stage; :rn the light of experience changes can be made 
from time to fime; 

21. Period for which the risk is covered.- (1) The rate of pre
mium has also to depend on· the period for which the risk is 
covered. · The·periods for which credits are ·allowed by eiporters 
will vary ·a-ccording to the market, the buyer and the commodity. 
To fix different rates separately for differing pei:iods, each period 
of credit being taken. as a whole, would be rather complicated. 
We think it would be advisable to fix basic rates of premium 
applicable to the- cases where cash is to be received against 
documents in· the· buyer's country and where credtt .uP to 30 days 
:after delivery is given. Where payment terms provide for credit 
longer than 30days an extra premium dependent on the period in 
excess of 30 days should· be charged at a rate fixed for every 
additional month. This extra obviously will, like the basic pre
mium, differ from country to. count~y. 
· (2) The exporter may wtsh to msure the peshipment risks as 
welL This means that insurance will commence at an earlier date, 
and the period for which risks will be covered will be longer than 

that for whjch postshipmen~ risks are cove~ed. In addition, there 
are preshipment risks such as the cancellatiOn of the export licence 
or the imposition of new restrictions on the export of goods after 
_the contract of sale bad been concluded. Premium will, therefore. 
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hive to be charged for the period from the date of contract up to. 
the date of payment by the buyer if such pre-shipment risks are to . 
be insured. The behaviour of different countries towards contracts 
already in hand when imposing· restrictions on the import of goods 
is an important factor _in assessing pre-shipment· risks. In some 
countries care is taken to exclude the firm order of imports or at 

. least the goods already shipped from the application of the changes 
in the policy. This means the import control ri•k is reduced. 
There are, however, countries where the new rules are made, 
applicable to all goods arriving after the date fixed for the enforce
ment of the new policy. In such cases. import control risk is'heavy. 

· i:t is desirable to place the countries for pre·shipment risks into 
three groups :-

(i) where pre-shipment riSks.are very slight: .. 
. . . . . 

(ii} where additional risks exist in the pre-shipment period 
but are.not considerable i. . · 

(iii) where the additional risks in the pre·shipment period are 
very real. 

· (3). The premium rating schedule for transaction~ involving 
•payment terms of more than six months': credit from the date of 
·shipment is based on a forward projection of tlie normal premium 
schedule, and takes into account the fo!Iowing additional factors :-

(a) the length of manufacturing period : 

(b) the spread of shipments and payments : 

(c) the class of buyer (whether public or private): and 

(d) the degree of specialisation of the goods. 

Such contracts, normally involve a spread of shipments and of 
payments; and, instead of quoting separate premium rates for each 
shipment, it is better to quote a single average rate for the whole 
contract. 

22. Past experience of the Exporter,-A further factor which 
must be taken into consideration in assessing premium rates is the 
character of business which a particular exporter offers for insur
ance. For example; an exporter who has suffered no loss<s in his 
export business for inany years will expect, quite reasonably, to be 
charged lower rates of premium than his less cautious competitor 
pc;>~withstlln~in~ th~ filet ~hat the risk~ he is propo§in~ tc;> ~over are 
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substantially lieyond .his control. Furthermore, an exporter who 
wishes to exclude from his policy shipments to one or more markets 
must:expect, if his proposal is accepted, to' be charged somewhat 
higher ~ates of premium than if he had insured all his good and bad 
markets together. Also. in cases where a large volume of exports 
is covered by a single policy, the exporter will expect some reduc
tion in premium because administrative wo.rk on a large policy is . 
proportionately less than on a small policy. We are of the opinion 
that in such ·Cases the insured should be allowed a small rebate'in 
premium charged for him. The amount of rebate naturally will 
depend on the saving in administrative work and on the spread of 
risk offered to the insurance organization. 

23. Expenses o£ Management-An estimate of the expenses of 
the insurance organization should be prepared as also of the 
premiums likely to be collected in the first five years of the war king, 
and on that basis expense loading to the risk premium· can be 
arrived at. Great care must be taken in preparing the estimate. 
Under-estimation of expenses and over-estimation of income will 
be suicidal. .Similarly ovor-estimation of expenses and under
estimation of income will make premiums too high and make 
insurance unattractive. The provision for expenses in the pre-· 
:niums on the basis of the actual cost of administration should be 

eviewed from year to year. 



CHAPTER, XII 

STRUCTURE OF TilE INDIAN INSURANCE ORGANISATION 
. . . . ' ., 

The risks which an exporter has to face fall, as mentioned 
earlier, into two _groups, namely, commercial risks and ·political 
risks. Commercial risks can perhaps be covered by private enter
'prise, but there has been a tendency of late for priva-te credit 
'insurers to seek State backing in some case~. - But so· far a:s 
-political risks are concerned, it is impossible for u:iy one to cover 
·them without harnessing the credit of the State either directly or 
indirectly. It is significant that every foreign· export cnidit irisur
ance organization covering the ·political risks has the direct or 
indirect b~ddng of the State concerned. It has, therefore, to be 
accepted that no ptivate insurer can bear theserisks. _ · 

2. Thus we find that export credit guarantees are being given:

(a). by a Government D~p~rtment.in the_ U.K., De~ma~k and 
Sweden, or 

(b)· by a State-owned Corporation in Canada, or· 

(c) by a private company- which re-insures wfth the State 
the whole of · political and·- commercial risks · in the 

•. Netherlands and Germany, or· 

(d) ~ither by the_State 'corporatla"n in respect ~f commercial 
. and political risks .or by a private insure~. who _covers 
commercial risks only and reinsures- them fully with· the 

_ State Corporation in France, or 

{e) by the State for only political risks, leaving it to privafu. > 
interprise to cover · commerCial· risks in Switzeriand 
Bilgium and Italy. ' 

3, It is understood that in Germany, Netherlands, France and 
_Belgium, private companies have· been insuring commercial risks 
for many years and that, when it was ·found necessai:y to set up 
State organizations in these countries to cover )?olitical risks; the 
experience of the private companies was harnessed to the new 
_organizatioos by arranging that the private companies should issue 
!luarante~~ to ~J>porten on beh11lf of the Stat~ or!lanizatiOQ§. 
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4. It is obvious that, so far as political risks are concerned, 
they can be carried only by the Government. The insurance 
organization can, however be :-

(a) a government department : or 

(b) a corporation owned by the State ; or 

(c) a private cmp.pany acting for and on behalf of the State. 

. So far as commercial risks are concerned, the position in . India 
today is that there is no private company which is carrying on the 
·work of insuring credits for even internal trade. If there bad been 
a private company, transacting credit insurance business for home 
trade, advantage- of its experience might be taken by employing 
_such acompany to handle the work. of export .credit guarantees. 
This work cannot be e_ntrusted to private. companies ·which are 
carrying on general insurance business because they have no 
experience of handling this very complex and specialized form of 
-insurance .. In view of the above, the choice, so far as the Indian 
organization· is concerned, lies between a government department 
and a :State-o\vned: corporation. . 

5. Various interests in the course of discussions with 'us have 
,urgedthat the Government should set up a separate corporation 
to C?rry on the l:msiness of export credit guarantees and not 
entrust it to a department qf its own. The organization has to 
work on commercial lines and has to provide for all the needs of 
'the trade at present and the needs that may arise in the future, 
·The very nature of this business requires promptness al)d flexibility 
·in its work. Any delay in the matter of giving covers may deprive 
an exporter of the chances of supplying goods in time, Any delay in 

:quoting premium may prevent an exporter from negotiating thesale 
with _a foreign buyer. _Any laxity in making adjustment or taking 
-~~cessary steps may cause avoidable losses both to the exporter and 
. the organization. We think that an organization which is not tied 
:aown to red tapeand is not bound by rigid rules of procedure, which 
· 'more sympathetic and more responsive to the needs of export

. IS hich is able and ready to adapt itself to changes in- the trade 

. ers. w . h . "1 'bl 
and other condidons, wb~c 1s eas1 Y. acceSS! e to the public, which 

b O
mpt to deal w-lth the requuements of the exporters, and · 

. can e pr d . 1 · 
h

. h n d_raw on Government an commercia sources of inforw 1c ca 
. ·s likely to command the confidence and cooperation of 

matwn. 1 . 'd . 
.t r To kin~ th~ee f<1ctors lOt\> ~ons1 era~1on, we re~ommencl 

tb~ t+l!'-1~.' - ,. " . 
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that the work of the Indian organization should be entrusted 
to a Corporation wholly owned by the State. 

6. Name of the Corporation.-'rhe Corporation should be 
·named Export Risks Insurance· Corporation. 

7. Objects oftbe Corporation.-The Corporation may 

(a) for the purpose of encouraging, facilitating and developing 
trade with other countries, make arrangements for 
giving guarantees to or for the benefit of persons carry
ing on business in India. being guarantees In connection 
with the expott, manufactur~. treatment; or distribution 
of goods, the rendering of services or any other matter 
which is conducive to the said purpose; · 

(b) for the purpose referred to in (a), make arrangement 
·for giving guarantees to or for the benefit of persons 
residing in,· or belonging to a foreign country, being 
guarantees in connection with goods exported or services 
rendered from India; 

(c) give facilities for financing exports ; 

(d) act as agent of the Goverrime!lt to 

(i) give guarantees beyond its scope .,.;hich a~e considered 
. by. the Government as .necessary iri national inte~est '; . . . . .· . . . . 
(ii) acquire any securities (which expression includes bonds, 

stocks, shares, bills and premissory notes) which the 
Corporation bas guaranteed, hold any such se~urity fo~ 
such period as may .be directed by the Government, 
collect any sum falling due whether by way of principal 
or interest in resrect thereof, and dispose of any such 
security at such time and in such a ·manner as directed· 
bY' the Government; 

(e) do all such things as may be incidental to or consequen• 
tial upon the carrying nut of its objects mentioned in 
clauses (a) to (d) above. 

8. The subscribed and paid up capital of the Corporation 
will depend on the maximum amount of risk which it has to carry 
at any point of time. Total eKports in 1955 were of the value of 
!IPP\lt Rs 600 crofe~. ~~ h~~ not beeri -pl,l~~i~!e. ~ci· ascertain t!w · 
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exact amount of exports on letter of credit basis. From the dts
cussions that we had with banks and others, we believe that 
busine•s other than on letters of credit basis is about Rs. 250 crores. 
How much business it will b'e possible for the Corporation to un
derwrite in the first ftve years of its work cannot be estimated 
with any degree of accuracy, particularly if the insurance h to be 
on a voluntary basis. Experience of other organizations in this 
respect is divergent. Other organizations are covering up to about 
15 per cent of total exports in their countries. We consider that 
the Indian Corporation will be able to cover about 8 to 9 per cent 
of total exports. i e., about Rs. 50 crores .. This will represent about 
20 per cent of the exports not covered by letter of credit. We 
think that the Corporation should fix a target of Rs. 50 crores to 
be achieved by the end of the first five years, and with the coope. 
ration of the Banks, Export Promotion Councils, various commodi
ty Boards and trade associations to take all necessary steps to 
reach that target. The constitution of the Corporation should in 
the initial stages prescribe a limit of Rs. 50 crores on the maximum 
risk it should carry at any one time, Preceeding on this basis, we 
recommend that the authorised and subscribed capital should be 
Rs. 5 crores. This recommendation is being made following the 
precedent of the Canadian Corporation. In the case of this Corpo
ration the maximum risk ,which it has to carry is fixed at 10 times 
the capital. The paid up capital of the Indian Corporation should 
be 10 % of the subscribed capital and no limit need be placed on 
the calls to be made. To infuse confidence in the mind of expcrters, 
it is necessary that every policy issued by the Corporation should 
carry a Government guarantee. 

9. Management.-The management of the affairs of the 
Corporation should vest in a Board of Directors consisting 
of seven members including either a whole-time Chairman or a 
whole-time Managing Director. The directors may delegate 
powers for day to day administration to the principal officer 
whether he be the Chairman or the Managing Director. 

10. There should be an Advisory Council consisting of not 
more than 21 members representing the export trade, banks engag
ed in financing exports, various Export Promotion Councils and 
Commodity Bo1rds. This Council will advise the Corporation re
gardin~ the insqrance needs 9£ the exl'ort trade! the changes ti\kine 
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place in the ex!"ort trade and the steps to be taken to provide for 
new conditions. The Advisory Council may elect two members to 
be appointed as Directors ef the Corporation. 

11. Offices.-The registered and main office of the Corporation 
should be at New Delhi, The Corporation may open branch 
offices and, where necessary, set up Local Advisory Boards to 
help and advise the Branch Offices, appoint brokers to introduce. 
business and appoint agents elsewhere than in India for enforcing 
any right that, as a result of contract of an insurance, may have · 
vested in the Corporation. 

12. Borrowing Powers.-The Corporation may borrow monies, 
raise loans, and for that purpose, (f necessary, may issue and sell 
bonds and debentures bearing such rates of interest and subject to 
such terms and conditions as the Board of Directors may approve, 



CHAPTER XIII 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Legal position under the Insurance Act :-Section 3 of the 
Insurance Act, 1938 (IV of 1938), provides that no insurer can carry 
on any class of insurance business without having obtained from 
the Controlier a certificate of registration Export credit insurance 
would appear to fall under the definition of "miscellaneous 
insurance business" given in section 2 (13 B), which provides 
that "miscellaneous insurance business" means the business of effe
ting contract of insurance which is not principally of wholly of anY 
kind included in clauses (6A) (ll) and (13A). Sub-section (6A.) 
defines fire insurance business; (II) defines life insurance business 
and (13A) marine insurance business. 

The export credit insurance organization would be a corpora
tion wholly owned by the State and as such would appear to be 
exempted by section 118 of the said Act. In case business done by 
the Government through a corporation owned by it is held to be 

u 0 " not any msurance business carried on by the Central Government 
a change in the Insurance Act will be necessary, 

2. Premium rates to be kept confidential :-In paragraph I of 
Chapter XI, we have explained the reasons ..;.by the premium rates 
should be kept confidential. In this connection we reproduce one 
of the clauses of the Declaration which an exporter has to! make to 

the Administration in the U.K.:-

"All discussions and· correspondence in connection with 
this proposal and with any Policy arising therefrom are to be 
treated by both sides as confidential and we undertake not to 
disclose either the existance of the Policy or any of the details 
thereof to our agents or to the buyer or to any other person or 
concern o' her than in confidence to our bankers without the 
prior consent of the Department in writing." 

This means that the premiums paid will have to form part 
of the overhead eKpenses of the exporter. These cannot te shown 
i~J tl).e jnyoic~ a~ a~ it~~ ~bar~~~ t<;> the buyer. Eve'! if tl;~ ~gree• - ~---·~··· - ....... . 
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lnent of saie is on a c.i.f. basis, the premiums should not ·he showfi 
separately because the term • insurance" in a "c.i.f. contractu only 
means marine an<i war risk insurance and cannot be deemed to 
include credit risks. If any rule or regulation necessitates such a 
premium being shown separately in ar.y return or statement, it is 
necessary that a suitable amendment should be made, 

3 .. Penalty clause :-It is necessary that 'the . Export Risks 
Insurance Corporation should be protected against false statements 
made by an exporter. Two methods have been adopted to achieve 
this objective. The Canadian Export Credits Insurance Act 
provides that "Every person is guilty of an Indictable offence and 
liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years who 
wilfully makes any false statement 

(a) in any application for insurance under this Act, or 

(Q) in any instrument given to the Corporation under the 
authority of this Act." 

A similar provision has been incorporated in the Australian 
Export Payments Insurance Corporation Act. In the U.K. and 
other countries, however, no such legal provision exists. The 
organisations in these countries protect themselves by providing in 
a policy contract that it will become ineffective in the event of 

(a) any warranty by the insured proving to be false: and 

(b) the insured failing duly to perfor.m or observe any of the 
stipulatic.ns in the proposal papers and policy bond. 

No one can and will object to such provisions being made as 
these are accepted by everyone who insures his life, goods and 

property. 

We recommend that every policy issued by the Corporation 
should have dames to the following effect :-

(a) The Proposal and Declaration thereto shall be incor
porated with this policy as the basis thereof and if any of 
the statements contained in the Proposal or Declaration b~. 
untrue or incorrect in any respect, this Policy shall be 
void, but the Corporation may retain any premium that 

has been paid ; 
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(b) Due performance and observance of each and evety 
stipulation contained herein and in the Proposal and 
Declaration thereto shall be a condition precedent to any 
liability of the Corporation hereunder, 

If, however, it appears that absence of penal clause has not 
fully protected the Corporation, it may become necessary to 
legislate on the basis of the Canadian and Australian Acts. We, 
however, trust. that such a contingency will not anse, 

4. Insurance organisation to be exempt from payment of 
income•tax.-We have explained in para 3 of Chapter XI that the 
export credit insurance organisation should be deemed to be a 
non-profit making concern and that any reserves built up should 
not be treated as profit in the commercial sense. Any difference 
between the Income and Outgo should not therefore be treated as a 
profit and made liable to Income Tax. For this purpose necessary 
legislative or administrative action should be taken. 

5. Insurance premiums to be a deductible expense for purposes 
of income-tax.-The premiums which an exporter pays to the 
Export Risks Insurance Corporation is part of his normal 
expenditure and as such should be an allowable deductbn for the 
purposes of income-tax. The position of this premium is not, in any 
way, different from the premiums paid for Fire or Marine or 
Accident insurace policies. We may mention that the practice in 
other countries is the sa me. 

6. Membership of the Berne Union :-UNION D' ASSUREURS 
POUR LE CONTROLE DES CREDITS INTERNATJONAUX, 
Berne, (Union of Insurers for the Supetvision of International 
Credits) is an association of Export Credit Guarantee Organizatsons. 
Its registered office is at Berne and it has a central office in Paris. 
At present its meml:ership consists of organizations operating in 
Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany Great Britain, 
Holland, Ireland, Italy, Norway, Spain, Sweeden, and Switzerland. 

The object of the Association as given in Article 2 of its 
Statutes is:-

" T'le ·principal object of the Unlon is t~ work for the 
rational developmant of credit insurances on the international 



field by improvement of the members' information services by 
means of making known to one another the results obtained in 
this field and, generally, to favour the regular exchange of 
views regarding the essential questions in the branch, as well as 
on the problems which are put in the fidd of teachnique and 
organization." 

We recomznd that the Indian Corporation should become a 
member of that Association. 

7. Certain suggestions made by export interests for assisting 

export trade.-In the written as well as oral evidence, our attention 
has been drawn to various problems of the export trade which are 
outside the terms of reference of the Committee. These difficulties 
appear to be retarding the development of export trade. We have 
considered it necessary to include them in the summaries of the 
written and oral evidence in Appendices VI & VII and we trust 
that the difficulties will receive careful consideration of the 
Government and eff~ctive steps will be taken to resolve them. 

8. Foreign Exchange Regulations.,- In this connection, our 
attention has been drawn to the fact that the existing foreign 
exchange regulations stipulate that the value of the goods exported 
must be received in India within six months of the shipment of 
goods. We also learn that in cases where the money is not 
received within this period, the exporter concerned has to offer 
an explanation to the Reserve Bank of India. There are cases 
where the moneY is not received in time and the Reserve Bank 
grants extention of time. Such a provisiom may be necessary but 
we must mention that some of the commodities cannot be 
exported unless payment terms povide for a longer term of credit 
than six months. In such cases, an exporter cannot give declaration 
that the money would be received within six months without 
exposing himself to legal penalties. We believe that in the 
interest of promoting exports, it is necessary that where competi
tion forces an exporter to give credit for a period longer than si~ 
months, he should be protected and his time-declaration should be 
~ccepted by the Reserve Bank of India. In case the Bank has no 
discretion to do so, we recommend that necessary change in the 
regulations be made. 



CHAPTER XIV 

sUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Our conclusbns and recommendations in the preceding 
Chapter are summarised belo~ :- · 

Case for Export Credit I~surance 

1_. An export credit insura11ce scheme is an important export 
promotion measure, and this scheme should be started in India 
without delay, for the following reasons :-

.(a) demand for credit terms is being made for all exports 
and is likely to increase even for traditional exports of 
iU:te fabrics, tea, minerals, cotton textiles, . . . . . 

(b) more small and medium-sized firms are coming into the. 
· exports- business and -this class of firms has a great need 

for insurancei 

(c) export credit insurance makes export finance facilities 
more readily availa-ble, 

(d) the insurance helps the exporter to develop new markets, 

(e) competition froD;I exp<;>rters from other countries having 
insurance facilities. can be met if, other things being 
the same. Indian exporters. are placed in a similar 
position as their competitors in regard to credit 

insurance, and 

(f) there is :1 pressing need to ea~n for_eign exchange. 

[Chapter II, paragraph 10] 

Exporters' Risks 

2. The type~ and· extent of risks covered by export credit 
guarantee organisations differ from country to country. Neverthe
less, the practice Of all the countries COf!fOrms to tWo basic 

p~inciples, vl~_.. 

(a) Excep~. in. the_ ca~e. of ~orne p.re-shirD;Ient risks, only 
·those . .risks are, covered._ which. ari~e out of events 

9ccurring outside the exporter's country. 
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(b) Onl;r those risks are covered which are outside the 

control of the exporter· and,·. generally •. of the buyer, 
Any risk which can be ··avoided by the exporter and/or 
the buyer should be excluded. 

' 
All risks which contravene the above principles or for which 

cover is available from other insurers are generallY excluded. 

[Chapter III, paragraph 8] 

3. The 'Indian export credit imurance organisation should 
cover the follov;:ing risks. · 

Post-shipment Risks 

(a) Diversion risks.-:-Due to int~rruption or diversion of 
voyage .outside the exporting country, the exporter ma.y 
have to incur in respect of goods shipped from hts 
coui_~try, additional handling, transport or insurance 
charges which it is impracticable to. recover from the 
buyer. · 

(b) Import Control Risks.-The buyer's import or exchange 
licence may be cancelled or: may have expired. and it 
cannot be renewed ; or new restrictions rna~ be imposed 
on the import or payment. 

This risk should ·not be covered where 

(i) import or exchange licence is ne'c~~sary b~t ls ·not held 
by the buyer when the order is' placecl' and he is 

. unable to obtain it when goods arrive; an.d .. 

· (ii) import or exchange licence is cancelled for buyer's 
fault. 

(c) Rep~diation Risk.-A buyer may repudiate his contract, 
.refuse_ to open a letter of credit or to accept goods 

This risk is to be covered only in the following cases:

(i) when the buyer is a public bocjy which either cancels 
the contract unilaterally or ref~ses to accept goods, 
not due to any fault of th~- exporter ; 

(ii) when the buyer repudiates the ·contrac~ and is 
adjudged insolve1,1t.; 



(iii) where a buyer repudiates the contract and the ex
porter takes legal steps, obtains a final" judgment 
against the buyer and even by executing the decree he 
cannot receive the full price of the goods because the 
buyer has no assets from which recoveries can be 
made. 

(d) Insolvency Risk.-The buyer may become insolvent. 

(e) Default Risk.-The buyer may accept the goods on 
credit terms and on the due date refuse to make pay
ment or may temporarily be unable to pay, 

[Both (d) and (e) together are called Commercial or Del 
Credere Risks.] 

(f) War and Civil War Risks-There may occur war between 
the buyer's country and the exporter's country ; or war, 
hostilities, civil war, rebellion, revolution, insurrection 
or other disturbance may occur in the buyer's country 
or other countries through which the goods must pass. 
In all these contingencies, the exporter may suffer losses. 

(g) Transfer Risk-The operation of a law ·or an order, 
decree or regulation having the force of law, which, in· 
circumstances out• ide the control of the exporter and 
of the buyer, may prevent, restrict or control the trans
fer of payments from the buyer's country to the expor
ter's country. 

(h) Omnibus Risk-Any other cause not being within the con
trol of exporter or of the buyer which arises from events 
occurring outside the exporter's country. Omnibus risk 
includes risks of port strikes overseas, dock clearance 
delays and natural catastrophes (floods. earthquakes and 
hurricanes) in the buyer's country. This also includes 
the risk involved in the change in the standards of food 
and other products after goods have been shipped, pro
vided the goods at the time of shipment were of the 
standard then in force. 

[Risks (a) and (b), (c) (i), (f), (g) and (h) are called Politcal 

Risks.] 
[Chapter III, paragaphs 3 and 9, A] 
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PRE-SIDPMENT RISKS 

4. Risks (a) to (h) of 3 as also the Export Control Risk (i.e., 
non-renewel or cancellation of the export licence or the imposition 
of fresh restrictions on the export of good.s) should be covered 
during the pre-shipment peried. The Export Control Risk should, 
however, be not covered in the following cases :- . 

(i) Where export licence is necessary but is not held by the 
exporter when the order is placed and he is unable to 
obtain a lincence at a later date. and 

(ii) where the export licence is cancelled on account of the 

fault of the exporter. 
[Chapter III, paragraph 9, B (b) (iiJ and (c)] 

RISKS OF SPECIAL TRANSACTIONS 

" The following risks of special trarsactions should be 
covered:-

(i) C. I. F. Risks ; i. e., increase in insurance a!ld freight rates 
after a sale lias been concluded on a •'cost, insurance and 
freight basis." . 

(ii) Risks of exports on consignment b~~is. 
(iii) Risks (similar to those in (ii) above) of goods sent for 

display in a foreign fair. 

(iv) Risks pertaining to non-receipt ~f money for services 
rendered to a principal in a foreign country. 

( v) Expenses incurred on market surveys, public;ty, stock
holdings and other promotional measures, for the deve
lopment of a particular market, if such expenses are not 
fully recouped by sales made in tbat country. 

[Chapter III, paragraph 7 and 9, CJ 

RISKS NOT TO BE COVERED 

6. The following risks should not be covered:-

(I) Repudiation Risk, except in the cases mentioned in 3 (c). 

(2) Exchange Fluctuation and Devaluation Risks. 

(3) During the pre-shipment period-
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(a) ban or restrictions on the import of raw material or 

semi-manufactured goods which may be necessary to 
manufacture the goods to be exported ; 

0:?) increase in export duty or the imposition of a new 
export duty which, under the terms of the contract, 
cannot be recovered from the foreign buyer ; 

(c) non-availability of railway transport, shipping space or 
of berthing srace for steamers; · 

(d) strikes; 

(e) increase in manufacturing costs. 

[Chapter III, paragraph 9, B] 

7. The Indian export credit insuranc~ organisation should, 
when covering commercial risks, set ·limits on the amount of 
business which can be covere<l at any one time for an exporter on 
any of his buyers. The limits should be of the following types:-

(a) The Credit Limit, which limits the insurer's liability in 
respect of the value of shipments which have been 
delivered to the buyer on credit terms or placed at his 
disposal on cash against documents or equivalent terms, 

(b) The Contract (or Trading) Limit, which limits the in
surer's maximum liability in respect of all the goods in 
course of (manufacture and) shipment to the buyer at 
any one time. 

[Chapter Ill, paragraph 10] 

(2) The amount of the Credit Limit should be agreed by the 
insurer for each buyer on application by the exporter, or a discret
ionary limit can be agreed, within which the exporter, on the basis 
of his own knowledge and experience of the buyer, can ship without 
reference to the insurer. Normally the maximum amount of this 
discretionary limit should be Rs, 4,000 in the case of credit trans
actions or Rs. 8.000 in the case of transactions on cash against 
documents or equivalent terms. 

[Chapter III, paragraph 11] 

(3) The Contract Limit set in the case o{ shipment rolicies 
relating to goods in course of shipment should be eql)al to twice 
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the amount of the Credit Limit and in the case of- pre-shipment 
policies relating to course of manufacture and shipment should be 
equal to four times the amount of the Credit Limit. 

[Chapter III, paragraph 13] 

Perio4s for which risks can be covered 

8. (1) The periods for which the risks of the Indian exporters 
should be covered are specified below:-

(a) Pre-shipment Risks,-For a period of four months preced
ing the date of shipment. 

!b) Post-shipment Risks. 

(i) for exports of raw materials-up to three months and 
exceptionally, four months from the date of shipment. ' 

(ij) for exports of consumer goods.-up to six months from 
the date of shipment. 

(iii) for exports of light capital goods.~A spread of pay. 
ments up to two years from the date of shipment. · 

(iv) for exports of capital goods.-A spread of payments up 
to three years from the date of shipment . 

. These periods may be extended in exceptional cases. 

[Chapter IV, paragraph 4] 

(2) The risks for a credit period of more than six months 
should be covered only where 

(i) foreign competition warrants such a course; 

(ii) the type of goods and the nature of the order justify 
extended credit; 

(iii) a substantial payment has been received before or on 
shipment; 

(iv) the work content is high; 

( v) any necessary authority from the Reserve Bank of India 

ha~ l>•~IJ <:>l>tained. 
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Percentages of Cover 

9. An accepted principle of credit it~surance is that the insured 
should carry a part of every risk. The Indian' organisation should 
in . .the, ~nitial stages give cover for.-

(a) commercial risks-up to 80 per cent ; 

(b) political risks-up to 85 per cent; 

(c) prom~tional policies. equal to 50 per cent of the unrecoup
ed expenses· 

These percentages, except in the case of (c), are of the value 
of an invoice. 

[Chapter 11, paragraphs 3, 4 and 5] 

Export Finance 

10. (1) Credit Insurance policies are accepted by banks as a 
satisfactory form of sec:Urity and therefore export finance becomes 
more readily available. The Indian export credit insurance organi
sation should provide by its regulations for the registration of 
assignments the benefits under their policies made by exporter to 
their banks, 

[Chapter VII, paragraphs 1 and 3] 

(2) In the case of contracts of national importance. the In~ian. 
export credit insurance orgapisation should have the authority-

(a) to provide, in the .case of approved parties, financial 
guarantees to banks and others with no risk to them 
but with recourse to the exporter where necessarY in 
connection with the export of goods, to the extent 
of. 80 per cent of the bills provided a policy to cover 
both the commercial and political risks has been 
taken out and assigned to the organisation ; 

(b) to provide, where necessary, as agents of the Government, 
financial help for the Purchase of Indian exports on 
extended payment terms 

(Chapter VII, paragraph 8) 

. (3) The Indian organisation should not normally discount or 
rediscoutlt insured bills so long as such facilities are available froli\ 
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• • 1 • 11 instructs it to other orgamsatJ.ons, un ess the Government spec1a Y 

do so. 

(Chapter VII. paragraph 9) 

Split of Risks 

11. (1) The ideal policy for an exporter is that which covers 
both the commercial and political risks together because every 
insurable risk which can cause loss will be provided for : . but a 
demand by certain trade interests for a split of commercial and 
political risks can be accepted. 

(Chapter VIII, paragraphs 4 & 6) 

(2) Having examined the demand regarding split of risks in 
the light of the practices of foreign Export Credit Insurance 
Organisations, it is recommended that a limited split of risks should 
be allowed and separate policies made available for exports to 
private buyers in respect of :-

(a) commercial and political risks together : and 

(b) the: following political risks together, viz., 

(i) Import Control risk. 

(ii) Diversion risk, if under the sale agreement the charges 
for diversion have to be borne by the exporter. 

(iii) Non-payment due to moratorium or freezing of 
commercial debts by an order, decree, or law of the 
Government of the buyer's country. 

(iv) Non-transfer provided that the payment has been made 
within 30 days of the due date. In case devaluation 
takes place before a claim is paid, the amount to be 
paid in Indian currency by the ins1,1rer to the insured 
should be based on the devalued rate. After a claim 
is paid the recoveries should be shared by the insured 
and the insurer. This will be applicable also in case 
of any change in the value of the currency. 

(v) C. I. F. risk, 

(vi) Risk of change in standards imposed in the buyer's 
country on the import of foo4 !In~ other product' 
!l~ter ~oods P~Ve l?eell shipped, 
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(vii) War between the buyer's country and' the exporter's 
country before ~xpiry of 30 days of due date. 

[Chapter VIII, paragraph 8] 

(3) For exports to public buyers, either of the propofed 
policies described in (a) and (b) of clau•e (2) should 'cover all 
political risks, including default and repudiation of the contracts. 

[Chapter VIII, paragraph 9} 

Spread of Risks 

12. (1) It is necessary that an expert credit insurance organi
sation should have as wide a spread of risks by countries, by trades. 
by buyers, and over time, as possible. To achieve this object, the 
Indian organisation should require every exporter to insure all his 
exports of the trade in a period of twelve months (normally ex
cluding sales on confirmd irrevocable letters of credit). In special 
cases, however, an· exporter may be permitted to e_xclude his 
exports to any one or more countries, or to any one or more buyers 
provided, in the opinion of -the organisation, what is left after this 
exclusion is a proper spread of risks and provided also the exporter 
agrees to pay an additional premium. 

[Chapter IX, paragraphs 4 and 6] 

. · (2) Exporters dealing with goods in more than one trade 
should be allowed, in appropriate cases, to insure only a substantial 
group of exports which might come under a single reasonable 
category, Premium rates should be assessed from the outset at the 
level which it is expected will prove economic on the basis of 
business antiCipated at the end of five years. Patience will, there
fore, be needed in the first few years which will be spent in building 
a stable organisation, and some losses may be experienced. 

[Chapter IX, paragraphs 14 & 15] 

(3) Evidence. on the desirability of any element of compulsion 
for selected commodities has been far from uniform. Broadly, it is 
thought that the business community does not welcome compulsion 
in any form, and as the advantages of a limited compulsory scheme 
are considered to be illusory, it would be inexpedient to depart 
from the general principle of voluntary credit insurance. However, 
if after the facilities of the organiution have been available for 
a reasonable period, a request is made by the- great maiority of 
11nr parti~ul'lr ttad~ ~h!lt 1!11 •x!'Qfts in the tn.de, not ollll !mer 
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of credit basis should be covered by,;the· scheme, their·request· 
should be :.examined. :If it is agreed, a reblite in:premium rates of: 
between 15 and 25 per cent should be possible. ,Sim·ilar;arrange
ments might be made, should the -Government be satisfied that the 
use of credit insurance by all exporter"' of a particular commodity 
is in the interest of the export trade as a whole and- of the .indi
vidual trade concerned. 

[Chapter IX, paragraphs 7,11, and 17l. 

How and when claims should become payable 
13. (1) Claims, in respect of goods invoiced in foridgn curren

c;ies; ·should, like the premiums, be payable in Indian. currency at 
the rate of exchange effecti~e on the date of commencement 
of risks, · 

[C!:>apter X, paragraphs 1; 2,"and $J 
. . ' 

(2) The Indian ·export cr~dit i~sura~~e organisation should 
pay claims as tinder : 

, . I 

(a). for claims under insolvency risk-as soon as the buyer 
is adjudged insolvent ; · · 

(b) for claims ~nder default risk-six months after the •due 
date; 

(c) for claims under C. I. F. and Diversion Risks-as soon as 
the proof of loss to the Eatisfaction of the organisation is 
furnished; 

(d) for claims under pro~otional policies issued in connection 
with the development of particuiar ~arkets-60.days after 
the final audited accounts for the period covered by the 
policy are furnished to the organisationi · ' 

[(e) for claims under Transfer Risks-six months after the 
due date; 

(£) for claims under all other risks-six months after the 
date of the event which is the cause of ioss. 

[Chapter X, paragraph 4] 

.(3) Recoveries made after payment of claims should be divided 
between the insurer and the insured. in the same ·proportion in 
which they carrrY the risks. 

[Chapter X. paragraph 5] 

Basis of Premium Rates 
14. (1) As the nature and intensity of political risks depend 

upon the economic and political conditiops of the .coun~ri~s to which 
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the goods are exported, different rates of premiums are necessary· 
for exports to different countries. Premium rates cannot be 
published and must be kept confidential. 

[Chapter XI, Paragraph 1] 

(2) The Indian export credit insurance organisation, like 
organisations in other countries should work on a "no profit, no 
loss" ·basis. The premiums therefore should be assessed to cover 
only the net claims and the expenses of management. 

(Chapter XI, paragraph .3) 

3. The following factors should be taken into consideration in 
fixing the·premium rates :-

(a) the types of risks and their causes ; 

(b) the markets to whicj:t the goods are exported : 

. (c) the type of goods ; 

(d)· the period for which the risks are covered : 

. (e) the past experience of the exporter and t~e spread of risks 
offered by him for insurance ; and 

(f) the expenses of management. 
[Chapter XI, Paragraph 4] 

4. For fixing premium rates, countries may be grouped as 
shown below, according to the nature and intensity of the risk 
involved :--

(a) countries which are important traditional buyers of 
Indian goods, where the administration of economic 

·affairs is particularly efficient, and where the foreseeable 
risks of loss from transfer or other causes are very small: 

(b) countries whose economies are soundly based and well 
administered and where transfer losses are unlikely to 
occur; 

(c) countries which are relatively stable, but where minor 
· risks of losses can be foreseen ; 

(d) coun~ries whose economies are ·not broadly based where 
. fluctuations may occur with possible risks of loss; 

(e) countries which are relatively unstable or whose 
· e~onomies are deteriorating and where there· i£ ]:>resistent 
·nsk oftransfer and/or other losses : · · · · · · · · · · 
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(f) countries whose economies . are chronically, unstable, 

· where transfer and/or other losses have recently 
occurred or are in prospect.. _ . 

[Chapter Xf.- Paragrah 18] 

5. ~i.sks also. differ according to the nature and/or typ~ of the 
commodtt!es. To fix premium rates for each commodity separately 
will not be practicable, . The goods exported may, therefore, be 
grouped as under :-

(a) raw materials · • 
(b) manufactured goods which are easily sale able in more 
· than one market ; and 

(c) all other goods not included in (a) and (b) such as 
expensive manufactured articles and goods whose resale 
possibilities are "limited that are subject to changing 
fashions, that deteriorate rapidly or those goods falling 
under (a) and (b) of which the insurance organisation has 
unsa~isfactory experi~nce. 

[Chapter XI, Paragraph 19] 

6. The rate of premium will also varY with the period for 
which credit is allowe<l by the exporter, It would be advisable to 
fix basic rates of premium applicable to the cases where cash is 'to 

.. be received against documents in_ the· buyer's countrY and where 
· credit up to 30 days after delivery is given. Where payment 

terms provide for credit longer than 30 days an extra premium 
dependent on the period in excess of 30 days should be charged at 
a rate fixed for every additional month. These considerations apply 

·to post-shipment risks. 
[Chapter xt, Paragraph 21 (ll] 

7. Where pre-shipment risks are also covered, the premium 
will have to be charged for a longer period than in the case of cover 
for post-shipment risks only, It is desirable to place the buyers' 
countries for pre-shipment risks into the following three· groups :-

(i) where pre-shipment dsks are very slight ; 
(ii) where additional risks exist in the pre-shipment period 

but are not considerable ; 

(iii) where the adcli"tional risks in the pre-shipment period ~re 
very real; . · 

[Chapter XI, Paragraph 21 (2)] 
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.a. The premium rating schedule for transactions involving 
, payment terms of more than six months' credit from the dat~ of 

shipment is based on a forward projection o~ the ?~rmal premium 
' schedule, and takes into account the followmg additiOnal factors:-

(a) the length of the _manufacturing period ; 

(b) the spread of shipments and payments; 

(c) the class of buyer (whether public or private) ; and 

(d) the degree of specialisation of the goods. 

[Chaptei: XI, paragraph 21 (3)] 

(9) Wher~ an exporter offers foi: cover under a single policy 
a large volume of exports, he should be allowed a small rebate in 
the premium charged, . depending on the spread of . risk _and the 
saving in administrative work. Conversely, an exporter who 
wishes to . exclude from his policy shipments to one or more 
markets .must expect, .if his proposal is accepted, to be charged 
somewhat higher rates of premium than if h.e had insured all his 
good and bad markets together. 

[Chapter XI, paragraph 22] 

.. (10) An estimate of the.expensesof the insurance organisation 
should be prepared as also of the Premiums likely to be collected 
in the :first five years of the working, and on that ba.is expense 
loading to the risk premium can be .arrived at. 

[Chapter XI, paragraph 23] 

Structure of the Indian Export Credit Insurance_ 

Organisation . . 

. 15. (1) A study of the structure of · credit insurance 
organisations in other countries shows that the organisation can 
b~ :--

(a) a governm~nt d~partment ; or 

(b). a corporation owned by th~ State ; oi: 

(c) a private company acting for ·and on.behalf of the State.· 

There is no private company in India transacting credit 
insurance business even for home trade. So far as the Indian 
organisation is concerned, the choice lies between a Government 

· Department and a State-owned Corporation. · 

(Chapter XU, parasraph 2.3 and 4) 
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• The .widespread view of the trade should be a~cepted th~t' the 
work of the Indian organis~tion Fhould. be entrusted t~ a Cor• 
poration wholly owned by the State. 

(Chapter XII, paragraph 5) 

(2) The Corporation should be named Export Risks Insurance 
Corporation. 

(Chapter XII, paragraph 6) 

· 13) The Corporation should be set up with the following 
objects:. 

(a) for the purpose of encouraging, facilitating and de
veloping trade with other countries, it may make 
arrangements for giving guarantees to or for the benefit 
of persons carrying on business "in India, being guarantees 
in connection with the export, manufacture, treatment 
or distribution of goods, the· rendering of services 0 ; 

· any other matter which is conducive to the said 

purpose:. . . . 

(b) for the purpose referred to in {a), it may make .ar~~nge. 
ments for giving guarantees to or for the benefit of 
persons residing in,. or belonging ;o a foreign country, 
being guarantees in connection with goods exported or 
services rendered from India ; · 

·(c) it may give facilities for financing exports ; 

(d) it may act as agent of the Government to 

c'i) gi~e guarantees beyond its scope which are considered 
by the Government as necessary in national interest. . . 

(ii) acquire any securities (which expression includes bo~ds 
stocks, shares, bills and promissory notes) which th~ 
Corporation has guaranteed,. hold any ~uch security 
for such period as may be directed by the Government . 

. collect any sum falling due whether by way of 
principal or interest in respect thereof, and· dispose of 
·anY •uch security at such time and in such a manner as 
directed. b.y the Government;· 

( ). · t maY do all such things as may be incidental to ot 
e 1 . h . f . consequential upon t e carrymg out o 1ts object ' 

mentioned in clauses (a) to (b) above; 

[ChaNer XII, paragraph 7] 
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t4) ·The. authori~ed and. subsc;ribed _Capital pf. the .Indian 

Corporation should be ,Rs. 5 crores of which 10% should be paid up. 
Thls ~ill enable the Corporation to carry at any .time, a risk upto 
50 C:rores which is considered to be the maximum that can be 
achieved by the end of the first 5 years. .

8
] 

. . . . [Chapter XII, paragraph 
~ . . . 

5. To infuse confidence in the mind of the exporters, it is 
n.ecessary that every pollcy issued by the Corporation should carrY 
Government' guarantee. 

, [Chapter xir. >aragraph 8] 

. 6. · The management of the. affairs of the Corporation should 
ve~t in a: Bvard of Directors consisting of sev~n members including 
etther a y,hole-time Chairman.or a whole-time Managing Director. 
l'he_Directors maY delegate powers ~or day to day administration 
to ·the :principal officer :whet)ler he be the Chairman or the 
Managing Director, · · 

[Chapter XI( par~2raph 9] 

7. There should be an Advisory Council consisting of not 
more· thail:21 members represting the export· trade, b'anks engaged 
in financing exports, various Export Promotion Councils and 
Commodity· Boards. This CounciL· will advise· the Corporation 
regarding the insurance needs of the export trade, the changes 
taking place in the export trade and the steps to . be taken to 
provide for new conditions. The Advisory Council may elect 
two members to be appointed_ as Directors of the Corporation. 

· · [Chapter XU, paragraph 10] 
. . ' 

·s, The registered and main office of the Corporation should 
be at New Delhi. The . Corporation may open branch offices and, 
·where nec<ssary, set. ~P. Local Advisory Boards to help and 
'advise the Branch Offtces appoint brokers to introduce business 
and ~ppoint agents elsewhere than in India for enforcing any right 
that, as a result of contract 0~ an in~u.rance, may have vested in 
:the Corporation, .. · · · 

. · ·• ··.[Chapter XII, paragraph 11] 

9. The Corporation may borrow monies, raise loans, and for 
that purpose, .if necessary, may issue and sell bonds and debentures 
-bearing such rates of inte_rest and subject to such terms and con
.ditions as the Board of I)1rectors may: appr~ve .... 

[Chapter XII, paragraph 12] 
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16 (I) Export credit insurance would appear to fall under the 
definition of ''misc~llaneous insurance business" given. in· section 
2 (13B) of the Insurance Act, 1938 (IV of 1938). The Indian expor.t 
credit insurance organisation would be a Corporation wholly owned 
by the state and as such would appear to be .exempted under 
section 118 of the Insu ranee Act. In case business done by the 
Goverment through a corporation owned by it is held to be not 
any insurance business carried on by the Central Government, a 
change in the Insura·nce Act will be necessary. 

[Chapter XIII, paragraph 1] 

(2) Since premium rates are to be kept confidential, if any .rule 
or regulation requires an exporter to show the premium paid ~epa
rately in any return or statement, suitable amendment should be 
made to such rule or regulation. 

[Chapter XIII, paragraph 2} 

(3) Every policy issued by the Corporation should have clauses 
to· the following effect:-

(a) The Proposal and Declaration thereto shall be i;,,orpo
ra ted with this policy as the basis thereof and if any of 
the statements contained in the Proposal or Declaration 
be untrue or incorrect in any re•pect, this policy shaH 
be void, but the Corporation may retain any premium 

(b) 

that has been paid.; -

Due performance and observance of each and every 
stipulation contained herein and in' the Proposal and 
Declaration thereto shall be a condition precedent to any 
liability of the Corporation hereunder. 

(4) The export credit insurance organisation being a non
profit making concern, reserves built up should not be treated as 
profit in the commercial sense and should not be made liable to 
income-tax. For this purpose necessary legislative or administra

tive action should be taken. 
[Chapter XIII, paragraph 4] 

(5) The premiums paid by an ex!Jorter to the Export Risks 
Insurance Corporation should be an allowable deduction for the 

purposes of income tax. [Chapter XIII, paragraph 5] 



(6) 'the Indian Export Risks Insurance' Corporation should 
become a n:ember of the UNION D'ASSUREURS POUR LE 
CONTROLE DES CREDiTS INTERNATIONAUX (Union of 
r;,surers for the Supervision of International Credits). 

[Chapter Xlll, paragraph 6) 

(7) The attention of the Committee has been drawn to various 
difficulties which appear to be retarding the development of the · 
export trade. These are outside the terms of reference of the 
Committee. Nevertheless, they have been included in the sum
maries of the written and oral evidence in Appendices VI and VII, 
with a· view to effective steps being taken by Government to 
resolve them. 

[Chapter XIII, paragraph 7) 
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;NOTE OF DISSENT 

On an exanunation of all the·relevant circumstances, I regret 
that it is not possible for me to accepf 'without reservation all the 
conclusions set out in the report. I am therefore obliged to 
append this note of dissent. While it is common ground that an 
Export Credit Guarantee Scheme·wiil be of considerable assistance 
in any programme for the expansion of· the export trade of the 
country, I have grave doubts whetli~r the· scheme· of insurance 
outlined in the report, under which ··exporters will take out cover 
on. a voluntary • basis, will be successful in actual working: ·· The 
.general pattern of the country's foreign trade as has been shaped 
by historical circumstances and the various interests prominent in 
the field. severely limit t~e scope of any such scheme in India on a 
voluntary basis. · · · 

The.conditio;;sfor thesucce~s-of:any s~ch scheme are 

(1) adequ.ate volume of business, and . 

(2) proper spread of risks.-'· 
• ! . . • •. : . 

. The second to some extent is .. dependent on the first, but in 
export credit insurance. spread of dsks•. requires spedal attention 
as there. is a tendency· for concentration of risks,. and,·ilndei a 
voluntary· scheme, there is likelihood· of adversel selection and 
unhealthy concentration otr;isks in certain markets.· ·'Where, as c in 
India, the export tr~de to particular c?untries is a!most .exclusively 
controlled by particular· concerns which have built·up connections 
over a long period, a voluntary ·sc~e_me of insur.ance is likely: to 
leave the proposed Export Credit Guarantee Corporation with 
residue of bad risks. thus prejudicing its eventual success. . . a 

!'". 

. The suggested: scheme of. insurance will cover a varie.t . f 
._, . k h" h y 0 

Political and commerci;u. ns s to w iC . exports are subject d . .an 
will be available to those who ask .for it, But those~ who do 80 
will be expected to insure all their exports over a stipulated 
period. But, at the same ti~e, it is provided that an exporter may 
be permitted to exdude. h1s exports to any one country· or to 
anyone or more buy~rs, provided .what is left after the exclusion is 

·1ri the opiriio:n of the organisation, a proper spread of tisks ' 



Exports paid for by irrevocable letters of credit will, in any 
case, be excluded !rom the scope of the scheme. The same, applies 
to exports by concerns·in India to their· associates abroad, so far as 
the commercial risks are concerned. It is a point for consideration 
whether what will be left ,aft~r these substantial exclusions will 
providefor eithe.r an adequHe volume of business ~r· a r~aso~able 
spread of risks, 

. . On a close examination of such dato. as are available, . I am 
inclined t.o think that · the residual business available to the 
proposed Export Credi~ Guarantee Corporation will be totally 
i!ladequate and will not justify the launching of such a venture 
under the !luspices of the State unless an element of compulsion 
is enfqrced, · 

The, to.t~l val~e. ~f ~xport" from India in 1955 was of the 
~rder ·of Rs~ 600 crores. It has been estimated tha,t, out of this, 
60% of the exports are paid for by letters of credit and will not 
come under the scope ofthe scheme. Excluding· this and allowing 
for possible expansion .. of. exports •. the upper limit of business 
available for insurance has been estimated to be of the order of 
Rs. 300 crores. . But there are other categories of bushiess which 
may· also have . to be. left out.: So, under a voluntary scheme, the 
actual amount of business offered for insurance will be much 
smaller. This ·m~Y: necessitate a high .rate of premium, thereby 
handicapping th~ l!ldian exporters, particularly .the smaller ones, i~ 
foreign markets .. 

Oneof ~he impo~tant wit;,esses stated in his evidence that the 
J:,ig. India~;~ E·xporters . did not take kindly to the intrusion of small 
traders into the field o£ export: business. it is hardly likely that 
·they will take more kindly to an Exp~rt. Credit Scheme which 
will help the small man to consolidate his position and cover his 
.risks. with the help ~f insurance. The evidence led on behalf of 
the principal commercial. organisations concerned with the export 
trade in important ·items. like tea.. iute, . text11es, etc., only serves 
to strengthen doubts on this score •.. 

. Taking into consideration the facts that- . . . 

(a)· smai( and new exporter~ need protection agains~ 
... exp~rters , .. risks and the bigger exporters, and. 
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(b) the scheme must work on a self-sufficiency basis, 

I recommend that the scheme sheuld be made forthwith· 
compu.lsorily applicable to all those commodities where major 
portion of exp?rts are on credit basis. If the Government do not 
consider it appropriate to introduce the scheme on a compulsory 
basis, it may be advisable to confine the scheme only to political 
risks ani leau the rem~ining field op•n for exploitation by private 
enterprise. 

NEW DELHI 

26th June, 1956, S'. C. Roy, 



APPENDIX IX 

SUMMARIES OF SOME. FOREIGN EXPORT 

CREDIT INSURANCE SCHEMES 



BELGIUM 

OFFICE NATIONAL DU DUCROIRE (O.N.D.) 

L Structure 

(1) (a) A para-statal organisation acting under guarantee of the 
state. It is controlled by a Conseil d' Administration consisting 
o{ members of Gove~nment departments,. public credit institutions 

'and representatives of trade and industry, nominated by the 
Government Ministerial delegates who can veto decisions. The 
Conseil d' administration has complete control and takes all major 
under-writing decisions. 

(b) Capital-B. Frs, 550 million (Rs. 6 crores) has been given 
in property to the organisation' in the form of Government 
stock. O.N. D. has C)mplete financial autonomy (frequently it resorts 
to the money market in order to meet provisional claims payment). 
The Government is ultimately liable for loss and gives O.N.D. an 
annual payment (drawn from the revenue of the Government 
stocks) egual to its premium income. But in spite of 'this payment 
O.N.D. has succeeded in its endeavour to balance 'premium incomes 
and claims paid. 

(2) Maximum statutory liability is. 15 times the capital i.e. 
· B. Frs. 9750 million. · · · '· 

(3) O.N.D. was formed in 1921 and reconstituted in_l935 as 
an independent public agency of the Government. 

(4) O.N,D. re-insures the foreign commercial business of 
Compagnie Beige d' assuarance Credit S,A.,. a private company 
which insures insolvency and protracted default mainly in the 
home market. 

n. nisks covered by Standard Policies 

(a) Commercial. risks are ~ot directly covered by O.N.D. but 
they re-insure c;ommercial export risk (insolvency and protected 
default) accepted 'by Compagnie Beige. D' Assurance Credit S . .A. 
Powers· were, however, conferred on O.N.D,_ in 1939 to cover 
directly insolvency and \lefa].!lt Ji~J<s. NP ].!~e. h!ls so f(lr bet'Jl 
made of t!J.cse power~, · 
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(b) .Risks are defined as follows :-

(1) Non-Payment (Public Buyers only) : Failure of the 
debtor to effect contractual payments within a period 
bed by the policy. 

(2) Non-Transfer (Public Buyers Only): Non-transfer 
within the period fixed by the policy of sums due in 
execution of the contract which have been deposited 
by the debtor either with a bank or with an 
organisation officially charged with the transfer of 
funds to Belgium. 

(3) Political Rislrs: (Private Buyers): 

(i) delay in payment beyond the period fixed in the 
policy, due to a purely political event such as 
war, revolution, revolt, closure of frontiers or any 
measure taken by the government of the 
importer·s couD.try, including moratorium of 
commercial debts, which prevents the fulfilm<nt 
of the debtor's obligations at contractual due 
date; 

(ii) As (2) above, with the additional proviso that aU 
the formilities necessary with a view to the 
tran~fer of the funds or the granting of foreign 
exchange have been complied with : 

(iii) loss due to the absolute default of the importer 
or his banker in so far as this default is ex
clusively due to a political event or ''fait du 
prince'' (administrative action) of which the 
importer or his banker is a victim. 

(iv) "conversion loss", i.e. loss which arises when, at 
the time of transfer, the payments made by the 
importer in fulfilment cf his obligation converted 
into the contractual currency, are Jess than the 
amount stipulated in the contract, as a result of 
measures of fiscal· or exchange policy, taken by 
the Government of the importer's country. This 
loss is only covered however, to the extent that 
the payments are declared to discharge the 
import~r·~ PP!i~ati9!l PT virtue of law or 
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·administrative measure of the government of the 
importer's country, so that !'ecourse to the 
importer is excluded. (0. N· D.l have never had 
to pay a claim under this heading). 

(v) inability of the importet to take. pos~ession of 
the goods after contractual deliverY provided that 
this is exclusively due ·to. a political event or a 
"fait du prince" and that it can in no way be 
attributed to any·action or default on the part of 

the importer or a third party. 

( 4) Cancellation of ·Co~ tract befo;e Delivery: Loss due 
to the total or partial c~ncellatlon of the contract 
before deliv .. ry of the goods or ·execution of the 
services. Cancellation must result from :· 

(A) Public Buyer: 

(i) judgment of a Belgian court following a default 

on the part of the ·foreign· importer : 

(ii) non-execution of the for~ign importer's contractual 
obligations. (0. N. D. must agre~?- to cancellation 
in this case before a cl;im can be ,made). 

(iii) inability of the expor.ter to carry out· the contract; 
e. g. due to. impossibility of obtam:ing supplies 
or transport· or of effecting delivery by reason 
of interna tiona! events or purely political me~sure~ 
taken by the authorities in the importer's country 
or any other foreign country (0. N. D. must 
agree to cancellation in this case before a claim·_ 
can be paid) ; ' 

(iv) amicable arrangement between exporter and 
itnporter (0. N. D. must agree to cancellation in 
this case before a clai·m can be paid) ; 

(v} failure of the importer to take possession of the 
goods in so far as this is due exclusively. to the. 
ill-will or negligence of the importer. 

CB) Private Byer : 

(i) arbitrary and· unforeseen .measures taken by the 
,goyerpment of tlw jrppomr·~ countrY. i~ ·the 
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rpatter of foreign trade-e. g, arbitrary withdrawal 
of an import or foreign exchange licence-which 

'Prevents. normal execution of the contract (O.N.D. 
must agree to cancellation in this case before a 
cla_jl,ll qn be paid). 

(ii) !'S 4(,1\) (iiD above. 

(5) l~ability of the Buyer to Accept the goods : (Public 
Buyer)-lnability of the buyer to accept the goods 

-after contractual delivery by reason of international 
events or measures of a purely political character 
t;J,ke~ by the 11uthorities in the importer's country or 
a,ny other foreign country. 

(6) Refusal of the Buyer to Accept the Goods (Public 
Buyer) :-Refusal to accept the goods after contractual 
delivery due exclusively to the ill-will or negligence of 
the importer. . . · 

(C) Excluded Risks ' 0. N. D. has no authority to 
co:vl'r exchange fluctuations, price increase, ''prospec
t:ing~' (special d0llar DJ;ive facilities) or losses due to 
the fault <;>£ tl;te ·"'xporter. It does not cover external 
trade. In respect of retention moneys 0. N. D. covers 
the transfer risks only. If a con tract provides for 
arbitration in the- buyer's country 0, N. D· would not 
accept loss arising there from. 

1!{. ~lf_teJ!.~ of C\lvllr ; 

· (a) The normal policies cover risks from the date of shipment, 
Preshipment. cover is given either by a· separate policy or by 
endorsement to a "shipments" policy.. Ins1,1rance is usually refused 
if the c;olltcac~ has alrea<;ly b_een signed. Fo_r "Pre-shipment" cover, 
the percentage of guarantee is appljed ~o the el(I:orter's net loss 
i.e. costs less proceeds, pa rt-pay~ents and value of unshipped goods 
or materials; profit is not covered. 

(b) Public Buyers-80% ; Private Buyer-85%. In difficult 
cases, the percentage may be reduced as low as 60%. 

IV. Selectivity : 

The usual policies are : 

(a) Public bur,e~s-specific 'shipmen~s· Policy-payment anCI 
- tfansfer, 
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(b) - Private. iiu.Ye-rs~st>edJk 'shipJnenrs' -p~li~:Y-iJo!1tlcal risks. 

(c)· ·Private buyers-turnover 'shipilienfs' tiolicy-p6'!itical risks 
for individual countries. 

(d) Public or private buyer-specific policy-cancellation of 
contract before delivery (i.e. pre-shipment). 

V. Premiums : 

(a) Rates depend on :-

(i) Economic condition of buyer's country : 

(ii) Risks covered ; 

(iii) Payment terms; 

(iv) Any guarantees accessory to the contract. 

(b) Average premium for 1954 was 0'9%. F~r short-term 
busines~; premium rates vary according to markets, from 0'15 to 
1;25% for Cash Against Documents to i/H% for six months credit, 
For medium-term, rates vary from 1 to 4% according to payment 
terms. Premium must be paid for firm quOtations. 

VI. Other Guarantees Servicea : 
0. N. D. also gives cover on ser~ices (e. g. ·contracting· work 

oyerseas~including payment of labour services of engineers; con
sulta~ts' fees, etc.) by means of a special clause inserted in tlie. 
policy describing the risks insured, and such covet may be combined 
with cover on the export of capital goods. It covers the transport 
of goods by Belgian undertakings (provided that the price contains 
an elements of at least 30% for Belgian services. and ·constructional 
work involving plant of Belgian origin pr-ovided that· the cost of 
the work does not exceed 25% of the value of the plant ·.telivered); 
Non-return or confiscation of goods exhibited at fairs, held in 
consignment stocks or used in connection with services te. g, 
dredgers) are also covered ; insurance against these risks may be 
combined with insurance against political and transfer risks where 
tbe goods are sold. 

VII, Other Remarks 
(a) 0. N. D. are required to maintain the following special 

reserves from premium income to cover losses under guarantees; 

(i) an export guarantee reserve ; 

(ii) a re-insurance reserve; 

(iii) an import guarantee reserve ; 



(iv) a special sinking fund for expor~ guarantees and 

. (~)--a s~~~iat ~inkin!l fund for im~ort g~arantees. 0. N.D. 
may d·raw on its capital only when reserves are 
exhausted. 

(b) Maximum payment terms normally agreed are:

(1) consumer goods and raw materials-six months. 

(2) medium term-up to five years (exceptionally seven 
years) after delivery. 

Period for the Medium Term Credit depends on :

(i) economic position of buyer's ~ountry ;. 

(ii) nature of g~o~s ; 

-(iiij th~· ~ize- of the order. An 0. N. D. guarantee is 
. ~ormall~ ~equired to obtai~ bank fin~nce for 
M~di~.III Term co~ tracts, . 

(c) Policies cover .. goo·cis exported ·froin Belgium or Belg\uni.. 
colonies ; the goods must have been produced or transformed in 
these areas. No entrepot trade, is covered, . ~ 

:_. (d)- Fm:losses due to conversion, ''absolute default" buyer'~ 
failure _to take possession of goods or cancellation of the . contract · 
before. delivery, claims are usually paid fix months alter due date. 

- ·(e ··Recoveries are shared between ·0. N.D. and the policy 
holder in proportion· to their"· respective interests, In seine cases, · 
O:N. ·D: may require a bank guarantee that the exporter will repay 
any tecbvery. · · · - · · · · - · · · · 

·- .· .. ... : 



EXPORT CREDITS INSURANCE CORPORATION 

I. Structure : 

(1) (a) The Export Credits Insurance Corporation of 
Canada has been set up under the Export Credits Insurance Act 
of 1944. The members of the Corporation are the Deputy 
Minister of Trade and Commerce, the Deputy Minister of Finance 
and the Governor of the Bank of Canada. (Section 3 of the Act.) 

{b) The Corporation is under the. management of a 
Board of Directors composed of. the members of the 'Corporation 
and not more tha!l four other Directors; one of whom is 
President and General Manager of the Corporation. 

(cl There is an Advisory Council consisting of not more 
than fifteen members (Section 9.'. Members of this Council repre
sent the services of banking, manufacturing industries and the 
primary industries of farming, fishing, lumbering and mining, 
Members serve without remunerations. · · 

(2) The Corporation can establish offices or employ agents · 
in any part of Canada and if necessary i may employ agents 
elsewhere than in Canada for purposes of enforcing any right that 
as a result of contract of insurance_ may be. vest<d in the cotpo-
ration. (See. 4 (iii. Branches have been established at Montreal 
and Toronto, and there is a representative in Vancouver . 

. (3) The Corporation started functioning in 1945. 

(4) (a) The authorised capital of the Corporation is fifteeri 
million dollars- . It consists of 150 thousand shares of one· hundred 
dollars each. . .. . · - ·• 

(b) The Corporation ~an issue and . sell . b~nd~, an_d: 

d b t res bearing, such rates of mterest and subJect to such terms· e en u .. , 
d dl.tt'ons as the Board of Directors may approve. Ptciv'islon an con . . . . • . . . . . 

h I been made for advanc~s by Mmtstry of Fmance ·out· of· 
as a s~priated monies in consolidated revenue· funds. · t~W·' 

una ppr d · h 11 t d h · · · · · .. 
aggregate of such loans outstan mg s a no ~xcee t e. am;o.unt 
equal to five times the aggregate of the paid up capttal"liild · 

surplus. 
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(c) The liability of the Corporation under the contract 

-of insurance issued and outstanding shall not at any time· exce~d a 
total of ten times the aggregate .at the .. amount of the subscnbed 
capital and the surplus of the Corporation. 

n, Risks c;overeli ll·potan!Iarl;l: policies· · · .-
(11 The Corp~ration imures the following main classes of 

business : 
(a) The insolvency of a foreign buyer; 

(b) Prot~acted def~ult in payment by the buyer after he 
!;>as duly accepted the go9ds; 

(c) Blockage of funds or .. transfer dlfliculties which 
.prevent the Canadian eJtport~r ~eceiving payment for 
the 'goods he ha·s shipped; . . 

(d) War cir revoiuticm .. in_the buyer's country; 
·(e) Any ,othe~ cause outside the control of both the 

exporter and the buyer which arises from events 
occurring outside Canada .and the continental United 
States of America, e:g. cancellation of an· import 
license or the imposition of import rest;rictions on goods 
not previously subject to license, 

(2) The Corporation ac~epts risks in all countries where the 
buyer under the laws of the country, can pay for the goods in 
Canadian c!ollars, U.S.'dollars, or sterling which is transferable to 
Canadian or American account.; One of the . pre-requisites for 
transfer in>urance coverages 'is that Jit the time the exporter accept · 
the.urder :or at the ti'lle.of shipment, it m·ust have beeupermissible 
for the buyer tinder the· import and exchange regulations of his 
country to import and pay for the goods he has ordered. 

(3) In some South American countries, shipiD:ents which have 
be<in. .ma,de on. a Documents· on Payment basis must be released 
aga,i~~t. a, prov~si~aLdepos.it .·i1;1 ·locai currency .because local 

. regulations require that the customs clearance papers be presented 
to ~he exchange coq.trol_auth.Qrities !<efqre foreig1;1 exchange will be 
allot~te d.; ''I'he. 'Corp'o~ation . r~c9gilizes that this '.procedure is 
nec~~ia~y fq cet:.,aiil.count_riesiui~ accordingly the Corporation is 
prep~r~d. i:p iP.dQrs¢. an~:Expoi:ter's -Pol\cy authorising him to 
rei~~~~ do_cument,S., ·MajQst provisici11ai ·deposits in. _local currency 
cov:~CJpg spiJ?-~eu,t;s_ ~ad~ _911 terllJs pf c;'ash agaj11st Documents if 
sue~ ~~leas~ j~ .re~i!;'ire,q ;-;-

. · (al by law, or 
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(b) by established Procedure based on official requirements·· 
, ,. of. the,iJJ;lportjng ~ount~y relativec to· the-·imporl:_ of 
. _ · goods comprising a shipment . 

... '.(4) For'transfer insu~azice· pr~tection, risks' are covered for. 
Circumstance entirely outside the control of both. the. expo:l't.E\r and .. 
~lie· buyer and the Corporation is not· n risks if foreign exchange . 
IS'not made avilable to pay the 

0 
ter due to lack of some . . expor 

neces•ary actiOn on the part of th b e · . . e. uy r. 

nr. 

(5) Following risks are no"t covered•: 

(a) Trade disputes or straight repudiation on the part of 
the foreign buyer is not covered. Export Credit· 
Insuranc~ policies do provide cover for repudiation~ by 
Government buyers.. I£ there is anY dispute between 
the exporter. a'Uci his customer, it must be· settled 
before the Corporation can ·consider- a claim for loss. 
If-~ judgment is ·obtained against the buyer a~d su~h 
judment could not !)e. satisfied, the CorporatiOn Will 

pay.-

(b) Dev~luation ~£; cu~r~ncy i~ not covered but, if the 
buyer be!:omes insolvent because of devaluation,. the 
Corp'oration ·wcn.ild ·pay the resu1ting claim. 

Extent of Cover : 

(1) The period for \v):tich"the_risk is covered- in. the _case of 
genera! commodities 'sold On short-credit terii_IS_·p~ .. credit terms 
which are usual in the particuia~ ·trades con~ei:n.ed. ex_tends from. 
Cash Agaiil"st Docum_ents terms up to a maximum of. six _lllonths .. 
In the case of capital goods sold on medium credit terms, . the 
period eXtends from 'six months. ·to-· three years or more The 
period of credit is generally: taken to mean the' actual credit: period 
extended to the buyer from the time the goods are placed ·at the· 
buyer's dispos>l. In the case of capital ·goods, -teqn ·maY ·run. ~to 
fiv~ years. There is no limit for the ti}ne.under, the Act. · · 

(2) The maximum risk cov-ered is up to 85 pe~ cent of· the : 
amount of any loss incurred by an· exporter under the terms and 
conditions of his policy. The co-insuraric.o proposal .. depends· on 
relevant· circumstances and where: circumstances require ev~rr lowe,r 
percentage of risk. may be· covered. -There have ·been cases ·in : 
risks have been covered on a 60/40 basis;· i.e' sixty per cent which' 
by the Corporation and .forty per cent by the exporter; : 
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1V. Selectivity · 
An exporter is required as a general rule-to insure exports 

to all countries for a year excluding ·sales made against irrevocable 
le_tters of credit. or where cash is received in advance. An 
exporter may exclude exports U.S.A. If, however, an exporter 
wants to include his' exports to U.S.A the Corporation will consider 
the proposal. .The Corporation is also- willing to consider the 
exclusion of any other country provided the exporter can supply 
the Corporation a broad spread of risk, it is possible that favour-

. able consideration would be given to the exclusion of a particular 
country. 

V, Ptemiums 

1. Each exporter has his own markets, credit terms, 
problems and difficulties and all these aspects must be taken into 

. account in setting the premium rates. The premiun:s are based 
on the class or type of goods sold. the countries to which they 
are shipped, the credit terms involved, to a small extent. on the 
volume of the Exporter's annual sales, the spread of risk afforded 
to the Corporation, the previous loss experience of the exporter 

and ·any other relevent factors. 

· The average rate of Premium quoted on risks under return for 
the nine years is less than one per cent. 

The rates of premium are strictly confidential between the 
exporter and the C Jrporation, as is the fact that he has a policy, 
In maki'ng hinipplication the exporter warrants that he will not 
discuss the policy or . any of its details with any other person 
or concern except in confidence with this bankers. 

The premiums which the Corporatian collects must be suffi
ci~nt to produce enough revenue to cover operating expenses and 
probable losses. 

· 2, Countries are divided in;o eight groups (A to H), graded 
according to the seriousness of the political risk, Medium terms 
premium rates include an element of time premium calculated 
on o~tstandings amounting to one-eighth per cent or less, or one
fourth per cent or more per month. This may be increased by 
2YY. if there is a heavy pre-shipment risk. When the total figure 
to be paid by the exporter' in respect of premium has been calcu
lat~d it is expressed as a percentage of the contract value, and 

. it is this percentage _that is quoted to him as premiul!l. 



VI. Other Guarantees 

l; Sec. 91 provides for other guarantees. Where the -Minister 
reports to. the Governor in Council that (a) that . the Board,: 
having regard to 'the limitations imposed . by section 14, is of
opinion that a-pro-posed contract. of insurance will imposa upon:· 
the Corporation. a liability. for a term or in an amount in excess·ot: 
that which the Corporation would norii)ally undertake in relation .. 
to any one contract. eXt:C?rter, commodity or country, and (b) 
in the· opinion of 'the MiniSter it is iri the national interest'· that 
the proposed contract be entered into, the Governo~ in Coupci! 
may approve of and authori~-e the. Corporation to enter into the 
pmposed contract' d insurance. The liability of the Corporation 
under the contracts of insurance entered into under this section 
a!ld ou~standing .shall_ qot. at· any time exceed one·: .hundred 
million dollar&.and shall ppt .be inclu_ded _in. the liability of the· 
Corporation for the purpose of section 14, All or_ders in ~ouncil~ 
made under this section ~bile Parl!ame1_1t is in _ sessio;>_ sh_aJ! be 
laid before the Parliament during such sessie>n and, if made while 
Parliament is not in session, shall be hiid before Pa:rliamerit at 'the 
next ensuing session. For issuing such policies ·the Cotpora.tion 
act_s as a.gent of. the, Government and i:harge5 commission 'equal to 
25 per cent of the premiums. . 

2. All premiums are considered ·t~ be confidential, but in 
the case of policies falling under Sec. 21:. the . order in· council is 
tabled in Parliament. This makes.the fact of the contractand the·-
Pre.miums chargeable known. 

Vll. Experience 

' 1. 1~. 1934 th~ Corporation co~er~d rathet: l~ss _than one 
p~-Fcent 0 { tota( c:_anadi~n e_x!lort.s. _The n;ainreason_sfor thi~ 
co~p~ratively low percentage are: (!) almost two-thirds __ of. all_._ 
Canadian exports go to the United St~tes and man;r ~xporters .regard
ed this as·virtually-domestic ·business. (They·can cover the commer
cial risks with· a J?rivaie'companyknown as the Am_erica!\..:.Credit
Jndemnity Compiuiy): a:nd (ii). the major canadian exports ·ar~ 
raw material and commodities e.g. wheat newsprint and metals which· . 
are sold on· cash terms and ·no insurance, is required. E. C. I. C. -

t ·mate however that· they cover about 45 per CeJ;lt of ·total--es 1 . • 

ins~rable Canadian exports._ · 
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VID. Other Remarks. 
: · 1. · The Corporation does not wish to interfere with an Expor

t¢r"s normal business and accordingly a maximum amount is esta
b}ish~d in each Policy, applicable to any buyer in any country 
CIJVered by the policy up to which amount the Exporter may 
extend credit without reference to the Corporation. The only 
requirement is that the Exporter must either :-

(a) 

lb) 

have had' previous favourable credit experience with the 
buyer, or 

have obtained two up-to·date credit reports from inde
. pendent reliable sources that would justify his extending 

. credit to the buyer. 

If the Exporter wished to extend credit· to . an amount great-er 
than that set out in the policy he then applies to the Co~pciration 

forjts specific approval. 
Credit reports may be obtained from :-

' -
(a) ·The Importer's agent abroad ; 

(b) His Bankers ; 

(c) _Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa (Foreign 
Service) ; 

(d) Mercantile agencies. 

2. Much .of E, C. I. C.'s business is invoiced in U, S, dollars. 
E, C. I. C.·make payments. only in Canadian dollars ; they have, 
therefore, to be particularly careful about defining exchange 
rates and they have encountered problems when dealing with 
recoveries when the Canadian dollar 'has appreciated in relation to 
the U.S. dollar after a claim h1s been paid, A legal opinion has 
been obtained tpat E. C. I. C. would be entitled to share in profits 
due to an exchange appreciation and the position is maC:e clear to 
exporters. 

· 3.- A trimsaction is eligible for cover if it relates to goods 
e~ported hom Canada. and there must be a contract of sale before 
tlie goods leave Canada (for this reason E. C. I. C. cannot cover 
Fairs or consignment stocksl. Eligibility is not restricted, how
ever, to Canadian produced goods_:a large amo~nt of Canadian. 
exports are re-exports originally emanating from the U.S.A., but 
tile exporter must himself be producing in Canada. If E.C.I.C, 
believe that an exporter is importing goods for incorporation into 
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products to be exported, they may ask' for a statement of the 
percentage. of the whole that the foreign element represents. If 
this proves to be more than 25% ECIC would probably not give 
cover although for capital equipment,· e. g. locomotives, they 
would accept a higher percentage of UJ;l to 40%. 

There is however some pressure for cover on consignment 
stocks and sales therefrom and it is believed that legislation is 
contemplated to make this possible. · 

4. When E. C. I. C pay a claim they require the exporter's 
banks to sign an undertaking to pay 85% of any recoveries 
(whether policy hypo.t~ecated or not), 

5. Time cif payme11t :-

(a) Insolvency-immediatelY· after the occurance of .the 
insolvency. 

(b) Default-12 months after the due date of payment of the 
debt if by that time the debtor's insolvency has not been 
established. 

(c) Foreign Exchange Transfer. Six months after the due 
date of payment of debt. 

(d) All other risks, 6 months after the occurrence of the event 
which is the cause of a loss. · · 

6. Financing : 

The Corporation will agree to pay to. any bank the proceeds 
of any claim which may he );la:yable under a Policy. The e:~~porter 
has available to him, two main ways of assigning his insured 
accounts to hTs bankers. He ~an either ••sign a_n individual bill or 
he can make a blanket assignment or all hls ton:ig1l a~countJt 

receivable. . 

1. "Every person is guilty of an indi~atable offence aiJd liable 
to imNisonment fqr a terJ;ll not exceeding twq years whq wilfully 
makes any false statement. 

(a) in any aJ;JPllca!lo.n f01: insurance under this Act, 01; 

(b) in '!nY instrument given to the Corporatiop u.nder the 
· authority o£ this Act." 
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. STATENS EXSPORT KREDiT UDVALG 

l. Structure 

· 1. The system works through state Export Credit Committee. 
It examines and decides the applications on consideration of 
commercial policy as well as on the facts of individual cases and 
recommends them to the Ministry of Commerce who undertakes 
the guarantee. The Committe.e consists of rep.resentatives of the 
ministries involved, banks and trade organisations, 

2. Maximum liability assumed by the Government is Rs. 33 
Crores a pprox .. 

3 The St1te Export Credit Committee was formed in 19j2, 

D. Risk covered by standard Polices 

(a) Solvency guarantee or guarantee_ on exporters drafts 
accepted by foreign buyers. 

(b) Transfer gunrantees covering cases in which the agreed 
payments cannot be transferred to Denmark at due date. 

Note:-There is however no. guaran;ee against losses from 
exchange fluctuations. 

m. Extent of cover· 

(a) Solvency-normally 75% guaranteed exceptionally· 85% 
guaranteed. · 

provided drafts are for a period not exceeding 12 months. 
The term of credits may, according.to the circumstances 
be extended to 5 years particularly when there are 
supporting guarantees for a Government or State Bank or 
intermediary payments are ·to be. made. Under quite 
special circumstances the g_uarantee may be extended to 

6 years. 

(b) Transfer-upto 85% guaranteed. 
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IV. Selectivity 

Separate policies are issu~d to cover· the ins & Tr. risks. 
Transfer guarantees may be issued separately or in connection with 
one of the other forms. 

V. Premiums 

For the time being the premium charged for each of the 
guarantees is 12i% p. a., mini,;,um a flat rate oft%. 

VI. Other Guarantees 

a) Guarantee on Consignment Stock 

This policy can cover up to 50% of the eventual losses on 
stocks consigned abroad. Losses however must be proved 
within specified time usually f or 1 year after approval of 
the application. 

Risks specifically Excluded from this guarantee 

1. Destruction of Stocks. 

2. Losses derived from the exporters' failure to secure his 
property right in the stocks in the event of bankruptcy or liquida
tion of the consignee. 

3. Risk of loss from Credit extended on sale of goods from 

Stocks. 

(b) "Financing" Guarantees 

1. To enable the exporter to finance tbe export during tbe 
time from the shipment of the goods and until payment is 

received. 
(Shipment Credit). 

. . 
z. To enable tbe exporter to buy raw material and pay wages 

in connection with the production of goods. 

VII. Experience 

Danish Scheme has been solvent. 

VJIL Other Remarks 

It is essential that the application for any from of export credit 

t e be made before the goods are actually exported. guaran e 

Guarantees to banks (vi (b) above) represent SO% o£ 

S.E. U. 's total business. 
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It is also laid down specially for Financial guarantees that 
the sums guaranteed shall apply to specific export orders and not 
to ordinar~ operating expenses •.. 

Claims 
(a) In the case of Guarantees on Exporters draft-it will be 

paid within 3 months after the due date, 

(b) In Transfer guarantees pa~n:ent is made in 6 months after 
the due date. 



FRANCE 

COMPAGNIE FRA~CAiSE D'ASSURANCE 'i>bi:J:R i.E co:MMER:c'E: 
EXTERIEUR (Co., F. A. C. E.) 

1. Structure. 

1. Co. F. A. C. E. is a public-corporation guaranteed by the 
State. !tsobject is to "guarantee the ~ucces;ful outcome of French 
export .and import bnsiness and all overseas trade transactions 
generally." Any Insurance Campany may ask to be authorised to 
ftahsact export credit insui:airce bUt at preseilt Co. E A. C. E. 
is the only Co. atithorisod to transact 'this business. 

Its capital of Francs iOO m. was subsc'ribed by : · 

(a) the Caisse Des Depots et Consignations ; 

(b) the Credit National ; 

(c) the Banque Francaise du Commerce Exterior; 

(d) ·the Nationalised Insurance Cos., and 

(e) the Societe Francaise d'Assurance Pour Favorisor le 
Credit, (SOAFC) whose participation may not exceed 
30%. 

Co, F. A. C. E. maintains two financial accounts, 

(a) the 'A' Account for political risks (guara.;teed by Co. 
F.A.C.E. oil behalf of the State), and 

(b) the 'B' Account for commercial risks (guaranteed by 
Co. F.A C. E, on its own behalf, 

In case of 'B' Ai:cot,nit if profit is of more than 10% of the 
_premium income a portion is transferred to 'A' Account. If loss 
"is more thai:t 10%; excess over 10% of loss is transferred to 'A' 

' ' Account, and if at any time. there are insufficient funds in the 
'A' Account, the Treasury will make advances. Ultimate liability 

· for political risks is that of the State. 

Co. F. A. C. E. ·gives guarantees on the advance of an Inter
wipist~ri~l Committe~ l~4e c;;o'!lmi~s~o!i des ~atan~ie~ et d\1 Cr~di~ 
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au Commerce Exterieur) comprising represent!tives of Govern
m2nt departments, tb.e Banque de France and the Credit National .. 
Co. F.A.C.E. itself, the B1nque -Francaise pour le Commerce: 
Exterieur. and the Chamber~ of Commerce are also represented: 
in a consultative capacity. The Commission meets.every fortnight. 
All medium term· applications· and. matters of principle must be 
referred to the Commissimi. ·-

Co. F. A. C. E. is administered by a Conceit d'Administration 
consisting of member1; nominated by the MinisLry of Nati;naf 
Economy· and the Ministry· of Finance; representatives of these 
Ministries can veto decisions of the Coriseil, The Conseil meets 
every 4/6 weekS. 

2. There is no maximum commitment for commercial risks 
but liability under individual policies is limited to 

(a) 30 times premium· paid in respect of commercial risks up 
to the time of loss in the year ; _ 

(b) under individual whole turnover policies liabi!i~y for 
'l'rotracted default o~ any one buyer is subject to a 
maximum limit of francs 5 million. 

3. Co. F.A.C.E. has no branch offices but employs brokers to 
obtain applications for insolvency cover. A specialised broker 
ieceives a commission of 12% and a non-specialised broker a com• 
mission a of 10%. 

II. Risks Covered by Standard Policies 

(a) Commercial risks (covering sale to private buyers for 
short term t_ransactions ·only). 

{i) Insolvency of the buyer, i. e. inability to pay owing 
to bankruptcy, judicial liquidation or composition 
arrangement binding on all creditors : or · 

(ii) Failure ohhe buyer, having taken possession of the 
goods to discharge his debt within J2 months of due 
date, provided t~at the validity or amount of the 
debt is not contest~d, 

(b) Political Risks 

(j) ~ub!ic ~uy~r~ 1 
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. 1. · Non-Payment 

.. =g;!lu~e ,of'the ~~yer"i:o discha.rge: his d~ht itot"dtie ,to br~ach 0 '£ 
contract by the supplier. · · ... " · '· .. ' · · · · · : ' 
. - ··-·· .. - ~ ······ ~-

2. Non-Transfer, Prevention or delay by political' events .. 
economic difficulties or legislation in the buyer's c,ountry of resi~ 
deuce or transf.er of funds paid ou: by the foreign debtor.· · 

.. 3 .. •Interruption of Contract. (~re.:shi~ment) . 
(i) Pub'lic-Buyer-Interruption of performance of. contract, 

. . . · because ,of one of the following. events : . . .. 

(a) non-fulfilment by buyer o~ his contractual obligations; 

(bl act or decision by government of:country of. destination; 

' '(~)' occuHe.nce i~ .the counti'y of destmation of war, civil war, 
' ·revolt, rev6lutio,; c.yclohes;. flood, tida) wave, earthquake, 

volcanic eruption ; .. · · ·. · · 

(a) prohibition of export by French Government i . 

(e). prohibition of. manufacture by .French Go~~rn~e~t 
. I , . , . . , • . 

(f). requisition of the goods bJ: Ji'rench .Government ; 

(If the goods are s~bject to export licensing at the time of the 
signature of contract the'guaranted is not effective until delivery 

of an export licence). 

(ii) Private buyer [not applicable to medium term 
operations] as above. except "non-fulfilm¢nt by buyer 
of his constractual opligations". · 

,_ . -- ~ -. ... - . ~ .... 

4 
War and Disturbance risks:. failure. of the b.uy~r. to dis

charg~ 'his d.ebt becaus-; of war, c\vil ~ar, revolution or ?istur~ 

b 
. the buyer.'s country of .residence or general moratorium: 

ance m . . h . f h' 
d d by the administrative aut onues. o IS country. 

ecree . 

S. Catastrophe risks: Fail~re of ~he buyer to discharge. his. 

d b d t the occurence in the buyers country of residence of 
e t ue o h k 1 . . .. 

1 £1 
d tidal wave, eart qua e, vo came eruption. 

eye one, oo ' 

6 E 
hange Risks. (Covered by a separate policy); Loss due 

• XC • d d · cliff between total sums rece1ve , convere at the rate 
to erence . 
.. b . . g hen the guarantee wa.s 1ssued, and ~he total of sums 
otammw . d · ···· 
. 1.1 recel'ved in francs at due ates: 
!l~tua r . . . . . . . . . 
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Any profit on exchange is payable to the Ministry of Finance. 
This .exch~nge risk guaral)tee can be issued for certain currencies 
only provided (i) there is no other means of covering the risks 
and ( ii) the exporter exercises prudence and conforms with all 
necess~ry regulations, 

Risks not covered :-

(1) Losses due to disputes between buyer and seller or to 
repudiation ot to the buyer's refusal to accept goods. 

(2) No cover is given against commercial risks on medium 
term or pre-shipment policies (but the provision of this 
cover is being considered). 

(3) Co. FACE. give no guarantee to foreign buyers against 
damages in the event of the French exporter failing to 
perform his contract. It is con;idered that type of 
guarantee' is the province of Banks. 

UI. . Extent of Covers. 

(a) For medium term transactions either pre or post shipment 
cover is available. The standard short term policies cover 
postshipment risks op.\y, but pre-ship10ent political risk 
(not commercial risks) 10ay be insured by a separate 
endorsement. 

(b) Short term SO% 
Medium term 90% 

Interruption of contract or exchange 100% 

Where pa:r10ent terms are exceptionally long, the percentage 
gqarant~ed 10ay be reduced but it is done very rarely. 

Only 50% cover is given for insolvency risk for non-vetted 
accounts i. e. cNdits give.n bY the ex.porter as a result of his own 
lt~tu~ ~nquiries) without referring the buyers to Co. F.A.C.E. 

IV. Selectivity. 

1. Short term policies, 

(a) Commercial ris.~s Co. FACE. insist on whole turn-over or 
at least a fair spread of risk. It allows the exclusion only 

of business payable by irrevocable letter o£ credit,. and 
~?sines~ \\'ith specified ~opntrj~~~ 
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(b) Poiiticai and Transfer Risks 

The exporter cari select his markets but this option is 
very seldom allowed. 

2. Medium term policies: specific cover is given'. The follow
ing M. T. policies are available to exporters :-

(i) Sales to public authorities-non payment and~non

transfer, 

(ii) Sales to public authoritie·s-non-payment and 
non-transfer, interruption of contract, 

(ii,) Sales to private buy~rs (medium tetm)~political, 

catastrophe and non-transfer. 
(iv) Sales to private buyers (medium term)-po1itfcai, 

catastrophe, non transfer and interruption of contract, 

(v) Guarantee against exchange risks; 

(vi) Guarantee against exchange risks (covering an export 
· which is the subiect of a: price guarantee), 

(vii) Guarantee against loss due to intetmption of contract. 

V. Premiums 
Premium income plus recoveries must cover claims paid. This 

is not applicable to experience of any one year but has to· he 
treated to cover the experience for period of years. For short 
term policies separate premiums are char"ged for insolvency and for 
~ther risks. Insolvency premium·s are induded: in a· profit and loss 

account, 

Premium for political risli: consists o£ two basic rates:-

( a) a "prime forfaitaire" cafculated· as a flat rate on the 
maximum• loss which Co. F. A. C. E .. can· sustain. This 
premium' is payable when cover commences and is liable 
to adjustment depending on maximum risks. 

(b) a "prime pro rata temporis" payable quarterly for Medium
term- policies or monthly for short-term policies on the 
Maximum risk to Co. F.A.C E. at the end of that period,. 

These rates vary between !% and H% for medium~ Term 
policies according to the buyer's country. For short-term policies 
the 'prime forfaitaire' is 25% of the corresponding Medium-term 

:rate and the "prime pro rata tenl!)otis" is 50% of the corresponding 
· Mediunl-term rate. Further reduction proportionate to the· ternl; 



'VI. Other Guarantees 
D 1-"P . G ") . (H . J)ollar rive -.\: rospectmg _ uarantees: . . : -. . 

(issued by the State directly). 

·These po}icies. designed originally for_ ;North -i\meri_ca,_ .have 
been extended to some south American •nd Far East~rn market~ .. 

They_ cover losses. arising from 

(a) market surveys. 

(br ·expenses in lunching certain· products in- these markets, 
publicity, setting up btal)cbes, were-housing etc.), and 

: (c) . Stock-holding. -- . • -. -: . 

Policies cover 50% of loss calculated on either :-

. '(j) the difference betwe~n the costs- insurred- over several 
y~~rs ~~d ~. gi;en perce~tage of . the value of 
shipments over the same period or 

'(lil';the b~Iante ~f aguaranteed ac2o~nt showing receipts 
. an'd ex~en~es o~ei: the ·sam·e pei:icid. -- ... 

. - I ' . ' . -
(2) Price Variation Guarantees : 

___ St~te issues a separate guarantee against any lo~s the exporter 
'may su'stiin a's a 'i:esult of increases in -production cost~ on a fixed 
'pric~ contract fo'r c-a pjtal gcicidSprovided that · - -- ·· 

• ' -~ :- - • '• • '- • • • J. : . : • '. • • -- ·.: :. -·; ~ 

.(a) the .export is il)voiced_ in foreign excl_1ange .(so that any 
.- . profit on exchange, _which migqt result. fr~m a devail!ation 

of the franc, is offset against any price increases). 

(b) ... the export ·is in the,nationalinterest. . . . ' '-· .,,.. . .. . . 

(c) the period of manufacttjre is long. 
'1 •• ' ' 

The exporter receives 100% ·of loss where the production costs 
·exceed the value in francs received from the buyer. Any profit 
goes to t9-e State. · 

The State does a- gre1t deal of business with this type of 
guarantee and claim that -the -p~inciple of equilibrium between 
pric~- ·ini:rea<e• and e~change ··fluctuations ·has been shown to be 
justified. . . 

Vil · Experience · 

,,,_'-co: F. A. c. E. ~ert~inly c~ve~s a big sha~e of Fr~nch ~-edi~m 
~ei'_ii. export~. hut onb about 5% of short-term expo~ts, 'arid.ver;Y 
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little external trade. The only guarantees on which large losses 
have occured are exchange guarantees on import operations. That 
was first after the war. In other fields. Co. F. 1\. C. E. has 
successfully maintained solvency.· · 

Vlll. Other Remarks. 

1. Guarantees may be assigned to banks. 

2. In the case of medium-term guarantees, goods must be of 
French origin. But where spare parts .and essential components 
are of foreign origin. Co. F. A. C. E. may give cover provided the 
foreign element is not more than 20% of the total. ' 

.• J ••.•• 1 

3. Recoveries ar• shared betw•en Co. F. A. C. E.· and· the 
policy holder in proportion to their respective interests in the loss. 

4. Maximum periods of Credit guaranteed are :-

(a) Short-term normally 6 months, but up to one year for 
certain types of machinery. 

{b) M•dium-term 5 years, maximum from delivery, Th~ 
length of credit depends on 

(i) economic position of buyer's country. 

(ii) nature of goods. 

(iii) the national interest(~. g, dollar contracts)·;_ and 

(iv) size of the order. . . · 

5. Credit limits on individual buyers are _agreed~ but exp_o~t~·r 
• q ired to contribute an annual sum to the cost of obtaining, 
IS re u . f . 

d · g and renewing status m ormation on buyers, as far as stu ym . · · · · . · 
·commercial risk is concerned. 



GERMANY 

HERMES CONSORTIUM 

I. Structure 

1. A Consortium between Hermes Kreditversicherungs 
A. G. and the Treuarbeit Co. (Deutsche Revisions-Und Treu.
hand A. G.) issue guarantee documents and all risks and premiums 
are for the. account of German Government. 

The Hermes cover commercial risks in the home market for 
its own account. 

2. The control of the expo.rt guarantees is vested in a 
Parliamentary Committee (The Foreign Trade Committee) which 
hceives quarterly reports on the activities of Hermes and issues 
general directives to keep the operation of the Scheme in harmony 
with German Econo.mic Policy ; these directives are not published. 

3. The authority to issue guarantees is vested in an Inter
ministerial Committee which is composed of representatives from 
the Ministries of Economics, Finance and Foreign Affairs, together 
with representatives of Banks, Industry and Trade (the later. have 
however no voting power) .. 

4. Normally export finance is made available by private banks. 
In case of medium term projects however the banker can get 
financial aid from Ausfuhr Kredit A. G. on the security of the 
bank and export credit guarantee. 

5. The maximum statutory liability is Dm. 7500 million, 

6. The Herme~> have a capital of 5 million D. M. for their 
own use but for the state business they need no capital. 

7. The Hermes Consortium operates through Branch offices. 
These offices merely receive applications for guarantees but the 
final decision rests with the Inter-Ministerial Committee. 
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il. Risks Covered by Standard Policies 

Risks covered are :-

1. Public Buyers :-

(a) Protracted default which means non payment within 6 
months from due date or where documents have not been 
taken up within 6 months after arrival of goods. 

(b) Non-conversion & non-transfer of amount paid in local 
currency. 

(c) Exchange losses from conversion of payment in the currency 
of the contract. This cover is only for the periocl between 
the tim.e of payment by the buyer & receipt of amount by 
the exporter. 

(d) Seizure of goods by a 'foreign Government Agency other 
than that of the buyer's Government. 

(e) War & Civil war provided this risk is not otherwise 
insurable, 

2. Private Buyers : 

(a) Insolvency. 

(b) Non-payment due to Govt. action. 

( c ) Clearing delays, 

(d) Freezing of debts. 
(e) Non-transfer & non-conversion as in (b) of 1 .. 

(f) Exchange losses as in (c) of 1. 

(g) (d) & (e) of 1. 

III. Extent of Cover 
(a) The standard Guarantees (set out in IV below) cover risks 

from the date of shipment. There is, however, a manufacturing 
policy issued in respect of capital goods contracts against insolven. 
cy or non-deliverY due to political events during the manufacturing 

period. 

(h). (i) Upto 75% for commercial risks, 

(il) Upto 85% for Political and preshipment risks; 

(iii) Upto 90% for' conversion and transfer risks .. Hermes 
use the percentage of risk as an underwriting control, 
by this means they consider that they can control ; 



1. commercial risk ; 

2. political risks and 

3. Premimium rate (which is not altered when the p~rcentage 
of cover is reduced). 

IV. Selectivity 

Whole-turnover cover is not insisted upon. Exporter is free 
to choose his shipments. If whole turnover is offered a rebate in. 
pre~i~m is allowed. The main types of policies are:-

(1) a single short-term policy covering one of his shipments. 

(2) a •imilar short term-policy covering a fixed revolving 
limit for business with one named buyer ; 

(3) a whole-turnover policy covering all transactions above 
a fixed minimum value with all buyers. The individual 
buyers are named, approved and rated ; 

(4) a whole-turnover policy containing a discretionary limit 
operated by the exporter subject to safeguards. 

(5) a conversion and transfer poli~y covering these risks 
either on specific or whole turnover basis for short, 
medium or long term contracts with either private or 
public buyers. The buyers must have paid their 
debts in local currency and have fulfilled their transfer 
obligations. Policies are issued for one year and buyers 
need not be named. The policies though issued for one 
year continue for the following lear unless notice to 
terminate is given by either party; 

V. Premium. 

Hermes operate under a J.irective that its scheme should work 
. on a solvent basis, i- e. that administration cost and losses under 
. guarantees should be paid out of the income. So far this has been 
achieved. 

Average premium rate is l.l~o- Premium rates vary ~rid 
depend on terms of payment. For long term payment-s, they are 
based on outstanding amounts and length of credit period. 

Private Buyers 

(a) Cash Against Documents i% ; 
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.(b). Credit Te.rms H% for first 6 months and· additional 1% 

per month thereafter. 

Public Buyers 

For Post-Shipment risks for the first 2 years 

3 million DM 

for the next 3 million D 

f9r exports upto 

•.........•.••..•• 1% 

··················. !% 
for the balance ... ······ ....... :: i% 

and thereafter a;,. additional premium for exports upto 5 million 
DM t% for every month for the balance amount 4/10% for e.very 
month. Where only preshiment risks are covered i.e. where risks 
ends in shipment 1% • 

. . . _ Where both pershiment and Post Shipment risks are cover<d 
!% plus the shipment rates. 

VI. Other Guarantees. 

(1) Ex.ternal Trade cover is given for commercial risks on 
ultimate buyers and transfer risks ftom the intermediate 
countries to Germany 

(2) Consignment stocks can be covered against political 
risks from time or despatch until goods are sold and 
against the transfer risks after sale. 

(3) Export guarantees for services renderrd in connection 
with setting up of plants etc. and for non return of con
tractors equipment to Germany. 

VIL Experience 
The German scheme has maintained itself on a solvent basis 

since 1949. 

VIII. Other Remarks 
Claims in respect of Insolvency are payable within B weeks of 

the proof of insolvency and amount of loss having been furnished 
and in respect of political Risks for the Private Buyers six months 
after the date of Moratorium prohibition of payment by foreign 
Government. For Transfer and Conversion risks the claim is pay_ 
able after three months deposit in local currency. 

Hermes covers a rout 10% of total German export trade. 
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Cre.!it limits on individual buyers are closely controlle.!. Con

siderations for determining the payment terms for medium term 
contracts are :-

(a) the greater the "work" content in the product compared 
with the raw material content the longer could be the 
terms of payment. 

(b) the nature of the payment terms for public buyers could 
be more generous than for private buyers. 

(c) the nature of the transaction i. e. whether an "Advance" 
payment with order has been made sor heavy machinery. 

(d) the size of the order. 

Payment terms in excess of five years are not normally 
approved. But ev~n in this period payments must be by instal
ments. 



INSURANCE OF EXPORT CREDIT AND FINANCING IN 

ITALY 

I. Structure 

The law authorises the Institute Nazionale delle Assicurasione 
(existing state institution for "'life insurance'') to accept export 
credit insurance directly (issuing polices) or indirectly accepting 
the total reinsurance of the same risks underwritten by the rrivate 
companies authorised by the general law of 1923 to transact business 
in credit branch. The direct insurance or the reinsurance is 
accepted by the 'Institute' for the total account of the State 
naturally must be contained-as nature and as percentage of 
cover-m the limits indicated by the law. The National Foreign 
Trade Institute processes insurance and re-insurance applications in 
agreement with the National Insurance Institute always on behalf 
of the state. It has treated a common secretary to study the risks 
and to submit them to the special Committee. 

For goods sold on instalment basis, (the law indicates .. special 
export trade") a Supevisory Committee (composed of fourteen 
representatives of the pertinent Italian Ministries. Government 
Agencies, and private financial, industrial and insurance interests) 
makes provisions for handling deferred payments, etc. The 
majority is formed by the official bodies. The resolutions must be 
communicated to the Ministry of Treasury. 

The maximum limits up to which risks can be covered by the 
Institute are estimated annually in the Act by which the budget, 
is approved. Maximum limit for 1953-54, and 1954-55 were fixed 
at thirty billion !ires. It is also stipulated that, if the risks assumed 
in 1953-54 were less than the maximum limit, the residual amount 
can be carried over to 1954-55. 

The Institute operates through its own agencies in the country 
or through the agencies of the private companies which ask to be 

reinsured. 

II Risks covered 
The Institute covers the following risks :-

(i) War declared or undeclared; revoh,~tion; riots a,11<;\ 
popular uprisings. 
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(ii) Catastrophic and elemental risk such as earthquake, 
tidal waves, volcanic eruptions, floods, and cyclones. 

(iii) General Moratoria adopted by the buyer's country. 

(iv) Suspension or Cancellation of orders resulting from 
the events referred to in (i), (ii) and (iii) above, or by 
Italy's Government forbidding execution of the o~de~ 
or the import.ing country banning it. . . -

(v) Difficulties in currency transfers which re•ult in an 
exceptional delay, defined as in excess of .12 months 
from date of payment for the Italian exp9rter in: 
collecting the lira equivalent of sums which th~ 
foreign importer has paid in conformity_with the terms 
of contract. The coverage may be unrestrictedly 
granted for exports to convertible currency countries 
ot to countries belonging to transferable currencY. 
monetary areas, as listed by the Ministry of Foreign 
Trade. · 

In other cases, coverage is granted only if the Governments·. 
of importing countries h1ve authorized the supplies and have 
assumed an obligation to authorize the transfer of sums due for 
principal, interest, and accessory payments, through accounts 
provided in payment agreements and when no agreement exi•ts, 
they have committed themselves not to hinder the use of the sums 
paid by the imp<>rcer, for the purpose of goods and services for 
export. 

Guarantees are assumed in · the same currency in which the 
credit is expressed. Premium and indemnities are paid in lira at the 
rate of exchange in effect on payment days. This means the risks 
of fluctuations in currencies is borne by the exporter, the Institute 
.and the insurance agencies in proportion to ·the risks covered by 
them, respectively. 

IU Extent of Cover: (Direct insurance or reinsurance) 

The aggregate share of the Governm~nt guarantee is limited to 
70 per cent of the Credit to which the risk relates, regardless of 
the part insured with the insurance agencies. The exporter must 
assume a quota of 15 per cent of the volume of credit for each 
individual risk. The difference of 15 per cent may be insured by 
the priv11te ~ompany but not reinsurep b;v th~ State. Until now 
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no;· insurance. of "this part" has been accepted "by the Italian. 
companies. 

Period for which risk i.v covered. For deferred. payments. 
guaranteed by Supervisory C"mrnittee four years is· the maximum 
normal delay for which the Governme1it ·guarantee can · h~ given. 
This is calculated from rhe date of shipmen~.of exrort~ •. which, 
according to general commercial practice, are paid for on a progress 
basis, even while being manufactured, from the due date of ·each 
progress payment. 

The Ministry of Treasury, on the recomendation of the 
Supervisory Committee, may extend guarantees on delayed 
payments beyond a term of four years. 

IV Selectivity: 

No information is available, l:ecame it is a ccn£dential matter 
exclusively reserved to the Committee. 

V •. Premiums 
The Insurance and reinsurance premiums are £xed on an 

annual basis within maximum and minimum limits set by a 
decree of the Ministry of the Treasury approved by the Ministry 
of rndustry and Trade and of Foreign Trade. ·Within these limits 
the rates are fixed discretionally by the Committee. 

VI. Claims 
Compensation of loss.-Damages consist of tot•l or partial loss 

of- the credit and the indemnity is paid in lira in accordance with 
the pr.:>vision of Ia w and policy. For ~isks. at II (i), (ii) and (iii) 
delay in collecting an ove.:due credit will be allowable after the 

following time-limits : 

(a) Six months after due date of credit, delay in paymeut is 
considered as a loss of 25% of the amount covered. 

(b) Nine months of the due date a further ~5%. 

(c) After one year, the balance of 50% .. 

In case ot II (iv) and (v). delay of cover a year constitutes 

allowable claim. 
F m the date payment is made, the Institute acquires, as 

. ro the 
1
·nsured title to the credit for which the guarantee 

agamst ' 
wa~ ~raq;e"4. :;>4ms recQYeT?<;i, however, !Ire allo~ated m 
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accordance with a priority procedure in proprotion to the quotai tJf 
the risk assumed by each interested party. Payments are made in 
lira at the rate of exchange in effect on day of liquidation. 

VII. Experience 

No -information is available. 

VITI. Other Remarks 

1. Exemption from Tax 

( i) Insurance and re-insurance preminms collected on 
State Guaranteed coverage are exempt from Insurance 
tax. 

(ii) Premiums collected by authorized insurance agencies 
which assume any portion of the risk in excess of 
the quota undertaken by State are also exempt from 
the tax on insurance provided always that the 
insurance is on policies approved by the Committee. 

2. All Insurance. contracts, policies, receipts and other 
documents executed in connection with the transactions relating to 
risk scovered by State guarantees are exempt from 6tfi~'l' ~n;J 
r~z;im~rwn rue~ ~!HI other reglmatlon formlilitics. 

3. Before supplieo CCJ9ereJ by a policy are paid for, thG 
rights resulting from the State Guarantee may be transferred. The 
ina\.H'"-'r m.~~t; t~"-~iv~ ftUtit;c; t't£ thll tfAHS££f o£ U~n, 



NETHERLANDS 

1. 'Stru~tur• '· 
- !;'·To p~OtDOte nternatioiial tr'ade' arid'the excha'nge of-services' 

with 'foreign· countdes, :credit iiistirante •conii>anies' ue 'enab1e"d· 
. to reins~re .,;,ith the government insutanc~s ·or guaran'tees; effected 

.. onbeh.ali of undertakings 'domiciled· 1no the Netherlands, again$t · 
the risks'corin~cted ·with ·the 'iirtpdrt· and.' ox port· transactions. it. 
being understood, that the insured as well as in most cases. the 
credit insurance company are to take part of th.,:·~isk fonheir own 

.,account. 

2."·. Thii l~g~l basis· for ·these· facilities is given by thecyearly 
budget Ia.,_;~, which a~th~rize· the. Minister· of Finance to grant 
guar~ntees in connection with export ah<l · import· credits. This 
basis is worked out in a ministerial decree of the-17th November 
1946. . . " 

-;I •'• ·:· ~·T '; , 

J, The credit insurance company, \\'hich iHcl triitt~ho the 
a.bove mentioned te!n3uran'~ facilities 13 the NEDERLANDSCHE 
CREDIETVERZ:EKERING' MAATSCHAPPIJ ·N; V; tit Atr~ster
dam~· Tlie relationship between ~he NetherlabdState'and the said 
compAfiY h Icgula.L d by art agreement,: -

.... ,, . .'. 

4. · Pofii:ical riskS· are fun~ rein~uroa ·with the 'government. 
· ·The same applies to. ~isks in connectionr with mediu.w. te_rm..credits. 

• • ' • • 1 • • • -'.. • • ' • · !.• . ' • ~- • : I · I 

Short term commerdal risks are underwritten for account of the 
company and its private reinsurers. 

··5.·. In ".Rijkscommiss.lo Yoor &=!!=POrt :on Import granties", the 
central bank, the ministries of FiQ~nce,.of Economic·Aff~irs and 
of Agriculture are represented as. well as _tra4e ~nd indu~try~ This 
co'mm.issiOn meets twice a ·year· and only discusses problems in 
general in order to aVOJde indiscretion. The daily work:acceptance 
of-or advice on the reinsurance of·:separate policies is 'done by 
daily committee

1 
composed by officials.ofthe central bank. 

· 6: · There exists: n~ ~pecial· gu~ ran tee fund. The· Pretnluins 
for ·account of the government are paid to'the· treasury·. and diims: 
fQi: ~ce~un~ of the ~~v¢rnment :a're riiaik l_jr:·tlle' 'treaS\11:}'•. ·Th~-
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earnings and outlays are aCcounted for in the same way as other 
governmental income an~ e_xpenditure: 

D. RisksCover~d 

The policies in most cases cover th~ risk "that ther exporter . : 
will not receive, the' a!llount of. hisi{\VOicain guilde~s in the Nether
lan<ls".: :Thus the policies donot contain a limitative enumeration 
of the e.Vents which may cause a .loss but. give~ ~egative description 
of the risk with certain exceptions and in this way. give the insured 
the benefit of the doubt. The main risks of loss covered are : ,. . 

- . 

: (a) · Commercialrisks 

1. Insolvency : 

2. · failure to pay an admitted debt for delivered goods 
within a . certain period, varying from 6 to 12 months 
after due date : 

(b) Political risks : 

1. political occurances : war, hostilities, re hellion, revolu
tion, riots, etc. : 

2. government action, (general moratorium, restrictive 
exchange regulations, the ·freezing of funds can cella- . 
tion of an import licence, etc.) ; 

3. transfer difficulties and foreign exchange shortage, 

(c) Disasters: earthquakes, floods, epidemics. 

Risks e:o:cluded are : 

1. Marine risks or other hazards resulting in material 
damage to the goods ; . 

2. Losses resulting from causes within the control of the 
exporter; 

3. Disputes as to delivery, quality of the goods etc., or 
repudiations on the part of foreign buye~s. 

The Exchange risk is normaliy not included in. the cover, It 
maY be covered separately in . connection with medium term ex
po•):~busin~ss, wh~n cqver \~ qot po'ssil;lle iq the. fQrw11rd exchan~e 
market. .... ' . 
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m Extent of Risk 

(a) Cover usually starts at. shipment. Pr~shipment risks ·can 
be covered in connection with medium term business. 

(b) Short term business is covered on standard policy premium 
and percentage of cover being fixed for. each transaction 
individually. 

(c) The percentages of cover vary from 75% to 90%. 

(d) In case of currency risks, the pecentage of cover usually 
amounts to 95%. 

IV: Selecti•ity 

For short term business there exists no compulsion to cover 
the risks on whole. turnover basis. 

V. Premiums 

Premiums are fixed for each transaction ; 

VI. Other Guaranttees 

Dollar Drive Guarantees Introduced in April 1952 • Govern
~ent Guarantee one half of the cost of Market research, advertising 
and warehousing if not covered by increased volume of sale within 
a specific period. These risks are under written. directly by the 
Ministry of Econ9mic Affairs and not by intermediary of Neder
landsche Credietverzokering Maatschappij, N.V. The Maximum 
liability for these guarantees is fixed at D.£. 2.000.000, 



I, Struetur'! ., . . ·. '\.' . 
1. A Government Board o.petating under Ministry of rr11-de 

• '"1 ~~~,..·~ 1 • .• • • • .~,,. ," r • •,' • , , ' 

giving guaiantee's··on 'belia1!'of i:lie '"state .. It, has no independent 
powers and no separate capital. It is controlled by an E. c, G. 
Board composed of top industrial organhations and Government 
departments; th~latEer. ~x~rc.is~ dominant control.. 

• : ':. . : .. -. '-·· :l~ . --- - . . ~ . · . ...: . . . . J 

2. Maximum liability is Kr:.3CO: millions Le. Rs. 27 crores. : 
' (Including Kr. 100 millions i.e. Rs 9 crores) for special guarantees. 

3. Formed in 1933. 
; ;~. 

4. No insurance brokers are employed. 

U.. . Risks covered by S!andard Poli~i,e! : . -. 
. , · Individual policies ate issued to rover ·each of the following 
t~pes ofrisks : · . .. 

{,') Private 13~yim;~Insolvency ~nd default 'provid-ed there 
. is.no breach of ·contract by the exporter. 

· · (li) P~bti~B~ye;s,-NoncP~Ynie~~ whim tb~re has been 
no llreach'o!'~oni:rac't by tlie 'exporter:' - ' . ·. . . 

(iii) Transfer (This policy can be issued separately or 
combined with (i) and (ii) a hove). 

(iv) Pre-shipment (Any claim is calculated on the net 
cost of goods to the manufactur"r excluding his profit 
less the value of the goods at the time of the claim and 
l~ss any pre-shipment received). 

(v) Import or exchange licensing controls, 

(vi) General war, 

(vii) Loss between shipment and delivery of goods, 

The cover is always 75% of the loss, 

Losses excluded:-

(i) repudiation1 
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(ii) in·creased -manufacturing cootS: 

(iii) devaluation, 

( iv) catastropic risks, 

Ul. &:tent of cover : , . 

. (a).The cover provid-ed_ py th~ ~o,ii~ies _:_~nti~ned · ~t .U .. (i), 
(iil, (iii), (v) and (vi) above begins when the goodS: are 
delivered to the buyer. The policy at II (iv) ~b~~e c~~ers 
pre- shipment· risks only; ,, · - .. : : . ~: · · 

(b) Normally:65:7o per cei:tt 'is guaranteed' but this percentage 
inay be reduceil ·where., paynient tei:ms are exceptionally 
long or markets are· •-difficult; and': may•\ be! .incnased ;to 
75%. Normally the risk covered is 70 to 85% but the 
pohcy holder always' beiits the• firsi I'oss ofat'leasi: ib to 15 
per cent: - 85 per cent covet" may :excepdonaliy be agreed 
for agricultural and fisheries products. ' ' ' . : ~. .. . ; . ·: 

IV. Selectivity 

Exporters ··normal~y insure s~Iected_ contracts .only, and· as 
shown above, have opt1on of the nsks to msure. 

V. Premiums 
Premiums for short-term risks range (normally 1-2%) 

ccording to market and· payment terms. Rates for long term 
:isks vary between 1 and 4 per cent per annum. All risks covered, 
for general policies covering the total turnover the premium is 
reduced by about SO%. · 

Vl Other Guarantees 

(a) Dollar drive policies. 
(i) stock-holding (very seldom), 

(it) financial guarantees to banks, covering the banks for 
75% with no risk for the banks but with full recourse 
on the exporter. 

(iii) external trade guarantees. 

(b) Services Policy (exceptionally). 

• yU Ezperience · 
E K. N guarantee less than H per cent of the total Swedish. 

u)Xlr~ trad.e and 10 to 15% of insurable exports. It is understood 
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that the organisation has_ .CC)!lducted. its, operations. OJ) a so1vent 
basis since its inception. 

vm. Other Remarks 

E. K. N. have operated their scheme on a conservatiV:e basis, 
bu{during th~ last 2-3 years; the "cover has been higher and the 
··pi~mium lowe~. · · · · 
.J-~ • ·.: # • ; !_ i 

E. K. N. takes a first charge on recoveries plus interest . 

. , • . No~mally goods must be wholly or partly. produced in Sweden 
. '(an exception may he made for dollar drive transactions) and now 
:it. may also be given for other exports. · 
: : ~ ' . . . . 
:. : J'olicies can be: hypothecated to banks. Payment is normally 
·made :withit~ six m9nths after the d,ue date, In some cases after 
7 days after du~·date. __ ._: In ~the:r cases upto 8 months after due date. 

Payment terms approved up to six months for consu_mer goods 
and. up to fo11r years for capital goods after delivery, 



sWtt.iERLANo· · 
"EXPORT RISKS GUARANTEE(E, R. G,) 

Geschllf:tas telle Eur p;; ,Export nisikog~~~~ie 

I. Struclure 
Swiss E. R. G. is a Government Department .. 

· D. Risk covered by Standard Policies 

Individual policies are issued to cover each of the following 
types of risk ;-

(i) Private Buyers: the policy covers only transfer and 
political risks. 

(ii) Public Buyers • the policy covers non-payment of money 
by the buyer as well as the transfer and political risks. 

Losses excluded : 

Insolvency of private buyers. (this risk can be insured with 
private company, LA FEDERALE COMPAGNIE ANNONYNE 
D' ASSURANCES/only for 3 to 6 months,\ 

m Est<nt of Cover: 
(a) The cover provided by the policies mentioned above 

begins when the contract is made. 

(b) The maximum percentag~ guaranteed is 80% of cost price 

d the average is 70%. The policy holders bear first the loss of an ., · 
refits which on the average is about IOto of_the invoiced amount 

:nd then 20/30% of cost price as their share of loss, 

JV. Selectivity : 
Every exporter can choose his transaction for insurance. 

V. Premiums 
Until ]946, the guarantee was given by E. R. G, without any 

cost. Since 1947, a fixed premium of 1% worked on the sum of 
guarantee is charged irrespective of buyer, country of destination 

or payment terms. 
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\1. Experience 

The experience hils ):ll!'e!} exceedinaly .satisfactory . 
• ~. • ••• • • ., .... > • •• • • • 

I - . -- -':'' ,-

VU, Other'""Remarl<i 
Maxiliiuni"cr~dittei:nis'ap~ro~ed~by',swissc":iJ:.:R.G. are 5 years 

(excentionally 7-8 years). 



uNJTeo KI·N,doB~ · 
··· ::~~ ::.-:-·1 ·;t -.~c·L:.-~f[:":-~::..._1 :·~T ~-Jl!) 

EXPORT CREDIT GUi\lt.UITi'E DEPARTMENT 
- .... ! ......... • • , •- ~ • -- • •. 

"I, · Strueture 
~ ·.- -~ ' • - • • •. •. • 1 ~ • _, r _r 

. · '' ;l. · E.C.G,D. is a Government ·De:par_tm~t. unde.r the President 
· o"f the Boatd of tl>eJ'ra<!e, ·It is ~mpow~red I?Y:Aci."o£ Parliament to -·. --- .~ ~- .... -~··J 

~i ve guarant~es oil .a~comm·er;ial-)>asi~, "fo_r .~h:"_ ~~q~~se of encourag
mg trade wtth places outside the Umted Xmgaom ......... being 
'guarantees for the_ export, tnalitifacture, -:treatm_ent dt:,4istribution 

1'o£ i!dods ·or the' renderfn1Fof 'Services:" ~Thes~:;Zguarantees are 
subject to a maximum liability 6f.£.75o· millicinscand are. given with 

:the agree~.'!'llt of an ~dvis~lf~ (::q~_c;il of b~'}k~r~ ~nd b':!.siness men . 
.. tn 'caseS where it ."is ·des ita ble" Ji:l 'i.ssue.' _guata.ri'te~s"'on- itnl'enra 
commercial basis,' b'u~iliess 'lfi~y '"be' t;~nCfeiwrietiin: with' the consent 

.. o£ .thee ':freasurj' su.bi.e\:t :tQ.~ JP.a;xiJ!1-':'!'l.l!a,biJ~t~ I:J!if:. i5?1111illions. 

·:'i .. ::2 >-E. c.:G;b: has't3:·braric& offices 1n' th<FU! K and one · • . . . . . . , . In 

Niir y oik: ··1n 'a dilit'ioii,:it .r.eCc'igiiises.~stablishedl:risnrance brokers 
paying them a 'ccimmission"'varying"fiom 'S h:r.!t%:according to the 
extent of busin·esirintrodi.tced. '·' · t:• ::··' ;.,.,.,; :. ";·,. 

ii ·Risks Co~~red b)/ Si~nda~d ioH~iei ·.· ;.._, ' ; > .. : ·; ;.. .S) 

, . (a) Com~~;c-;~1 Ri~k; l ·, .. o ",. ;::::. --;··;~~-.. ~:;; 
. (i) insolvimcy of the huyer-i and .. , ·.;:'::·, :, 

( ;;) failure of the -b~yer to'Pai t<Hh•!' expliiter within 12 
months after t!J.e .due. date. of. paym~?f t;he. c.ontract 
price of goods of whidi'de1i'Very his ·beeri'dii'ly·~ccepted 
by the buyer£.,.::. :.';f,T:;.:: . . c.· 

.• t •·• .. ·i-_·)~--·;~~·-...,. 

(b) Political, .Tran~fer of. ~ss_~ts!, ~tc. · . , 
. · .. •. . ~ ... ~ .'.: .... :,1 .. :-.• · '• .. - -···· ' 

· (i) The operation of a La"'' ~or·g~ >l\1 .(?rder, Decree or 
Regulation havinll:~P~ fo~c~:of..la,W: •. 'W"h~cA in circum
stances outside the control of the Exporl:er and of the 

. , .•. b(!ye.r p"re'(~J'l~S.:'J;e&f:~icts pi .,co~tro.I~ ,.~h;e; yt(J!'!Sfffi of 
., · ·payments from the buyer's count~y.t~,t)l_.,u, K., or 

(i~),J'he ;occ,vrrence, of waJ p~tYfeB!I.t~~~~er's countcy 

andotb~ g.,:!{;, 01: ' ·, 



(.U) The occurrence ofwar, hostilities,. civil war, rebellion, 
revolution, insurrection, or other disturbance in the 
buyer's country, or _ 

(iv) The cancellation oi: non-renewal of an Export Licence 
or the imposition of restrictions on the export of goods 
not previously subject to licence, or . '., . 

( •) The incurring in- respect of goods shiJ?ped from the 
_ U.K. of any additional handling, transport or insur

ance charges which. are ·occasioned -by interruption or 
dive~sion of voyage oui:sfde the U.K. and· which it is 
impracticable to recover from the buyer; or 

(vi) Any other cause not .being within th~ co~tr~l of the 
Exporter or of. the buyer which arises from events 
occurring outside the U. K. . 

. Note :-For public buyers (which cannot ~e m~d~ in~~lv-~nt),' the 
following additional risks. are covered :-:- ' ' 

(1) Failure or refusal on the part of the Buyer- to fulfil the 
terms of the contract of sale of..the goods ; such- failure 
er refusal not arising from a~y breacli.-of -eont~act. or 
warranty on the part of the· Exporter ~or from any 
ether cause within the control of the Exporter. 

(2) The operation of a Law or of an Order, Decree, or 
Regulation having the force of Law, which in circum
stances outside the control of the exporter prev.:nts 
ristricts controls the transfer of payments, from the 
Buyer's country to the U. K. 

(c) Risks Specifically E-.:cluded:' 

(1) Any risks insurable elsewhere. 

(2) The buyers' failure to obtain any authority necessary 
at the date of contract (or 'shipment') to import or pay 
for the goods. · 

(3) Exchange fluctuations. 

None :-lt should be noted that the risks defined in II (a) and (b) 
- e:z:dude :-

(i) Repudiation, i.e. the refusal -of a· solvent private 
buil'er to accept goods he has ordered. 



(ii) Any risk (not listed in (a) ap!;i_ (b)a)love)(within tlte 
control of the exporter_or the buyer• 

(iii) A;,.y los;, ~th~r thanb {iv) ~bo~e which occurs in the 
U.K. 

m. Extent of cover 

(a) The Contracts- Policy: gives cover from date of 
until exporter receives final payment. 

The- Shipment Policy: gives cover from- the. date 
ment until exporter receives final paymen't. ' 

contract 

of ship-

(b) Percentage of Guarantee: 85% of contract pr1ce 'for loss 
arising from commercial risks; 9J% for all other risks. (includint 
default by public buyers). 

Note: For doubtful countries, the percentage of risks may;be 
reduced. · 

.IV. Selectivity ; 

These policies normally -cover the whole of the. policy-hold~r's 
el'port trade for 12 month~ .~i~h the foil~wi~g exceptions.:-. _ ·: 

(a). irrevocable deposits made at date of contract; · 

(b) (shipments policies only)· Payments' made befo~e shipment 
or by confirmed irrevocable letters of credit ... 

(i) An exporter is allo;_,ed to ~xclude (;) sales made :t• 
' U.K. buyers for shipment overseas; 

(ii) _business with any markets provid,ed that the. resul
tant spread of risk is acceptable l:o the Departmimt 
and the exporter is agreeable to payment· of 
additional premium. · · · 

Note: Exporters must insure all risks listed in II (a} and (b), 
but where an exporter has a substantial financial 
interest in the buyer, E.C.G.D will· not i:civer the 
commercial risks. 

V, Premium• : · 
(a) PremiuD1 rat~s depend on tbe f?llowing factors :-:-: 

--(i) the Department's assessment of risks in the -lol'lyer's 

country; 

(U).the terms of payment; 
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:(isiJ ::the cUss. of goods :. 
(i11) Whether. c~nt~acts or .shipme~ts co~e~· is required , 

• • • • ' • , ••• • • .- • ., .' • ' !> ... ; • - ~ : • •• 

. "(ii)" the amount of business offered for insl!t~4ce ; 

(vi) the degree of selection allowed to the ein_porter ; . 
(vii) the previous claims record of the e'iporter .. ·-· ... 

. ... • • : • ,_'. . ·: . ~ ., -·· ~ j : . '!. -:. '.' .,. -- ' ~· • 

(b) The average. premium tate for short-term business is 
about !%. but premium rates for differ~nt countries 

• ~ f;oni ~bout. is"!~.-to :w.: · · · · · 
·- ·' ... ·.·:_.·: :-.:. ·. 

VI.. Oth~r. Guarantees· '·: r , ' ~.. . . 
, ~ : '·1." Endorsements to Sta~darll Policies : · 

now 
vary 

The following endorsements can, at'~~e· Sptibn ofthe export~r 
;be. js_s1,1~d tq.J:>glders,of s'\>ort~term :contracts o~ 'shipments:.policies.' 
to meet special requirements :- · ... 

(a) Engineering : The normal policies cover .. credit. ·terms.: up 
to six months ftom shipment .. l!l. re~ei!t .Year~ •. however. c.redit 
i:erhls 'for light. 'capital goods:. e._g.;' tractors' c~ir;mercial ~ehicles . . . . -. -' .· . . . . - . 
electric generators aiid pumps have i:een gradually 'extended ·. The 
Engineering ·endorsement -extends the Standard:.policles ·to cover 
Jll:'Prgve,4 ,goods- sold o~ ter;n;t~ up .to_~ years :from. shipment,·. . . 

(bl D_IP Me'inor~nduni i To cover coritracts -~hich stipulate 
'for "documents against payment" and for a tenore· bill of exchange 
i:o be accepted by the buyer -and 'duly delive'i:eil'. to the Exporter 
in accordance with the contract .. ~f. t!>e l;>il\ .is dishonoured by the 
· bu'y~r at du~ date, the~ <;~Porter. b'i!s the dg4t to sill the' goods and 
charge the bu:Yei: with·anyshoitfall .. ·_This):nemorandum agrees to 

' c6ver stich loss provided' it does· not ·· ~xce'ed ,85% of 25% of the 
amount of the bill. ' · ·· · ,_ · .· · 

. . . • .• (C)·; ~Salei fr~m C?v!rs~s Stoc~~·, .:E~~ci;se~~~;s are a~ailable 

. . ·· , ·· I ' · - ' · -; •' • t · ' . o • 
to cover sales : .. 

. : 1 ~-- . -. I ' . ' _. . ·- ••• I 
· ... (i) to an agent-buyer ; 

(ii) to ultimate buyers in loca1 currency. • . . .• 
: ~:••'·r ~:.:,"..;, ' ,\ 

(d) Stoc~s, En!Io~~~~e_n~ ,: _To_ coye~- . g?od_s, ()wp,e~" pY the 
the exporter an·d held in· a 'con>ig!'unerit . stock overseas. ag\linst the 
, ti~k;of . , ... ' 

(i) requisition or confiscation ; 

(H) war, civil war, etc. ; 
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(iii) tli•dhahility nf the exrorter to :·re-exoort Hie ioooS:" to 
the U.K.'' • ' ·•" 

(e) Re-Export Endorsement: To cover foreigo goods etifported~ 
froms the U. K. · • ~ •. t·· :·~ 

· (f) Fair Endorsement : · To insure goods shipped. for exbibititiO: 
at a foreign Fair againsi: the risks of..:..-~ -:-. · 

(i) requisitionin)!''or confiscation : · --

(ii) prevention of re-export of tb~ ·goods if (unsold) or pre
yention·of transfer-of payments for· goods (if sold at' 
tb'e Fair): . : · 

(iii) W~r, ciVil ~ar. etc; . ~: -

(2) Other Policies 

. C~) Externai T;ad~ policy: Insure~ a Mer6han~ ~he is buying 
goods in one foreign country a,nd.shipping tbem. direct' to another 
(witho~t _pas~in,ph~o~gh· the U. _K.l ~gainst the risks of insolvency, 
transfer, war 11-nd C,lvil-,wa.r. · This)orm.of polic~ will ooly be issued 
in resJ?.eCt o_£ goods whic~ _do. not ~om pete, with Britis~., exports. 

· · · ~b). Processing: Poli~y.-'-Designeii to cover;' risks arising from 
the· prace.ssing (;£ British •owned goods-in foreign ·countries : The 
risks covered are . . . . ' . 

( i) requisitio~iijg: or coqfisqt,io_;t : 

· .''(ii) prevention'ofsbipment from the processing country: 
t ' ' ' • ' ~ ~ I' 

(iii)' wai. Civil war, ~tc.: ·:' .: · s · 
.. ' . . ... ' ·- ~ .. 

_ (c) C. J, F:Charges Polity.- Risk:-co"e'red-increase in the rates 
of premium$ for marine or \var risk ins~trance .or in freight. 

~ ' I 

_ · (d) Medium terv(P~Iicies: -'l:he;e: poiici~s insure individual 
contrac-ts- for . capital' goods wiie're- the terms ,«;>f payment and 
manufacturing periods are lengthy and the contract ·amounts are 
large ... The exporter has freedom to select individqal -contract_s·- for 
c~v~r- Tbe. risks ·insured are .the same as for the Standard. 
Policies· de~crj~e4_ i~. If, .'and the_ premium· rates· v~r:y betwee~; 
1% ~nd' 6% ac~ordi~g. to :the p~yer's cpuntry, the _paym~tterms. 
the ~ype of_good~_ and ,the class_ of: puyer_ (i.e .. private or, Pllpli\=~ 
buyer). Cre4i~ ter~s.inxolying_ a,sP:eaA·of pay_me'1-t_«;lYH.~ /'< 
y~a~s fr;;m-shipm~llt":rJ. J:~~ _\!llUS_ll~l for larg~ contracts. 
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(e) Special Guarantee to Banks. These guarantees are· issued 
dire~dy to U. K. Banks to assist the finance of major capital goods 
contracts . 

. , .. , ' ~ > 

(f) Dollar Drive Policies. The following are special ·Dollar_ 
Dri.ve poliCies issued · to encourage exports. to North American 
mark~ts ~ild the doliar accJunt countries of Latin American :-

(i) Contracts and Shipments policies for consumer goods 
.. : ~reissued for individual markets in the same from as 

the ordin~ry short term Contracts and shipments 
policies. In exceptional cases cover may be given on 
buyers to a larger amount than would normally be 
considered prudent. 

(ii) ,qales Promotion Policies In order to help exporters 
.. ·to bear the heavy financial risks of developing sales in 

the dollar markets, E. C. G. D. is prepared to go into 
partnership with the exporter over a period of 
between 2 and· 6 years. E .. C. G. D. receives a 
t>remium, and if the promotion campaign is unsuccess
ful, shares the final loss equally with the exporter. 
An example of these guarantees is the Adverti~ing 
campaign against a planned expansion of ·sales; if at 
the end of the guarantee period the estimated sales had 
n'Jt been fully achieved and therefore the cost of 
advertisement had not been fully recouped, E. C. G. D. 
would pay the exporter 50% of the loss. , Similar 
types of guarantees can be issued in respect of market· 
surveys, stockholding; and· promotional ·expenses; in 
addition joint venture policies can be issued to cover· 
the whole of an exporter's development programme in 
respect of one dollar market over a period of 4 to 6 

·years. · 

(g) Services · Policies: These policies insure payments for 
services rendered by u. K. firms to principals abroad where there 
is no sale of goods, e.g. insurance premiums, royalty and copy-right 
payments, auditor's. fees, services of constructio~al engineers. The 
policy covers 85% or 90% of loss arising from the risks of 
i11solvency, transfer War ·& Civil War either for individual 
tr~nsactions or a ~ries transactions over 12 months. 
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vn Experience 

E. C .. G. D. is charged to. maintain solvency. It is not a profit
making body and its income (from premiums and claims recoveries) 
must over a period of years 'balance· its expenditure (claims 
pay;,ents and administration costs). In ~eneral, this objective has 
been achieved but E. C. G. D. have experienced two periods when 
claims hav'e been abnormally high; 

· (i) .19.V-41-war, transfer and diversion claims and 
'· . 
· · . · : (ii) . l951-1953 Brazilian transfer claims ' 

·(b) Eligibility: .E. C. G. D. will cover all goods .wholly or 
partiy manufactured or produced in the U. K. and such 
foreign goods as dJ not .rom pete with U. K. products. · 

· · (c) P~licies ·may be assigned to banks either in full or in 
respect of individual countries or shipments. 

(d) The maximum credit terms normally .approved depend on 
the type of goods, as follows : 

·(i) raw matedals-90 days : · 

(ii) consumer goods-six months 

(iiii light ma~hinery...:.instalments over two years ; 

(iv) major capital goods-instalments over 3.5 years from 
~ · shipment (provided the~e is a substantial payment 

before shipment), .. · 

(~) ·P~yment of claims ,is made as follows:-

{i) Insolvency-immediately-insolvency occurs: 

Jii) Default-12 months after due da~e ; 
(iji) 'fransfer:-6 months a'ter due date : 

(iv) Other risks-6 months after the event which is the 
cause of loss. 

rn .any recoveries made after payment of of a claim are divided 
between the exporter ond E. C. G. D: in proportion to 
their respective intetests ill the debt. 



1" __ AP-P~~PlX X, 
_,_, , __ ~~:er~~c~-~ha~te~~I, Paragr~t-?, _ • 

Sources froD1 wh1cli econon1u~ and financ1al m£ormahon 
• • ' : ~ .·, • ·- ··-'·. • ._. • •. , • J ' • • ~ ' • • ) • ' • • 

!egardmg buyers' countries: sh_ould be co'!lected 
: ... :! . 

L Reporti-ft.om·Governmen.t:o£ India representatives o'verseas 
on economic and fin~~qia~ cop~\tipl)s in_ their. te):ritories, The 
Export Credit insurance,Qrgimisation 'should- receive copies of such 

; I • ' · It ''' ., ,.. 
reports·-dir~cti" ·•.,: ,_,. ---."J '' .:· ' ' '~ "· r . ' 

::brr~ S·;~ ."/. .71 ·~::; _r·: 1·· .,, : · .,... - . : · ·· · · · ,.__ · 
2. _Qfficial_anp unofficial' statistical and eco!lomic -publications· 

of the Gov~'fnkent at' India a~d bf 'fo'reigr\ Govetnnients. Central 
Bank~ C&nlmerciabBanks, lnternational Oaganisations, Chambers 
of Commerce. TradeoA~~d.ciations.-_ . - -

'•·. 

' ,,.,.1.o .Jl_e'pOrts-~of: Tr~c!e and Financial Pelegations, officiah_1nd 
non.official. 

4. Trade and financial iour_nals :an_d daily,., prew·_ and the 
London Economist's Over~E;as._ -~a.rket _.Surv~ys apd. ColJ\lmercial 
History, issued periodically> · ·- ---- -· -" 

s. R~~~~~~: ~i~~~~~-~~i ~~pi'~~eh~~'ti{re~ ~{policy ii61d~~~ of the 
Export Cfeiiit'l6.sui'in1ce'Organisation':- -: -• · · - · 

~ .• ,,-.--.~1" ~,.,:.,.,.\.'f~.-L-.·~ 1 .•• ; • v.·_-; .. ~-._._r' -·. _·. ""' , .•• · ·• 

-'~-6.''Civ~-~-~e~~- ~ffice.:-s '0£ -G~veriimiipt:.·o£ .l~dia:-visiting India: 
Arrangements may be made that when- an offic-er Government of 
India posted in a foreign'couritry·coines tci·India>:he· should· meet 
the officer~ :oi.Jhe•,E1<JlQ!'t Gredit ·_Insur~nceOrganisation for an 
exchange of views regarding various matters, · 

:~.:~-~ :·:.~·:-...~~ .' . 
7. Export Credit lpsuqmce Org~nisation officers _going abroad 

They should colleCt'' 'and· ·give--reports on·- market· conditions, and 
in'iport; eipO!t; and exchange regulations.: -- · · : _ 

.. ~· . Local r~~rese_ntatives of the Forei~;,Gover~~e-nts in India. 
' -.. • F- • -. ~ . . . ..,. .... - . . - -. ·- . • . . ,. . - • . . , 
· --g:-.B~rrie-Uriio!J.-1-'IeJ:l!bgrs. of· the Union usually e;change 

i~~o~ta'nt'ih"£6tm~ti~il. ':', , · , . · · .. · · · _ · : 

10. Pirect approach'eS'- to tlie ·Ministries and Departments of 
b G~vernment of India, the Reserve Bank of India, and Indian 
~;bassies, High Commis~ions, <;:on§lllates, Le~ations, and Trade 

gffices abrqa\1, 
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